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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Rob's (SnakeOil) 1966 T120R resto

Well, here we go, boys. I put the Bonnie on the lift and started to tear into her. The impetus for this
was my friend Lance's shop being quieter than I've ever seen it. I was going to rebuild the engine
myself, but thought I'd take advantage of this and let Lance do it while I did all the other stuff. 

I'm going to post my pics on Photobucket to make it easier. I'll post links here as the pictures are
uploaded. 

Last night I pulled all the various bits that trap the engine in the frame. Coils, horn, right rear engine
plate/footpeg, and exhaust are all off. You will see a pic of some seeds on the floor. They came out of
one of the mufflers when I tipped it up.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

There was a nice collection of goo in the tranny cover. Suspect the oil was not changed for some time.
Engine oil looked decent and both tank and engine screens were pretty clean.

Pulled the rocker boxes to facilitate engine removal and found a mix of fasteners. Some studs, some
bolts, some non-standard. Looks like this will not be a 100 point restoration. Bike has painted fenders
and they are magnetic, so not painted stainless. Think I'll keep those because they are an easy change
should I decide to go to a more traditional Bonnie look.

Side stand it also missing as is the lug. Pondering going with a later model stand and lug.

Not sure this is the right place to post questions but does anyone know if there is a replacement lug
available for these mid-60's style sidestands?

Here's the link to the Photobucket album. Pictures start with bringing the bike home in Feb 2009.

http://s176.photobucket.com/albums/w...20Restoration/
regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-02-2011 at 11:12 AM.
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DAVE M
Senior Member

http://www.burtonbikebits.net/triumph_modifications.htm
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: T140 E
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Reading Berks UK
Posts: 4,692
Other Motorcycle: 56 Plunger
Tatty Cub
Extra Motorcycle: CZ winter
bike

Burton Bike Bits says it's sold out (worth an email?) but this gives you a part number to search your
side of the pond for

http://www.britishcycle.com/products/830035.htm
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68TR6R
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '68 TR6R
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2008
Location: Iowa
Posts: 791
Other Motorcycle: 1978 suzuki
125

Will it remain stock (looking, anyway)? And is he going to keep the current paint? My first thoughts
when seeing photos of when it first came home were how brilliant it looks! I like painted fenders as
well.
__________________
Life's tough.......Get a helmet
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder... so I'm told. The paint looks good in the pics, but was not so hot
in person. Tank had a crack in the tunnel weld that had to be fixed that pretty much killed the paint on
the tank. Plus the gas leak had already trashed the paint.

It will be brought back as close to a stock '66 T102R as possible without breaking the bank. I always
thought that the white tank with the red stripe on the '66 and that Bonneville record decal on the
tank was one of the best look Bonnies. I'll just continue that theme on the fenders as if it were a Tiger.

I'm still up in the air about the rims. All depends on how well they clean up. Might replate the spokes
myself if they look good enough. If not, she'll get stainless spokes. If I end up replacing the rims, that
brings up another decision between stock looking chrome steel or shouldered alum rims, which I love,
BTW. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Plan is to powdercoat most of the black parts for durability. It will also get solid state regulator/rectifier
and ignition system as well as a complete new harness. I am also going to take a hard look at a place
to put an external oil filter that does not detract from the appearance of the bike.

Will hopefully have the lump out tonight or tomorrow and will bring it to Lance. I'll be on vacation at
my summer place, which is within 20 min of Lance's shop. I'm hoping he'll be in a position to let me do
most of the engine work or at least let me participate. It's his seasoned eye when we get the engine
apart that will bring true value to this rebuild.

Taking it apart revealed that somebody retrofitted a front brake switch via a later model cable with the
pressure switch. I have a couple of NOS cables with that switch and think one is the same as what is
currently on the bike. If the cable is shot on the bike, I'll just save the switch and install it on a Venhill
cable.

Dave thanks for the link to Burton's. I had not started researching the lug replacement yet. You just
made it easier. 

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,455
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Hey, I believe I've seen that bike before. I don't think there are two paint jobs the same with the
orange panels on the sidecovers...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

You probably remember it from when I posted pictures after I first got it. Since then I really have not
done much with it other than have the tank welded and put a new centerstand on it so it was stable
while collecting dust.

Pulled the lump out of the frame tonight. Not sure how I did it without pulling my back out, too.
Damn, but that's a heavy little beast. Guess I'll be buying an engine hoist for the installation. Been
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

wanting to get on so now I have an incentive.

Tomorrow will build a small wood skid for the engine so I can put it in the van and haul it out to
Lance's shop.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,455
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Tip on engine R&R:

Lay the bike on it's side on an old matress or other suitable cushion, loosen off all fasteners, allow it to
plop onto cushion, stand bike up, retreive engine. Also helps to get the top end off before trying to lift
it. Oh, yes, loosen off sprocket nut, alternator nut, clutch centre nut, and crank pinion with engine still
on bike and chain attached, in gear, with brakes on.

To re-install engine, lay engine on cushion, lay bike over it, fiddle one or two mounting bolts, stand bike
upright.

Bob's your uncle.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Thanks Paul. I actually used that procedure, only with a blanket and cardboard versus a matress (you
actually have an old matress in the shop?!) for a 650 Yam engine removal. 

Too late on the clutch, sprocket, etc. nuts tip. But I'm sure Lance has some special tools he's either
made or purchased to facilitate removing those nuts.

This engine removal was sort of a last minute decision. I'm headed to the lake for 3 weeks and figured
this is a good time to haul that engine out to Lance with hopes I can work on it there or with him. So,
if I had followed my normal, more thoughtful process prior to touching a single nut or bolt, I probably
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

would have asked for tips here up front. Oh well, live and learn, huh. Never too old, that's for sure.

I talked to Lance today. He said I'm more than welcome to tear down the entire engine on my own in
his shop. What this may turn into is me doing the teardown and rebuild with Father Time looking over
my shoulder. Having Lance there for tips and avoiding pitfalls, plus his dealership+ level of tools might
mean I have the engine rebuilt at the end of 3 weeks, barring any major issues.

Looking at the valve stems, top end seems to be relatively fresh. Springs look new, too. So head might
just need a disassembly, cleaning and reassembly if the seats and guides all look good. Did find one
helicoil for the front rocker cover which explains the odd bolt. Might see if I cannot modify an old bolt to
fit.

Made the skid for the engine and she is ready to go. Made it with a place to grab with two hands on
both sides so I think wife and I can put it in the van. Found a used engine hoist cheap and am trying
to contact the seller. That's probably how I'll put it back in the frame at reassembly time.

regards,
Rob
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Tiger Dale
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2007
Location: Southern Maryland
Posts: 717

Wow. I can tell this is going to be fun.

Dale
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs

Brought the bike to our summer place for a 3 week stay. Talked to Lance and he's headed for the
woods for a couple of days so I decided to start on the engine here in my barn.

Pulled off the head and jugs with very little effort required. Had the following findings:

Oily deposits in left cylinder and relatively dry carbon in the other.
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Oily deposits in left cylinder and relatively dry carbon in the other.
Oily deposits on the back of the exhaust valve and intake valve for the left cylinder.
Exhaust tappets each have a small hole in the center of the cam end, which I see from the
manual is correct.
Inlet tappets have no hole. Also correct.
Pistons are both 0.040 over. They were installed in opposite directions to each other based on
the logo cast into the inside skirt and the numbers stamped on the dome. Not sure it makes a
difference, but did not expect to see that. Brand is JCC.
Conrods are polished aluminum. Assume someone polished the stock rods.
Compression rings on right cylinder had the gaps very close to each other. They actually
overlapped with the jugs removed the the gaps open (oops). Left rings properly offset.
Exhaust cam has a shallow groove on the right lobe.
Right cylinder has distinct marks on the wall from the 3 rings. Appears the engine sat for
sometime. I cannot feel the marks for the most part. But in on location I can. I was hoping a
light hone and re-ring would be all she needs. Not looking good for that.
Peering down into the crank case thru the spigot holes, the engine appears to be remarkably
clean inside. Looks like good oil and proper oil changes were done at least after the last rebuild.
Valve stem ends look excellent so top end might be relatively fresh. Won't know until I get the
valves out. But with oil on the back of the two left valve, might need to replace the guides.
Pistons look pretty good. Left has a small scuff on the intake side. It's dark in color and might
polish out if we don't have to bore and can reuse the pistons.

So for the most part I'm pretty happy with what I found. Since it's been rebuilt in the past, I'm
thinking the sludge trap is probably pretty clean. Hope the threaded bung is not all beat up along with
the crank from the last person who was in there. But the polished rods and the condition of the hexes
on the nuts and bolts that look like they've never had a wrench on them tell me the mechanic was
someone who probably knew what he was doing.

Uploaded a bunch of pics of the engine to the Photobucket album linked in the first post.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-06-2011 at 11:15 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Pulled the clutch plates and the stator today. Cush drive hub looks like new. Outer clutch basket has
some slight notching from the fiber plates.

Some of the metal plates appear to be warped just from the casual feel of having them all stacked
together and not all lying flat. One has evidence of overheating at some point as there are some blued
portions.

Clutch springs look fine and are within spec

Stator looks decent, except where wires come out. Red RTV on it now and also at the gland for the wire
to exit the primary. But wires look fine. Rotor appears to have been rubbed a bit at sometime in the
past. But it doesn't appear to be from this stator. It's nothing of any concern.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Tappet block to tappet fit is excellent for intake and exhaust. 

Cleaned, bagged and labeled all the parts removed so far. 

Should be completing the teardown early next week.

Few more photos added to the album.

regards.
Rob
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Tiger Dale
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2007

Rob, 

Check if the tappets have an R etched into the side. I remember that this makes a difference but I
don't exactly remember why right now. I think it means racing but can't be sure. From what I
remember the holes in the exhaust tappets would point to this.

Dale
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Tiger, based on the parts book, all the exhaust tappets have the oiling hole. There is an oil gallery thru
the timing chest to the cylinder base and to the tappet block.

Engine is completely apart. No real surprises other than a few missing parts and a coupled of small
issues I'll have to rectify. 

Intake cam is a 60-62 Racing kit cam. Tappets are both marked with and R, so they match the cam.
Exhaust cam is a standard T120R cam, but not the part number in the book. Perhaps a later model.
Might be this combination of cams is a good set up. Both were keyed to the keyway in the gear that
aligns with the timing mark on the gear.

When I first starting disassembly the engine, I thought there was a missing bolt in the timing cover.
Turns out to be a broken bolt. Plus, it broke because it was too long and bottomed out in the hole. The
result is it broke thru the back side of the timing chest. Will have to center drill and extract the bolt
and then decide how to fix the break thru. My first thought is aluminum threaded plug with a
screwdriver slot. Glob of epoxy in the bottom of the hole, screw the plug home and call it done.

Similar situation for the bolt hole above that one. Although it does not appear that a long bolt pushed
thru the case. Rather it looks like something just scrubbed over the back of that corner, there was a
small void in the casting and it broke thru. I found silicone or similar in the void and as I picked out the
sealer with dental picks, I eventually entered the rear of the bolt hole. Thinking about the same type of
fix with the threaded plug. Other choice is take it to my friend who is a welding instructor for Airco and
let him TIG it. That might be overkill, though.

Cylinder bores are to spec for 0.040 over, with only about 0.001 max taper in one jug. If not for the
minor damage at the bottom of the bore on one jug from sitting it would just be a simple hone and re-
ring. We put a ball hone in both jugs to see if the ring marks would clean up but still there. The marks
are at the bottom of the stroke. So, at this point the pressure in the cylinder should be close to zero
since the exhaust valve opens at 55 deg BBDC. I'm taking it to the local hot rod shop for his expert
opinion. Might still be just a re-ring job.

Valve guides are replacements, but stem to guide fit is a tad sloppy. But not too bad and seats look
good. To avoid having to recut seats, am going with a knurling job and just a touch up on the seats.

Sludge trap had a new plug in it, which was a mutha to get out, even after drilling out the punch
mark. Trap had been cleaned and was pretty clean inside. There was a slight accumulation up against
the plug. Lance says that's the first place it goes. I pulled the tube and scubbed the inside of the tube
and the crank. There was a decent black film of fine sludge that came out with the min spirits and
toothbrush approach. Took several scrubbings to get it clean. So, for those wondering if the modern
detergent oils with dispersants prevent impurities from centrifuging out of the oil in the trap, I'd say
that they still do. 
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Crank journals are std. and look like new. Still need to measure them. Rods had relatively new std. big
end bearings. Small ends fit the wrist pins perfectly. Zero slop. Need to measure up those too.

Spent about 5 hours cleaning the two case halves. Gaskets came off fairly easy except for tranny. Best
method was spray with BrakeKleen and wire brush. Spray again and brush. I hate this part.

One hollow dowel between head and case is was missing and the other was driven completely into the
cylinder base. Need to make a stepped punch to drive it out. Will replace both with new.

Seal on oil feed end of crank in the timing cover was torn badly. Suspect there was low oil pressure
going thru the crank due to this. If bike had been run a lot or hard I would expect it's life to have been
shorter than expected. No excuse for this since the crank has a chamfer to assist in entering the seal
properly.

The two bolts that fasten the cases together at the tappet block holes were both missing. Oops again
on somebody's part. Threads are fine so just a simple oversight I imagine.

Oil tube for the primary chain is missing and the clip was broken with the remaining part to be found
under the bolt. So at some point this failed and was removed. 

I did find something in the Timing cover that does not show up in the parts book. There is an oil gallery
plug in the timing cover. When I pulled it out, there was a small pleated, tubular screen behind it. I
suspect it is an aftermarket or later model upgrade. I'm going to post a question about it in the main
forum to see if anyone knows anything about these.

Tomorrow I put the right case in the oven and drop out the bearings. If they look good, and I suspect
they will, They will go back in when I'm satisfied that the cases are as clean as I can get them.

Tomorrow will also include a trip to the machine shop with the head, jugs and pistons for the head
work and his opinion on the bores. I hope he says run them as-is.

No new pictures posted so don't bother looking. Will snap some of the intereting bits mentioned above
and post tomorrow.

regards,
Rob
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OogieBoogie
Senior Member
SuperStock
Main Motorcycle: 71 Daytona
 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Cambridge, UK

Hi Rob,

Good luck with the rebuild, I'm part way through rebuilding a T100R lump myself.

About the conrods. they were polished as standard to relive stresses in the Forged Hiduminium RR56
(an ancient grade of aluminium alloy developed for Rolls Royce aero engines in the 1920s) that they're
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Location: Cambridge, UK
Posts: 238
Other Motorcycle: Ducati ST2
Extra Motorcycle: Morini
Kanguro

made from and it's important not to have any nicks chips deep scratches etc in the polished surfaces.

Most people protect them with bubble wrap, cardboard or something suitable during rebuilds.

Apparently they can be damaged by knocking against the crankcases during engine work.

You can polish out any scratches or small nicks but if too deep probably best to replace them. 

Stu.
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,455
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Cams are funny.

They typically have a casting number (raised), another number stamped (intented) in them, and a
totally different part number in the book.

Check out my Triton thread, I refer to a webiste that has all the details.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few

Oogie, will probably get into the rods tomorrow. There are some fine nicks and I'll carefully blend them
out. 

GPZ, thanks for the tip. I'll check out that site. You are right about the part numbers on the cams. I
suspect that the cast in, raised numbers are the part numbers for the forging blank. Then after they
are ground, they stamp the other number to ID the cam grind.

Dropped the head and jugs off at Blockhead today. Nice operation and no shortage of business. Lots
engines, cranks, heads etc. all over the place in different stages of repair. Plus a huge rack of cranks for
exchange. Place is neat and tidy, which always makes me feel good. 

They looked at the cylinders and the ring marks. They took the pistons and said they'd run a rigid hone
down the bores to clean them up and see how they come out. If they are too big, we'll just have to go
with .060 over. They said the valves were a bit loose, but good candidates for knurling. Should be done
early next week.
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Other findings from todays finishing of disassembly are as follows:

Clutch release mechanism had one very corroded ball and two perfect ones. Corroded ball sat in mating
sockets that were also corroded. The center pin was worn into the head, which is typical according to
Lance. That wear caused the end of the clutch rod to slightly mushroom not allowing it to be removed
from the clutch side. The cable attachment spoke and connector are pretty corroded. Life is too short
to dance with ugly women. A new release mechanism will be ordered.

Mainshaft bushing for the clutch release rod is worn and now appears to be off center. When I looked
down the bore I think I found a secondary sludge trap. Scrubbed it out and it looks much better now.

Thrust washer for kick start ratchet was pretty worn from the steel gear bushing rubbing on it. Was
going to turn it over, but that side is crummy, too.

Shift shaft and dogs look good. Lance warned me that the return springs will rub on the steel retaining
plate and wear thru the coils. Sure enough, there were tiny shiny flat spots on a number of coils, but
nothing excessive. Will put that side down upon reassembly, agaist the alum case. There was also
some wear from the springs on the case as well. Will smooth that out before I reassemble the
mechanism.

John Healy responded to my inquiry on regarding the filter screen I found in the oil gallery and he said
this is the early version of the oil flow control to the exhaust tappets. This is apparently the hollow
dowel described in my manual. He said the '67 manual describes it as hollow dowel and filter. Needless
to say, it will remain or I'll run the risk of starving the crank of oil.

Added a few more pics of the findings to the Photobucket album.

Here's a link starting at page 4 to the album.

http://s176.photobucket.com/albums/w...20Restoration/

regards,
Rob
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triumpt120rv
Senior Member
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: 72
Bonneville T120RV
 

 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Trap had been cleaned and was pretty clean inside. There was a slight accumulation up
against the plug. Lance says that's the first place it goes. I pulled the tube and scubbed the
inside of the tube and the crank. There was a decent black film of fine sludge that came out
with the min spirits and toothbrush approach. Took several scrubbings to get it clean. So, for
those wondering if the modern detergent oils with dispersants prevent impurities from
centrifuging out of the oil in the trap, I'd say that they still do. 
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Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Canada
Posts: 8,872 Wow! Incredible thread/pics/descriptions/documentation!

How many miles on the engine since the sludge trap was cleaned previous?

Thanks for sharing.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I wish I could tell you, but I can't. Not very confident in the mileage shown on the odo, either. At .040
over, it probably has had the top end done twice. I'll have to go back and take a second look, but I
think I saw 2 pair of punch marks on the plug.

regards,
Rob
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triumpt120rv
Senior Member
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: 72
Bonneville T120RV
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Canada

Thanks Rob.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Today was clean and inspect day. Nothing of any great importance to report.

Oil pump was fine except I found a raised corner on the mounting face. Quick flat file and touch up on
wet/dry brought it back. Pic in the album. You can see the spot in the upper left corner as a brighter
area. These earlier unit twins have a smaller feed pump plunger than later models. But the internals
look fine on this engine so I see no reason to upgrade to a higher volume pump.

Cush drive rubber look new. They are shiny instead of dull rubber. I don't know but suspect the original
were dull rubber. So these were replaced at some point. 

Getting back to the sludge trap, there are 3 punch marks around the plug. I suspect that means it's
been cleaned twice before.

The shift cam plunger body is another secondary sludge trap. The bottom portion was full of nasty
gunk. Makes sense given its position.

I am starting to suspect that "Triumph Loctite" is Red Loctite. I say that because both the primary
pinion nut and the Mainshaft clutch nut have torn threads. Crank and mainshaft threads are fine. I did
not notice the torn thread until I was cleaning the parts today. I did not see any metal bits on the
bench when I removed these nuts so I suspect they tore during a previous disassembly. Will replace
with new nuts.

An interesting observation was that the layshaft bearing journals both measured 0.687 and the spec is
0.6845 to 0.685. Not sure if that is a typo in the manual or if this is a replacement shaft intended to
provide a tighter fit.

Both layshaft needle bearing rollers can be made to angle a bit in the carrier. Lance said if you can
move them to a significant angle, you should replace the bearing. Manual says to check for free play
and nothing more. Mine both angle slightly and I think I'll leave them be.

Found the remnants of a second locating pin for the primary side layshaft thrust washer. It was
sticking up just enought to put a slight dent in the backside of the washer. It is anybody's guess why it
is there. Perhaps it is the original and sheared off for some reason. Although Lance said that the good
pin is where he has always seen them installed at about the 1 o'clock position. The pin remnant is at
about 7 o'clock. I took a small drill and drilled into the dented area of the washer to relieve it so the
washer would sit flat in the casing. I'll post pics of this tomorrow. 

So far, every spring I have inspected, shifter shaft, shift cam plunger, oil relief, oil pump check balls,
etc. have all been at or above the required specs for length. 

It appears that the tranny had water in it at some point. The goo that came out when I pulled the
cover was the first indication. There are various parts in the tranny that are rusty. Nothing is rusted in
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critical areas and the rust is all superficial. I suspect it is a combination of condensation from sitting
along with a missing rubber boot for the clutch cable allowing rain to enter the tranny.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-11-2011 at 09:37 PM.
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Commentator
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Bonneville T120RV
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Canada
Posts: 8,872

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Getting back to the sludge trap, there are 3 punch marks around the plug. I suspect that
means it's been cleaned twice before.

And still performing its job even with modern oils. Great invention.  I I wonder how much sludge
would accumulate once you put on a filter? Thanks for sharing.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Still cleaning and inspecting. 

Rocker boxes disassembled and inspected. Both rocker spindles were driven into place with steel
hammers or punches at some point in time. Heads are a bit beat up. Will have to chuck them up in the
lathe and clean them up. Spindles all measured within specs.

Pushrod balls on the rockers are pretty good. Two have small chips at the oil hole. But nothing to be
concerned about.

What is interesting is all 4 rocker arm balls have holes in them and the mating end of the rocker has a
hole drilled at 90 degs to the ball end holes. Yet, they do not connect. I thought this was for oil to get
to the ends, but there is no mention of this in the manual. Not sure if the ball ends were replaced and
not installed properly or the holes are not related. Need to run this by Lance.

Pushrods looked at with 5X loupe and one has spalling in the socket. Also looks like it might have been
torn metal from when it was originally machined. But I think spalling is more likely and will replace it.
Might replace all 4.

I took the tach drive gearbox apart and after seeing what it looked like inside, would suggest that
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anyone who has not done this to their bike, do it. The drive gear shaft was smooth and shiny, but
when I turned the driven gear it felt like it was full of sand. It took a bit of work to get the top cap off,
which is also the carrier for the driven gear. What I found was the gearshaft had rusted in spite of the
box being packed with grease. The o-ring was more like a piece of bakelite. I chucked the gear up in my
lathe and cleaned it up with fine wet/dry paper. It still does not shine and is pitted, but it fits the
bushing well and now spins freely.

Another thing I noticed was that the hole in the top cap/carrier that the retaining screw enters was
raised a bit and this is what made the cap so difficult to remove. I filed the high spot off slightly with a
flat file and it now fits nice and snug, but does not have to be driven in. New o-ring will make a good
seal.

The parts book shows no sealing washer between the tach gearbox and the engine case. Yet, I found a
sealing washer, similar to a fuel tap washer in that position. I know the later models used a sealing
washer there. I'll be installing a new one at reassembly time.

I've added photos to the album for the above mentioned findings as well as others that I had yet to
photograph.

regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

This morning was dedicated to getting the broken bolt out of the timing chest. To refresh everyone's
memories, it had been bottomed out in the case by a PO until it started to break thru the back of the
case and then apparently twisted off. I knew it was going to be a bear to get out because not only was
it below the level of the gasket surface, but it was in there very tight.

Decided to try and back it out first with a homemade broken screw extractor and some heat on the
case. I was also concerned that in addition to excessive torque, Loctite might have been used as well.

Punched and center drilled the screw in my drill press and then ran a small, .077" drill about half way
down the screw. There was about 3/4" of screw in there. I then drilled it with a #29 drill which is
about .135" (don't have my drill chart handy). This hole would be used for the screw extractor.

For the extractor, I took an old broken 3/16" drill shank and ground it to a tapered 4 cornered
extractor. The picture in the album shows it as a 3 cornered extractor, but that becauses I modified it
later in the process. You'll see more about that in a moment. This is why you don't throw away broken
drill bits. They can be ground to make great broken bolt extractors and other things.

I heated the case with a propane torch, clamped the extractor in a set of vise-grips and tapped the
extractor into the hole drilled into the bolt stub and continued to tap and turn the extractor with the
vise-grips. First few tries were unsuccessful. This bolt was in there tight. So, I tried more heat and with
the extractor firmly seated, I tapped and wiggled back and forth trying to break it loose by tightening it
a bit. I had the case as hot as I dared make it. After several attempts, I saw movement. Tapping and
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turning it began to back out. 

But what came out was only about 3/8" long. I looked into the hole in the case and saw more screw.
What had happened was the wiggling had caused the thin wall created by the center hole and the root
of the thread to shear. I thought about quitting there and using a short bolt for that hole. But I hate
quitting so on I continued.

I drilled the remaining piece with the #29 drill and tried the extractor again. This is the part of the bolt
that is really tight in the case and all the extractor did was act like a tapered reamer. So I went to a 3
cornered shape to see if I could get a deeper bite, but no luck. Time for Plan B.

Bolt is a 1/4"-26 CEI. I have a table on my hard drive with the key dimensions of all the various Brit
thread types. The 1/4"-26 CEI has a root diameter of .209". That turns out, by luck to be a #4 drill.
But I was reluctant to go with that first, so instead I used a .203" drill which is a fractional drill 13/64".
Fortunately, I was just about dead center on the bolt and as the drill broke thru the end of the bolt, it
caught. I had the chuck only tightened with my fingers so the drill would slip. I backed the drill out and
the long chip was attatched to what remained of the thread. I pulled it out, picked out the rest with a
dental instrument (Wife brings home the warn out instruments. Cannot have enough of them). I then
took one of the old bolts, cut two slots in it 180 deg apart with a triangular file as a chip groove and
after blowing out the hole with compressed air, slowly turned and tapped the screw, backing it out
repeatedly to remove the chips in the grooves, until I had cleaned up the threads.

No slop in the threads at all with a good screw in them. I did loose the top thread in the removal
process, but that's of little consequence. I then tapped over the ruptured aluminum on the back of the
case with a small brass hammer to close it back up. I will finished it off with a dab of epoxy, smooth it
down and dab of silver paint. Only I will know it's there. I'll fix the other broken thru hole above it the
same way. 

Next project, inspect the conrods and polish out any nicks.

Neighbor his having his annual lobster fest for the neighbors and a few family members. I've got a pork
butt in the smoker as my contribution. Doubt that I'll make much more progress on the engine today.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Fixed the two broken-thru holes in the timing chest this morning. Epoxied both yesterday and finished
this morning. In the process I discovered why the upper right hole had what appeared to be a grinding
mark behind the chest that broke thru into the bottom of the threaded hole. There appears to be a
case repair here. There is a very clean weld bead that's been blended at the root of the tapped hole
boss on the inside of the chest. Pic of this is posted on the web. It appears that when they blended out
the repair on the outside, somebody slipped with the die grinder the penetrated the bottom of the hole.

Both are now repaired and look pretty good. A little road grime and age should make them completely
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

disappear.

Here's link to the album so you don't have to go back to the first post.

http://s176.photobucket.com/albums/w...20Restoration/

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Feathered the nicks out of the conrods today and then gave them a finishing off on the buffing wheel.
They were really not too bad. Looks like most of the nicks were from banging on the edge of the
crankcase or the center cylinder base bolts. Before and after pics posted in the album.

I'm finally done cleaning, and inspecting. I need to bead blast and replate a few parts, nuts, bolts etc.
Also need to give the crank cases on final good cleaning and am thinking about what I might use. I
have a jug of phos acid out here so I might use that to brighten up the cases. Oven cleaner is another
possibility or even Aluminum Jellly, but that's really just thick phos or some other mild acid anyway. 

Monday should be parts ordering day. I'm hoping Blockhead has my head and jugs done and the
results are good news as in no boring and pistons required.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Let the replating begin

Brought a few parts over to Lance's shop for his expert opinion. Looks like I'll be replacing the layshaft
needle bearings afterall. Lance said when they fail, he's seen them lock up the shaft and the bearings
causing the carrier to spin in the case. Don't need that to happen for the price of two bearings.

Gave Lance the parts list for the engine and he's going to check his inventory and order what he does
not have on hand. His inventory is pretty extensive.

Talked to Blockhead. Jug would not clean up with rigid hone so they rough bored it for .060 over and
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

will finish bore it when I get the new pistons. Thought I was going to duck that bullet, but guess not.

Head is bead blasted and the guides have been knurled and reamed. Will see them when I drop off the
new pistons.

Today, with just about everything ready and awaiting parts, I started to replate a few things. I know
that cadmium was the plating used on most parts, but zinc is safer, I can do it at home and the price is
right. I figure if it is silver and prevents rust, it's fine. Plus if the bike every becomes a potential 100
point bike, I can always have those few items replated with cad.

Today I did the cylinder base nuts, the head bolts and the PRV for the oil system. The PRV cap was
rusted to the point of being almost black. Same for the head bolts. Everything was baked at 400 F for
1/2 hour after plating to drive out any H2 from the process. Pics of the replated parts done today added
to the album. I think they look great... better than cad in my humble opinion. 

regards,
Rob
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OogieBoogie
Senior Member
SuperStock
Main Motorcycle: 71 Daytona
 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Cambridge, UK
Posts: 238
Other Motorcycle: Ducati ST2
Extra Motorcycle: Morini
Kanguro

Hi Rob,

The plating looks good, did you buy a kit. 

I though about replating but decided to go for the 'original patina' look with my nuts and bolts, ie can't
be bothered plating stuff so am de-rusting them all with dremel wire brushes. 

I know they'll rust again, but I don't plan to be riding through the winter or keeping the bike outdoors.

Stu.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Oogie,

Thanks. The plating is done with a homemade set up. No kit required. I use zinc roofing strips for the
anode and white vinegar with Epsom salts and sugar as the electrolyte. Power source is a 12 volt, 1
amp charger from an old modem. I control the current with a Ohmite rheostat and a couple of DMMs
to measure voltage and current. Voltage control is to maintain a good plating finish and current control
is to protect the charger. 

Yes, you can wire brush and clean up your hardware and regardless of how you ride it will rust again
just from the moisture in the air, not to mention condensation when winter ends and warm days
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

just from the moisture in the air, not to mention condensation when winter ends and warm days
cause moisture to condense on cold bike parts.

The plating process is not bad. It's a good winter project. I run the plating process while I do other stuff
in the basement. Timer goes off, I remove that batch and start another. I did all the parts on a CL77
Honda last winter, including the spokes.

If you just want to protect your formerly cad plated parts. Try Rustoleum silver paint with a small
brush. I posted a thread in the general forum about this. Looks very close to original cad plate.

For those who may be interested in the process I use, here is a thread on another forum that myself
and other share their experience as we worked thru the plating process last winter. It's long, but has a
lot of good info.

http://www.honda305.com/forums/viewt...t=zinc+plating

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-17-2011 at 10:14 AM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Today was blend out the small gouges and polish, the tranny, timing and primary covers. I've very
pleased with how they came out for 45 year old pieces. They were in remarkably good condion.
Somebody replaced the original patent plate with a brass version from pre-unit days. But it looks fine
and I'll keep it unless the bike becomes a true 100 point restoration at some point.

Also decided to clean the engine cases. The machine shop bead blasted my head and I wish I had not
asked them to do that. It removes a lot the original sand cast look. I used phosphoric acid to clean the
engine cases today and it worked like a champ. They were pretty clean from the general cleaning
process with min spirits. But the phos acid got all the oxidized aluminum from the nooks and crannies
and other than a few spots of road rash, the cases look like new. Pics posted to the album.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-22-2011 at 12:33 PM.
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration
Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Also decided to clean the engine cases. I used phosphoric acid to clean the engine cases
today and it worked like a champ. But the phos acid got all the oxidized aluminum from the
nooks and crannies and other than a few spots of road rash, the cases look like new. Pics
posted to the album.
regards,
Rob

I looked at your pics before reading this. My first thought was that you painted them - inside and out.
Amazing what phosphoric does!

Where do you buy it? I hope to find it locally and not have to order from a lab supply dealer.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Wally 
I looked at your pics before reading this. My first thought was that you painted them - inside
and out. Amazing what phosphoric does!

Where do you buy it? I hope to find it locally and not have to order from a lab supply dealer.

You can find it in a number of places under different names. I believe Aluminum Jelly is phos acid in a
jelly form. The stuff I use is called Metal Prep and you get it at an Auto Body Supply house. It is used to
remove rust and prep the bare steel prior to painting. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I've seen some rust removers in hardware stores as well that when I read the ingredients, it was
phosphoric acid.

It supposedly is not harmful, but I'll give you a few tips on using it. First, it smells bad and the smell
will get into your nose and stay there for the rest of the day. Work with it outside if you can. If I have
a lot of things to clean, I wear a respirator just to keep the fumes away from my nose. Wear nitrile
gloves or similar chem resistant gloves. The smell also stays on your skin for about 12-24 hours if you
get it on. Does not really hurt you and you just flush it off with water. But if you eat dinner later, you
will smell it on you hands if you don't wear gloves.

Scrub stubborn areas with brass or stainless brushes. I put it on with a cheap, worn out paint brush
and kinda scrub the surface as I apply it. I let it sit while I do the other parts. I then come back and
scrub it some more, maybe adding more. You need to keep the surface wetted. Don't let it dry. When
you are done, just put it on the driveway or piece of cardboard and hose it off thoroughly with the
garden hose. I usually blow out all the oil galleries and such and spray the same galleries with brake
kleen and then blow them out with compressed air. I follow up with WD-40 or simlar and make sure I
oil any steel parts. 

regards,
Rob
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Wally I saw that PPG makes a rust treatment, but it's $60/gal. I'll check with my local body shop supplier to
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration
Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

see if they have something more economical. I also found that tile restoration cleaners are mostly
phos. Lowes sells a DuPont product for tile that is reasonably priced.

Thanks for the cleaning, protection and post treatment tips. I'll definitely be wearing my PPE!
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Another thing I forgot to mention is it does not go bad from use and can be reused over and over. The
only loss is what sticks to the parts when you wash them off. Put the old acid in a separate jug and let
any dirt settle to the bottom. Used stuff works as good as new. So, a gallon will last a long time if you
use it in a tub and recover it when you are done.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Parts for the engine were supposed to be in yesterday. Did not show up. Talked to Lance and he was
surprised they were not here yet. Did not get a call from him later in the day so obviously did not show
up this afternoon, either.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

So, today was putz with other stuff. Decided to take before and after pics of a few things I replated.
Posted pics in the album. The pieces were the valve cover screw cap retaining springs and the screws
that hold them in place. They were butt-ugly even after going thru the degreasing and scrubbing
process. Close to black with rust. There are 2 pics of the bits before and 2 pics after plating with zinc.
For these, I stripped any remaining cadmium and all the rust off with phos acid. The flat springs are
obviously high carbon steel. Screws are probably Grade 5. I purposely used a phos acid soak and then
plated without baking in the over to see what happens. I've ordered new springs, but will install these
and see if H2 embrittlement shows its ugly head. Given the vibes and constant stress these are under,
if anything should fracture due to H2 embrittlement, it should be these springs. 

They soaked for over an hour while I plated other parts. The general sentiment within the engineering
community is the H2 invades the metal during the acid dip stripping process more than the plating
process. I guess we'll see. Most it will cost me is a lost valve cap and an oily bike.

Also made the insertion tool for the layshaft needle bearings. The cut-outs in the tool are for the anti-
rotation pin that is pressed into the cases. In my case, there is an extra pin that sticks up a tad so that
is why the tool is relieved in two places.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-26-2011 at 02:13 PM.
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OogieBoogie
Senior Member
SuperStock
Main Motorcycle: 71 Daytona
 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Cambridge, UK
Posts: 238
Other Motorcycle: Ducati ST2
Extra Motorcycle: Morini
Kanguro

Hi Rob,

I'm trying to set up a home zinc plating rig, looked at the thread in the 305 forum but couldn't find the
quantities of Epsom salt to Vinegar and sugar. What ratio do you use?

Think I may have underestimated the amount of Epsom salts required, only bought 3X 200g tubs from
the pharmacy.

Stu.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

Oogie, you are right. I forgot that the starting point is not in that thread. Sorry. Here's is the recipe I
started with from a great guy name Wilf on that forum.

Here's a link to the actual thread which has pictures.
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http://www.honda305.com/forums/viewt...r=asc&start=10

Plating solution: 

Dissolve 1/4 lb of Epsom salts and 1/4 lb of white sugar into a quart of white vinegar. The sugar is a
brightener and as I understand it, causes smaller zinc crystals to form making it brighter and harder.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-30-2011 at 02:34 PM.
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Thanks Rob,

Looks like I bought plenty of epsom salts. Need to get a suitable container and some copper or ally wire
and I'm ready to go.

Anyway that's enough thread hijacking. Did the engine parts show up yet?

Stu.

Last edited by OogieBoogie; 08-30-2011 at 04:12 PM.
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Snakeoil
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Join Date: Feb 2009

That's okay, Oogie. I had nothing to post about anyway without any parts. Just strip the insulation off
some spare home wiring. 12/2 with a ground is great solid wire for this purpose. With copper at amost
$1.00/lb I don't throw any wire out anymore so I always have lots for projects. Want me to drop some
in the mail to you. I'll bet the postage is cheaper than the value of the copper.

Stainless safety wire is good for making hangers. I ran a strand of copper across my bucket and that is
the negative connection. I hang my parts from that with either stainless or copper wire. Really long
pieces simply get attached with a clothes pin and then I flip them and do the other end. I could make a
larger bath with a 5 gal bucket, but I prefer the smaller bucket and working off the bench. It's all
therapy anyway, right.

Yes, parts showed up Sat morning. I got a call from Lance as we were packing the van to head home in
advance of Irene. My summer place was out of harm's way, but home was in the middle of the risk
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area. So, I'll be stopping at Lance's shop Friday to pay him for the parts and hopefully and starting the
bottom end assembly. Also need to drop the pistons off at Blockhead's so they can finish the jugs. 

While I am at Blockhead's, I'm going to ask them about how to seat modern rings. There is some
contention along these lines regarding minimal lube at assembly. Blockhead's build hotrod and race
engines in addition to truck rebuilds so I'll see what they think about modern rings in old jugs and how
to assemble them prior to first start-up.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 08-30-2011 at 08:45 PM.
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Thread Hijack Alert!

Hi Rob,

Sorry about this, just wanted to ask you something about zinc plating as you seem to have been very
successful with it.

I set up a similar sized plating rig with zinc arranged all around and made up a solution with 4 pints of
distilled white vinegar mixed with 200g of Epsom salts and 200g sugar.

The power was supplied by a 7.5 volt charger from an old cordless landline phone.

I didn't have any way to limit the current or voltage so I burned out the power supply, no suprises
there! I can just see signs of zinc having been deposited on one of the rocker cap nuts I was trying to
plate (the power supply only lasted about 30min).

My questions are: 1) Do I need to regulate the voltage as well as the current given that most of the old
power supplies I can find around the house are 7.5, 9 or 12 volt? 2) what are the optimum values for
effective zinc plating? 3) Do you think pots stripped out from an old HiFi will be up to the job?

PS. How's the bonnie rebuild coming along?

Last edited by OogieBoogie; 09-08-2011 at 05:14 AM.
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Oogie,

We probably should move this subject to the general forum for all to see, but I'll answer your questions
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here. And before doing so, I'd suggest you search the threads on the 305 forum because I know the
answers are all there.

First, you can use a simple D-cell battery instead of your power supply. It will limit you on how big a
piece you can plate, but will work fine for smaller parts. You can connect several D-cells in parallel for
more throwing power.

When you connect your power supply to the plating system, it is a quasi-short circuit. So you draw
max amps, which is much higher than the charger is rated and it burns up. That's why you need a
rheostat.

My first set up used a radio or hi-fi based rheostat I stripped out of something. Might have been an old
metal detector I found in the trash one day on my noon walk. Anyway, it was small and did the job,
but go so hot I could barely touch it. It was only a matter of time before it failed.

The control of the current and the voltage is dependent on two things.

The size of the pieces being plated (surface area = conductivity)
The setting of the rheostat.

The rheostat is there to protect the power supply. Your first concern is keeping the amps below the
max rating of the power supply. But when you control the current, you will also be controlling the
voltage. And the number I've found and others have also said is correct, for good plating quality, at
least for the size parts we are doing is about 1.5VDC. 

So, this is why I use to DMMs. I have measuring the voltage drop across the anode and cathode of the
bath and the other is measuring the current thru the circuit. I start out with the rheostate set so
there is zero current flow. Put the parts in the bath and then turn up the rheostat until I see current
on the DMM. I watch the volts at the same time and I leave the rheostat set at which ever limit I see
first, either 1.5 VDC or 1 A (my power supply is rated at 1 amp). I actually keep it just under 1A if
current is my limiting factor. 

What you will see is that often you will hit the current limit of your power supply and the voltage will
be low, maybe under 1 volt. That's okay. It will still plate well. As I understand it, it's power that
throws the plating and power is volts x amps so low volts and high amps is equivalent to high volts and
low amps. So, if I hit 1.5 VDC and the amps are only 0.8, that would be 1.2 watts and the same as
running at 1A and 1.2 VDC. Not that you are looking to hit the same watts each time. I'm just giving
you an understanding of what is going on.

So, try your scavenged pot from the hi-fi and see if it works. I think I used a 1000 ohm pot and it
worked, but got really hot. It also was too big, resistance-wise for decent fine control. I now have a
500 ohm rheostat rating at some very high number of watts so burnout is not a concern and my fine
control is a little better.

So, to summarize. 1.5 VDC is the optimum plating voltage, but your first concern is not to exceed your
power supply amps. If the amps are below the rating of your power supply, control the voltage down to
1.5 volts. Don't do the opposite and try to run the volts at 1.5VDC all the time with no concern for
amps or you will eventually fry another power supply.
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One last comments. I started out with a smaller, I think 5VDC power supply when I had the smaller
rheostat. I went to the larger powersuppy to be able to plate more parts at the same time. I ran that
little power supply right at the limit all the time and sometimes slightly over and it eventually fried. So
keep the amps under the rating. If the rating is in watts, divided the output watts by the output
voltage and that will give you the output amp limit.

Hope this helps,

regards,

Rob
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Thanks for the information Rob.
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Okay, back on topic.

Parts arrived and I the machine shop was able to complete the bore and hone of the cyliders to match
the new pistons. When I picked up the block, there was some minor porosity in one cylinder, about half
way down the bore at the 9 o'clock position. Area is about a 1/2 inch square and the largest pit is
maybe 1/16" diameter with the rest 1/32" or smaller. General consensus is to run it. So that's what
I'm going to do.

Talked to Lance about it and he said he's seen it before but it's not common. He actually said it's kinda
rare to see.

The machine shop was supposed to blast off the factory paint and they did about an 85% job. So, I
decided to strip off the rest this weekend with stripper. I don't know what Triumph used on this jugs,
but if they had used it on the Space Shuttle they probably would have ended the program with a
perfect record and no accidents.

Even after 3 stripping cycles, there was still paint left. Does appear that the jugs were dipped in paint
and then probably baked. Given that the casting quality is second only to cast iron pots from India, I
figured good enough wire brushed the jugs, cleaned them in min spirits and shot them with Dupicolor
hi-temp engine paint. Put a super heavy coat on to emulate what the factory paint looked like and
they look great. Will pop it in the oven tomorrow to bake the paint.

When I was going thru some of the case fasteners, I noticed several different thread types. So, I need
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to inspect the cases for helicoils. I suspect I have a few UNF fasteners mixed in with the BSC and BSF.
No sense replating UNF fasteners, when I can just buy new at the hardware store.

regards,
Rob
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Did some repair work on a few parts that were the victim of ham fisted mechanic in one case and ham
fisted manufacturer in the other.

The rocker shafts for both intake and exhaust look they had been driven home by a jack hammer.
Ends were dished from hammer blows and the edges mushroomed. I first moved the displaced metal
along the edge where the OD meets the end with a small ball peen hammer. I then put each shaft in
my lathe in a 1/2 collect and machined the OD 1 mil at a time until I had them back to size, which was
0.6265 for both shafts. I faced off the damaged ends until they cleaned up. I will later zinc plate the
ends to prevent corrosion since they are exposed to the elements.

The other repair was to one of the shifter forks. Judging by the minimal wear on the forks, they appear
to have been replaced at some point in time. Both have a small roller that rides in the shifting cam.
The intent is to reduce wear to the shifter came and facilitate smooth shifting. One of the forks had a
frozen roller. And it appears to have come that way from the manufacturer and due to over zealous
riveting. The roller is hardened steel so not having it roll means wear to the cam plate. I could see a
wear spot on the roller from where it had been riding on the cam plate. I tried to free up the roller to
see if it was just stuck, but no luck. I really did not mind because I wanted to replace it anyway due to
the worn spot. I did not have a puller small enough to grip the roller and push on the shaft. So I ened
up cutting it with a small diamond wheel and then splitting it with a blow from a hammer and chisel. I
posted pictures of the shifter fork repair in the album. Did not see much sense in posting pics of the
rocker shafts. I think you can all imagine an hammered and mushroomed end before and then after
being repaired.

Two pre-assembly projects done on my to-do list. Need to replace a couple of studs on the rocker
boxes, create a look alike rocker box bolt in UNF threads for the one hole that is helicoiled and then
replate the engine case bolting and I'll be ready to start assembly.

Link to last page of album with shifter fork pics. 
http://s176.photobucket.com/albums/w...cpZZ7QQtppZZ20

regards,
Rob
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Tonight was project night. As mentioned in a previous post, one of the threaded holes in the head for
the rocker box bolts, had been repaired with a 1/4-28 UFN helicoil and had your run of the mill
hardware store hex head bolt in it. The '66 T120R uses unique bolts for the rocker box. They are 1/4-
26 CEI bolts with a 0.335 inch hex head, which is probably a standard hex for Whitworth or CEI, but
the head is 1/4 inch tall. The head on a normal 1/4 UNF bolt is about 1/8", maybe 5/32" high. So the
head is almost twice as high as a regular hex bolt.

So, I had a couple of ideas how to come up with a UNF bolt with the correct head config to match the
other 3 CEI tall head bolts. I went with my second idea which was to make a stud out of a 2-1/2" bolt
by cutting the head off and threading that end. Then make a hex head to match the CEI tall head,
thread it and screw it onto the stud with red loctite and call it a bolt.

The Metal Supermarket only had 5/16" hex stock which is .312 inch. So it's a tad smaller than the
.335 CEI head, but nobody will ever notice and I can use a standard 5/16" box wrench on it. 

Made two bolts. The first one used an idea I got while machining the head and it turned out to be not
such a hot idea. I finished the bolt, but won't use it. The second came out very nice if I say so myself.

When I was done, I plated it with zinc to match the others and unless I point it out, you would never
know it was not the same as the others. Pictures are posted in the album starting with the raw
materials which were hex bar stock and a 1/4-28 bolt. One of CEI bolts is in the picture with the raw
material to show what the end product should look like. There is a pic of the threaded stud and mating
hex head. The completed bolt next to an original before plating and then the last pic is after plating.

While I was plating, I plated some other stuff, including the ends of the rocker arm shafts, outboard of
the o-ring groove, to keep them from rusting in the future. There is oil on the inboard side of the o-ring
so no plating required. The plating adds about a mil to the diameter, but given the ends were both
mushroomed from hammering and were probably about 10 mils oversize before I fixed them, a few
extra mils should not be a problem.

regards,
Rob
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
While I was plating, I plated some other stuff, including the ends of the rocker arm shafts,
outboard of the o-ring groove, to keep them from rusting in the future.

Another great idea! 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I used phosphoric acid to clean the engine cases today and it worked like a champ. They
were pretty clean from the general cleaning process with min spirits. But the phos acid got
all the oxidized aluminum from the nooks and crannies and other than a few spots of road
rash, the cases look like new. Rob

Rob,

Having finished the stripping of all my fasteners I decided to try the acid on the timing cover. Instead
of etching and coming out a nice bright silver it turned the entire casting gray. Have you experienced
this? Any idea what went wrong?

Wally
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Sorry if I mislead you or others regarding the use of phos acid on aluminum. It does etch, which
means if you put it on something shiny, it will make it dull. Phos acid is pretty mild stuff, but does
attack aluminum. I use it to remove all the old oxidized aluminum to reveal a nice clean, cast surface. I
don't use it on polished pieces.

Again, sorry if I was not clear.

regards,
Rob
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Fall chores, closing our camp, Motogiro two weeks ago and having to drop 3 trees in my neighbors yard
as a result of hurricane Irene having them all leaning towards my garage (and bikes) put the rebuild on
hold for a bit. 

I put the tappet blocks in with a homemade tool I'd constructed from a piece of aluminum barstock
and two 5/16-18 bolts. I used a transfer punch to locate the holes from a tappet block and then drilled
and tapped the barstock. Needless to say, a transfer punch process is not a precision process so the
two pins were a tad tight going into the tappet block. So I skimmed a few mils off each one in the lathe
until I had a nice slip fit. 

The rectangular bar helped in a couple of ways. First, it provided a good indicator well aligned the
tappet block was to the bores. I had drawn two lines across the two closest bolt holes on the gasket
flange to act as guides. Being rectangular, I could put a twist force on the tool as I tapped the block in
place to made any necessary corrections. 

Once the blocks were home, I used a straight edge and my dial caliper to check alignment. I got them
both within about 5 mils of being perfect. Although I've seen comments that trying to turn them once
home is fruitless. I found that if I put a big adjustable wrench on the barstock, held everything tight so
there was no slop, and gave the wrench a moderate whack with a hammer, the block would move a
few mils. This is how I ended up getting it as close as I did.

Yesterday, I headed out to Lance's to start the reassembly. The rest of the engine parts are in my barn
at my camp so first step was to reinstall all the bearings in the cases. It turns out that I apparently
forgot to inspect the main ball bearing, and the mainshaft and high gear ball bearing closely. I cleaned
them, hit them with WD-40 and wrapped them up for later. So, yesterday, I cleaned them in lacquer
thinner, blew them dry and did a thorough inspection. I ended up rejecting all three. Two of the three
had thrust wear that you could feel in the bearing. 5X loupe inspection of the races shows many tiny
pits and dents from dirt in the oil. It just is not worth taking a chance on bearings. I put new layshaft
bearing in and after inspecting the ball bearings, called Lance and ordered new ones. Should be here
Tuesday (or as Lance likes to say, "the second Tuesday of next week") which I believe means
Wednesday. So, got back in the car and drove 2 hours back home. 

Oh well it was a nice day for a ride and to catch up on neighborhood gossip at the lake. 

regards,
Rob
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 10-15-2011, 08:35 PM   #49 (permalink)

triumpt120rv
Senior Member
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: 72
Bonneville T120RV
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Canada
Posts: 8,872

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I put the tappet blocks in with a homemade tool I'd constructed from a piece of aluminum
barstock and two 5/16-18 bolts.

Someone should start a thread of homemade tools. Would be great to access all the great ideas in a
single thread. I know you have some and Plewsy and Mr. Pete as well just to name few. 

.

  
 

 10-16-2011, 10:08 AM   #50 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few

Will post a pic of the tappet tool to my P'bkt album later today.

Yesterday, I finished taking the cycle parts down to bits. Minor sub-assembly breakdown still needs to
be done, like wheels, carbs, footpegs/plates, front fender, etc. But for the most part, she is now
officially a kit.

Had a dent in the tapered tube section of one of the headlight mounts. A missing fork stop was the
root cause. Got most of it out with a body hammer and a piece of electrical conduit at a mandrel
mounted in my vise. But as most of you kinow, hitting on the dented side will leave it a little concaved.
I thought about how to get at the inside to move the metal back out where it belonged. I ended up
using a piece of aluminum barstock that was just a tad too big to slip thru the small end of the tapered
tube. I held the alum in my hand to keep it in place inside the tube in the right area. Then holding
both with both hands, swung the two down onto my shot bag. The alum bar would travel up on the
down swing and then deliver a hammer blow inside with the radiused OD and push out the highspot. It
took some experimenting with how to hold the bar and where to position it, but I'd say that the tube is
now 99%. Primer and paint will make it perfect. 
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes Getting that fixed was a great way to end the day.

Now, dented headlight tubes will no longer give me indigestion when I'm looking at a potential
purchase or a needed replacement part.

regards,
Rob

regards,
Rob
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 10-23-2011, 08:39 PM   #51 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Well, I thought I'd be posting that my engine is back together to the point that it's ready to be put into
the frame, once the frame is painted. But turns out that is not quite the case... but I'm close.

Went back out to Lance's on Thursday and picked up my new bearings at his shop on the way. Popped
the cases in the oven, installed the bearings and loaded up the van with all the bits to do the
reassembly on Friday. 

Got to Lance's shop about 9am and started assembling. Installed the sludge trap and new socket head
plug. Installed new std rod bearings and installed the rods.

Popped the crank and cams into the left case and dropped the right case over it. Used Threebond for
the metal to metal joint.
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Installed the cam gears (Lance's tools) and the crank pinion and then the intermediate gear. This was
the first snag. Book says that the dot on the Exh gear should line up with dot on Intmd gear, dot on
crank pinion should between double lines on Intmd gear and the Intake dot should like up with the
long line on the intermediate gear for T120/TR6 and with the short line for 6T. But my Intmd gear had
two long lines at that area and the crank pinion lines were long and short. Hard to tell for the crank
pinion lines because what looked like a short line was really faint.

I spent about an hour digging thru other manuals Lance had, counting teeth on my gear and
comparing to diagram in manual (they did not match) and even pulled apart a blown engine Lance had
in the back with a serial number about 1000 earlier, but it turned out somebody had already
monkeyed with the gear so no luck checking it. But I did see that the gear in that engine matched
mine. It actually had two long lines for the crank pinion and Intake gear marks so I just went by the
book and used the line that was to the left (CCW) of the other line. This would be the long line and if
the other were properly stamped, it would have been the short line. If you are curious what I'm talking
about, check Section B35 in the manual for pre-OIF 650 unit engines.

I'll put a timing wheel on the engine later to confirm valve timing before I button up the timing case.

Next was the tranny. I think I mentioned previously that one of the rolllers on a shift fork was seized.
Appeared to be over-zealous riveting at the factory. They appeared to be replacement parts. I had to
cut off the old roller. Well the new roller did not want to go on so I spent way too much time taking
down the spindle diameter by hand on the fork and also cleaning up the ID on the roller with a
chainsaw file. There was about 5 mils interference when I started.

Once that was done, I began the tranny assembly. I'm pretty sure that the Triumph 4 speed
transmission was the initial reason for the start of the mental health profession. Lance was looking
over my shoulder and grinning. I made my first two attempts to hold the two gear clusters and the
forks together and insert them in the case only to have it all fall apart on the way in. I looked at Lance
and he said, "It's a bitch". Another think working against me is I have hands like hams. I suspect that
the engineer that designed the unit tranny case probably had hands the size of a 4 year old girl. 

After multiple attempts and much cursing, Lance left me to my misery and I decided that the factory
method was not the way to go. I tried tipping the engine on its side and going in vertically with the
parts, but with all the oil on the shafts and gears, the parts just let gravity have its way with them and
it was impossible to get it as an assembly, into place.

The real problem was the shifting forks. They would not stay in place. So, I put the engine on its back
end. In that position, the forks were on top of the cluster and I was able to slip everything into place.
Then it was just a matter of carefully sliding the gears back and forth to get the rollers to engage the
cam plate. Although it took several tries before I got the gears and forks installed properly into the
case.

Next challenge was threading the shifter fork spindle thru the forks. I used a small screwdriver to get
them in position via their bores and carefully thread the spindle thru the bores. It took several
attempts, but I finally got it in there.

Lance returned at this point and wanted to take a look inside to make sure all was correct. It turns out
that the method in my manual, has you set the cam plate between 2nd and 3rd gear. Lance's manual,
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which is a later version, has you put the cam plate in 4th gear position. It was as I was about to put on
the inner cover and engage the cam plate quadrant when Lance and I realized the method he normally
used and mine were different. Both would have worked, but I later found out his was better. 

I got the cover on and it was about 5pm. Lance is 72 and admittedly runs out of energy by then. As a
sidenote, I hope I have his energy when I'm 72. When I got there in the day before to pick up my
bearings, he was running his saw mill by himself. I gave him a hand and never had to slow down or
accomodate him when we moved big chunks of lumber. He moves like a 20 year old kid! So, being
5pm, Lance was ready to call it a day. He left about 5:30 and told me to lock up when I left. 

After getting the cover on, I used a screw driver as a lever and made sure it shifted properly, which it
did. 

So, I decided to clean off the bench of my errant plastic parts bags, paper towels and tools before I
tightened the cover down. As I did this, under one of the bag was a bronze thrust bearing. This is one
of two bearings that fit on either side of the layshaft. I could not believe it was there and was glad I
had not tightened the cover. I popped the cover and to my amazement, the thrust bearing was there,
stuck with grease like it should have been. This meant only one thing. The bearing on the other end,
which I had put in there early that day, was what I had in my hand. That meant the tranny had to
come apart again. 

What was it that Bill the Cat used to say???? ACK!!!!!

Now you have to realize that I've been going at this all day since about 9:15am. I had no lunch and
not even a glass of water all day. I was mentally exhausted. I thought about packing it in, right then
and there, but I knew that Lance was only open for a half day on Sat and I did not want to abuse my
priveledges by staying beyond noon. So, I decided that at the very least, I'll yank out the gears. I
pulled the gears, put the bearing back where it was (must've fallen out during one of my many tries to
get the gears inside the case as an assembly) with a little more grease and then decided to try and
install the gears again. This time I started with the engine on it's back end. I restacked the gears and
forks and to my amazement, landed the cluster on the first try. Only difference was this time I put the
cam plate in 4th gear position instead of between 2nd and 3rd. Not sure if it really made a difference,
but it seemed easier to line up the rollers in the cam plate. I popped the cover back on while aligning
the quadrant and tested the shifting. It shifted, but seemed kinda strange. Did not seem to be shifting
like it should. It was 7:30 by now and I was rapidly turning into a zombie. So, I decided to call it quits
for the day. Cleaned my hands, shut off the lights, locked the doors and headed out for a meal.
Tomorrow would be another day.

The next morning I was there early and Lance was not. He finally showed up and I got into the engine.
I pulled the cover to see why is shifted funny. Turns out I had turned the cam plate 180 degrees at
some point on that second reassembly. I was able to push down on the plunger and get it passed the
stop on the cam plate and everything returned to normal. Retimed the quadrant and buttoned her up.

Last step was to installed the pistons and rings and drop the jugs on. That was all I was going to do
because I wanted to keep the weight down and the rest could be done in the frame.

I started checking end gap on my new Hasting rings and both sets of compression rings were right at
10 mils. PERFECT! Then I put the first oil ring in the bore and I did not even need to square it up with
the piston crown. It had about a 60 mil gap! I could not believe my eyes. I even went back to the
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manual in case there was something unique about this engine. Nope, 10-14 mils is the spec. Tried the
other ring and it was perfect. I had gotten a set with one bad ring.

Lance had a box of misc rings and we went thru it. Found several new oil rings, but nothing of the
correct size. So, that was it. I was done. Cleaned up, packed up, Lance said he'd order the rings on
Tuesday and I headed home.

Today, I used the day to do misc stuff in prep for painting. Disassembled some sub-assemblies like rear
pegs/plates, engine plates, degreased the frame and swingarm and bagged and labeled a bunch of
parts. 

Next major step before painting the frame is welding on a new sidestand lug. Need to decide if I'm
going to buy an original type stand or use the BSA/T140 style stand.

Also noticed today that the bottom frame tubes are flattened a bit. Looks like from having one of those
clamp-on sidestand lugs. Might machine a die to reform the tubes back to, or at least closer to round.

I have a few questions regarding how bikes originally came from the factory that I'll post in the general
section so others can benefit from the answers as they come in.

regards,
Rob
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New rings arrived and end gaps were a little bigger than the first set (not including the bad oil ring gap)
but within spec.

EMGO pistons, Hasting rings installed and cylinders installed and base nuts tightened. That's as far as
I'm going with the engine until it is back in the frame. I can still pick it up and move it. 

Sorted thru some more parts yesterday. Put a small bead of weld on one passenger peg to have it sit
horizontal when in the down position. Also, had to straight both of them a tad in my press. Each had a
slight bend.

Straightened both rider pegs. That required making a jig to hold the peg with it's mounting stud. Used
a scrap piece of 1/4 angle iron. Both pegs were bent upward from apparent fallover or two over its life.

Pulled out the side cover which I had removed 2 years ago and put away. A closer look indicates the
original rear bracket was missing, along with a piece of the cover from a vibration crack. Other brazing
repairs exist on the inside under the paint. A hole had been drilled to the rear of the seat hinge cutout
to accomodate a new bracket. Not sure I have the welding skills to repair thin sheet metal like that.
May fab the replacement pieces and have a pro TIG weld them in place. Also have a crack at the
bottom of the cover that needs to be repaired.

Spent some time trying to trace out and measure side stand lug location and angle on an old frame in
Lance's chicken coop/vintage bike storage facility. Was not really prepared to do this properly and will
need to go back and make a second effort. He has another identical frame with the stand off which
provides more access to the lug. Photos, measurements and more tracings should give me a good basis
for fabricating and installing a replacement lug. Unless of course, I can find a wrecked frame of the
right vintage that has a good lug I can cut off.

regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Feb 2009

Sorted parts in anticipation of bringing to the powder coater. Took pictures with numbers included in
the pics to use as incoming and outgoing inventory with the powder coater. This will avoid any
confusion over what he was given and what he returned. It's not really part of the restoration process
but posted the pictures anyway in case somebody wants to use the same approach. I used the photo
numbers in an excel spreadsheet to make a complete inventory of the parts, referencing the photos.
I'll check them off with the powder coater when I drop them off and get him to initial a copy of the
inventory. Sounds terribly anal, I know. But 2 of the three powder coaters I have close to me, have
shops that look more like landfills than functioning businesses.

regards,
Rob
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They all seem to be like that.

I don't know how they can run a business.
__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Garioch43 
They all seem to be like that.

I don't know how they can run a business.

I think platers are right there with them. Not only will I be doing the same as Rob with the powder
coat company, but a similar process for all the hardware.
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Tackled my chainguard today. It was semi-abused in that it had mutiple dents on the radiused top
portion as well as dents on the inside skirt. The lower forward skirt looked like a wadded up piece of
paper somebody tried to partically smooth out. Plus, the forward mounting tab was fabricated by a very
capable welder... who was blind. 

Patience, some appropriate diameter pipe to use as mandrels, my lead shot bag and my Harbor Freight
body hammer set was all I needed to bring that guard back to what I would call 95%. I posted an
inquiry in the general dicussion area for info on that front tab and Wally is going to take some
measurements from his new guard for me. Thanks Wally. I'll cut off and clean up the area where the
ugly tab currently resides then fab and install a replacement. 

There is also a small crack at the very front of the guard that needs to be welded. I need to get a
supply of the same guage sheet metal and practice to sharpen up my welding skills before I tackle the
guard. I need to do this because after the guard, I need to replace some missing metal on the left side
cover as well as the tab that resided where the missing metal needs replacing.

Put a couple of pics of the guard in the album. That front tab is quite the abortion.

Today is clean the oil tank inside and out and maybe tear the forks apart.

regards,
Rob
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Gorgeous day today. Nippy, but blue skies and sunshine all day. Perfect day for a ride, if I hadn't
winterized all my bikes when it snowed last week.

As planned today was clean the oil tank and it took a good chunk of the day. Started with clean min
spirits and got most of the goo out. Lots of crud in nooks and crannies so tossed in a handful of 3/8"
nuts and did the cha-cha with about a pint of min spirits. Took a few trips around the dancefloor but
got it all loose and out. Then I decided to swab a magnet around in there since stuff often sticks to the
walls when you pour out the solvent. To my surprise I got a couple of old wire brush bristles and a
bunch of long steel strands that look like they came from coarse steel wool. This made me go at it
again a few more times with the nuts and min spirits followed by a magnet sweep between flushings.
Kept it up until no more bits showed up on the magnet. Also used a small syringe to flush out the
supply and return lines as well as the vent.

Noticed that the battery tray had been rubbing on the back of the tank. No real damage. but there was
a spot on the back towards the rear where something was wearing heavily on the tank. From looking
at pictures of the bike in the front of the manual, figured it was the fender. Looked at the fender and
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at pictures of the bike in the front of the manual, figured it was the fender. Looked at the fender and
sure 'nuff. wear spot at the forward right relief cutaway. It looks that it would not have taken long
before that fender sawed a hole in the tank. I'm going to weld up that area just to be sure. Based on
the wear, I'd say it is paper thin. I'm replacing the painted fenders on this bike with stainless, which is
what should be on it. So, I'll make sure we have no contact when I fit up the new rear fender.

Also noticed where (this is a correction edit to the original post) the frame wore into the vent neck and
the front of the filler neck. Looks like it might have been due to the well aged rubber mounting rubbers
I found in the tank brackets. It amazes me how someone can not notice this. I had initially thought
this was wear from the seat. But I was thinking about how the tank filler neck mounts on my BSA.
The neck on the Triumph is inside the frame. Went out to the shop today and held the tank up teo the
sub-frame and had a Homer Simpson moment. D'oh! 

Had time so decided to pull the forks apart. The dust covers/seal holders were a bear to remove. Looks
like the last person to assembly them used gasket sealant on the threads. I had to put a propane torch
on them to get them to turn. I did not have the Triumph tool and really need to make one. But I did
have an aftermarket HD softail rear shock adjusting tool that did the trick with no damage. My dust
covers look like new and might be new. 

One came off much easier than the other and that is another reason I suspect these are new. After I
cleaned the sliders and dust covers and wire brushed the threads clean I tried them again. One goes on
relatively easy. The other is a bear, no matter which slider I fit it to. Not sure I want to chuck it in the
lathe and try to chase those threads with a single point tool. Does anyone know if these dust covers
are supposed to be a very tight fit on the threads?

Fork tubes are shot. Both have nice rings at an angle from water being in the sliders at one point.
Easily remedied with new tubes. Bushings actually look pretty good. Might have been replaced, maybe
when the dust covers were replaced. Need to measure them up to see if they are within spec..

Also pondering whether to remove the inner cone shaped restrictor. Looks pretty corroded on one
slider. Not sure if I'd be fixing something that is not really broke. Anyone have experience with this?
Input would be appreciated.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-07-2011 at 08:24 PM. Reason: Correction to content
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Rob, cross-posting a photo every now and then would be nice...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

  
 

 11-07-2011, 09:42 AM   #59 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I figured it was easier to give the readers the link to the album and let them go thru the pics at their
own pace. But I can see that a few pics of key points would be of interest. I'll do that.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 11-11-2011, 05:58 PM   #60 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009

Today was tool day. Took a trip to the Metal supermarket, bought a 3/4" x 3" x 3" piece of aluminum, a
piece of 1/2" square hot rolled barstock and some .035 sheet steel. total price of $9.00.

Made a sprocket wrench from the 1/2" square barstock and a piece of the old chain that came with the
bike. I will use this to hold the sprocket while I tighten the sprocket nut. Need to make the deep socket for
the nut yet.

Then from the alum block I made a fork dust cover/seal holder wrench. Used a 2-1/8" hole saw for the
cutout and then two grade 8 socket head 5/16"-18 cap screws for the holding pins. Turned the ends down
to 0.205" on the lathe to match the holes in the dust covers. Had a length of 1/2" round stock in my
stockpile for the handle. Drilled and reamed the alum block and then drove the handle in. No need to
thread or pin. 

At GPZ's request, pic of the two tools included here.[IMG]
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes
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I also bead blasted the side cover to reveal what was below the paint. It was obvious some repairs had
been done by brazing, from looking at the lumps on the back side. But I wanted to get a closer look at
everything so I knew what I had to do before I could repair properly, what I have. Here's what I found.
[IMG]
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Looks like I have my work cut out for me. Need to practice welding on some scrap sheet metal and going
to consult with a friend who welds for a living. Only get one chance to get it right so advanced prep and
info gathering is the best approach.

Like dem pics, GPZ?!

regards,
Rob
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA

The one that came on my bike has similar failures. I have a new one, but it too will probably crack. I
plan on welding some reinforcing strips on the back in those areas prone to crack.
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I will probably do the same, Wally. Even though that cover is mounted in rubber via the battery tray
mounts and the bottom cover mount, it still takes a beating. I was thinking that a potential solution
would be to blast the inside surface so there is a good surface into which fiberglass could bite. Then do
a layer or two of glass cloth and resin. My thought that in addition to giving it some more strength
without welding and adding even more stresses to the material, it would also dampen the tendence to
vibrate. 

regards,
Rob
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Got sidetracked today with a recent addition to the herd. But did manage to practice a bit with my torch
and MIG welder on 22 ga sheetmetal.

I had some nice welds with the MIG when I got the heat and speed  set right. But even then it would
blow thru every so often. I think to weld material that thin with a butt weld, you have to back it with a
piece of copper. Might try that tomorrow. Gas welding was much more controlled, but even that was
touchy if you were not careful. Copper backing may be something to try with gas as well. 

I was going to post some pics of the wear on my oil tank. But I grapped my tank while I was playing
with my torch and decided to braze up the worn area. Area is not stressed so brazing was easier and as
effective as welding without the risks. Came in to post before and after pics and realized I had forgotten to
take before. So, went out and snapped one of the fender area that did the damage and the back of the
tank, which is now repaired. Still shows you wear to check to make sure you don't have a similar problem
at work. Here's the back of the tank showing where it was nearly worn thru. [IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

[/IMG] 
Here's a close-up of the braze repair on the back of the oil tank.
[IMG]
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This is the offending portion of the fender that tried to saw thru the oil tank. [IMG]
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Close-up of that same fender area. The worn area on the oil tank was exactly the same shape as that
missing paint area.
[IMG]
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And lastly, here is the area where the battery tray was rubbing on the back of the oil tank.
[IMG]
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I suspect that tired rubber mounts and the weight of the oil played a part in the wear. I'll be checking for
contact when I assemble and again when the oil tank is full.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
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Got my chores done and decided to play  with welding thin sheet metal a bit more. Wanted to try
using a brass heat sink behind the butt weld. 
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Had a piece of brass that I used to back up holes on an exhaust that I wanted to weld shut. Pounded it
flat and clamped it behind the butt joint of my test piece.

First try with my MIG welder came out nearly perfect. Thought for sure this was the answer. Then I
made anothe retest piece and this time blew thru in one spot. Monkeyed with heat and speed and
never was able to duplicate that first pass. I'm thinking I might have to go to a smaller wire size if I
want to do thin stuff like this.

Tried the same heat sink method with gas welding and it worked better. I had more control  over the
weld. But, the flame adjustment plays a big role in success. I tried several pieces and each time shut
off and re lit my torch and needless to say, did not get exactly the same flame each time so I started to
play with flame size. I was able to get better control with a smaller flame. But had more popping.
Bigger/hotter flame reduced the popping, but much easier to blow thru the seam. 

I'm so glad that I took the time to experiment before I went to work on the side cover. All this has
convinced me to go with brazing over welding. I'm going to simply braze a steel patch over the crack in
the bottom after I drill a stress relief/stop hole at the end of the crack.

I'm going to make up a patch that will fit behind the area where the metal is missing by the hinge cut
out. There was a bracket there if I can believe the parts diagram. Need to confirm the config before I
start any repair work. If there is a bracket there, I will make a replacement that spreads out the load
across a larger area and also supports the edge. Might just weld a band  behind that top edge to give
it more strength.

Also thinking about doing the same for the other mounts and putting backing plates or maybe even
tubes that would accept rubber mounts to better isolate the cover.

Because the cover holds the ignition and light switches, it has more than just its weight for load on the
mounts. So, I guess I'm going to put the battery box back into the subframe and mock everything up
and check clearances and mounting options before I light my torch or start making brackety. I want
the mounts to emulate the original mounts while being stronger .

Anyone have pictures of a '66 T120R side cover off the bike so I can see what it is supposed to look like
from a bracket position POV?

Thanks,
Rob
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You da man, Wally. Now I see what the corner broke off near the cutout for the hinge. Also looks like
my remaining top tab was modified to attach differently. Now I know I need to do a mock up to get it
back to OEM confg.

I think you are right that you should reinforce the original design where those tabs are mounted.
Especially that tab welded to that corner hanging out in the breeze near the hinge cut out. 

Are those pics from a vendor website?

regards and thanks,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-15-2011 at 11:10 AM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Wally 

Report this image

I can't ever recall seeing a right side Triumph sidecover, especially with switch holes!
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Optical illusion, Paul. You are looking at the inside in that right side view. Note that you can see the
mounting portion of the brackets.

I was curious what that big black spot below the switch positions. Now that I look at it, I see that it is
another bracket and the discoloration is from the spot welds. Not sure I have anything there, maybe a
hole. Guess I need to blast it to see if something was welded there at one time.

Looks like fixing this side cover is going to be one of the major resto projects on this bike . Fun stuff
though.
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-15-2011 at 02:35 PM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I see that it is another bracket and the discoloration is from the spot welds. Not sure I have
anything there, maybe a hole.

I'd swear that on page 6 I saw the bottom front mounting tab on yours.

Even with full restoration, you can bet that it's going to crack again. And the tabs might break off as
well. I think I'm going to have an accomplished welder fully fuse the brackets to the cover. I might add
some gussets as well.

As for preventing future cracks, I think the best prevention is increasing its mass (lower its natural
frequency). I think the design is flawed from the beginning by this and it's so lightweight that it buzzes
itself into oblivion. Lining it with lead or potting the inside with Devcon come to mind (only halfway
kidding. W
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Quote:

Originally Posted by GrandPaulZ 
I can't ever recall seeing a right side Triumph sidecover, especially with switch holes!

Funny, I saw the same thing until I spun in circles, covered one eye and defocused the other one. It
was all clear then!
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Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Are those pics from a vendor website?

Yes, from BO.
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Snakeoil
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
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Posts: 5,225
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Wally 
I'd swear that on page 6 I saw the bottom front mounting tab on yours....
...I think the design is flawed from the beginning by this and it's so lightweight that it buzzes
itself into oblivion. Lining it with lead or potting the inside with Devcon come to mind (only
halfway kidding. W

Yes, it is there on mine. I've been so focused on cracks and missing pieces, not to mention the semi-
rough repair on mine, that I completely forgot that the bracket was not only there, but braze repaired
at the weld.

Yes, I agree it is a pitiful design. They would have been much better off if they had designed a tool box
in that shape for the left side. It would have been both functional and durable. But then again, they
probably would have mounted it with 24 ga. sheetmetal tabs spot welded to the back of the box and
fastened with sheet metal screws.
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I thought I mentioned this, but perhaps I just thought about it. I was thinking that a layer of epoxy
resin and glass cloth on the back side would do a good job of detuning it, adding strength, and
spreading out the load. I was out in the shop for a bit forming a piece of sheet metal to patch my bad
area near the hinge cutout. I kept looking at that it trying to think of ways to make it more durable
without making it weigh a ton. The brackets will have to be beefed up as well. Since mine are in touch
shape, might as well make the new ones stronger.

I thought I'd be sending my black parts out for powder coating soon. Guess I'll be keeping them here
while I work out the details on fixing/improving the mounting system for this cover. 

regards,
Rob
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bike

My local Rubber Shop (not that kind!) has various odds and sods on the counter. I bought some
roughly A4 sheets of rubber that are self adhesive to line a tool box and thus insulate it.

A small pad of something like neoprene bonded onto the back would damp vibes, stop rubbing and not
weigh too much.
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Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
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Join Date: Aug 2005
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Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Rubber washers between the frame & sidecover tab are worth thier weight in gold.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Yes, I agree, Paul. When I disassembled the bike, homemade rubber washers, cut from old inner tube,
were everywhere two pieces came together.

I want to try and improve on that with grommets and bushings. We'll see how far I get.

regards,
Rob
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Speedtriple

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I want to try and improve on that with grommets and bushings. We'll see how far I get.
regards,
Rob

+1 on the grommets and bushes, I've got that set up on my tail light/number plate holder after the
original bracket cracked (twice) I opened up all the holes to accept rubber grommets and bushes (well,
cut down pieces of thin wall tube) and I've not had a problem since. 
A cheap, easy, almost invisible and effective modification. 

Webby
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Started to make the biggest of the patches for the side cover tonight. Bought one of those nylon hammers
you see all the TV biker guys using to make stuff on shot bags. Already had the shot bag so for $10 bucks
at Harbor Freight I figured I'd give one a try. They are pretty neat for this kind of work. I've used nylon and
dead blow hammers as well as bodyman's hammers for this kind of work before. But I can see why this
hammer is preferred. It is pretty light with no metal bits so it gives you much more control for light
adjustments. Also has less follow thru (inertia) so again, provides more control.

So, here's my first patch. I'd say I'm about 99% done. Took a while to get the contours right and I had to
grind down the lumpy brazing job on the back side. Hopefully I'll be able to wet the entire surface when I
braze this in place. 
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

[/IMG]
You can just see the pencil lines where the cutout for the seat hinge will go. The little gouge tells me that
it was mounted in the wrong location with the homemade mounts. That indent is wear from the hinge
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it was mounted in the wrong location with the homemade mounts. That indent is wear from the hinge
portion mounted to the frame.
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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[/IMG]

Here's the back side of the patch.
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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My side cover mounts differently than Wally's new cover. His looks like it uses horizontal bolting. Mine has
vertical studs that are on the bottom of the battery box mounting arms. My parts book diagrams agree
with what I see on my bike. 

Got tired of banging metal so started to put the oil tank and battery box mounts back on the rear sub-
frame. That was when I realized I need to attach it to the main frame to get all the mounting points
properly located to replace the missing tab. So, I'll tackle that tomorrow night. One step forward, two steps
back. Oh well, it's gonna be a long winter anyway.

regards,
Rob
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Nice work Rob, 
I look forward to seeing it brazed into place. 

All the best

Webby
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Tonight, rather than continue to pound out metal patches, I decided to put the frame together and install
the oil tank and battery tray to sort out the issues with that before I start to mock up the side cover in
prep to make and install the missing mounting tabs.

If you remember, I had several areas on the tank that were rubbed. Heaviest rub was from contact with
the rear fender and I brazed repaired the spot on the tank and will sort on the fender when I install new
stainless fenders. The other areas were the edge of the battery tray rubbed into the back of the tank and
both the filler neck and vent neck rubbed on the frame rail.

Took lots of staring, pulling tugging and smoke coming out my ears to figure out solutions.

The rub on the vent neck was caused by the neck being tilted a bit. Not sure why it was tilted, but after
trying every possible way to relocate the tank to provide more clearance, I realized it was tilted when I
bent down to look directly at the side of the tank and noticed the vent neck was not parallel with the filler
neck. Although not obvious, I suspect it was the top of the tank that was distorted a bit. So with a block of
wood and a dead blow hammer I gave the neck a tap. It moved. A couple more careful whacks and the
neck was now parallel with the filler neck and clear of rubbing with the frame. 

Filler neck had a very small amount of clearance. I tried tapping it the same way, but it is attached much
closer to the tank seam so not as flexible. I left that and move to the rub with the battery tray. It required
two adjustments. First, the slot for the stud that holds the tray to the cross brace on the rear brace
needed to be opened up about 1/16" to allow the tray to properly fit the brace. But that was not enough to
give me sufficient clearance. So I tried removing the bottom tank support and moving the bottom of the
tank. Since the tank holds the cross braces on the left side and and mounts to the frame via pins and
rubber bushings, moving the bottom of the tank also swings the battery tray in parallelagram motion. So,
a minor adjustment to the bottom brace repositioned the tank and gave me sufficient clearance with the
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battery tray. It also swung the neck away from the frame a bit. Result is oil tank and battery tray location
is all sorted out. 

I'm not sure how much variation there is from bike to bike. But what I've seen is there is minimal space in
this area and to be honest, I never noticed any issue when I was taking the bike apart. It was not until I
started to look at all the parts that I noticed the rubs. I'd suggest anyone doing a complete resto/rebuild
sort out this area before any paintwork is done. Might not be a bad idea for anyone to take a look in this
area to assure you don't have a rub that is going to cause you problems down the road.

Here's some pics of the areas.

This is the clearance to the vent neck after adjusting.
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the clearance to the filler neck. Not much but all I can get.
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's looking down at the right side of the battery tray showing clearance. Before, this was in hard
contact with the back of the tank.
[IMG]
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Here's the same clearance viewed from the rear.
[IMG]
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-18-2011 at 03:50 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
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between my legs

Sidecover work is following the same rule of one step forward, 2 steps back. I'll fill in why further down.

Mounted the side cover to determine where the cutout for the seat hinge should begin and end as well as
determine where the rear mount tab should go. Once that was done, I brazed the previously made patch
to the hinge cutout area, brazed a piece where the corner was missing in that same area and put a patch
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over the crack in the lower forward portion of the cover.

In the mock up process I realized that the bottom brace, which is a right angle piece of steel with a vertical
pin that goes thru a hole in the bottom of the cover along with a grommet, was a homemade piece. It was
mounted to the inside of the frame tab instead of on the outside of the engine mounting plate. To be
honest, I think where the homemade brace was mounted is where the OEM brace should have been
mounted. Having that lower brace on the outside of the engine plate looks like an afterthought.
Unfortunately, when they made this brace, it appears they made it to the dimensions of the OEM brace
which means in order to mount it to on the rear of the frame tab, it needs to be spaced out for the pin to
land in the correct position relative to the side cover.

The patch went on with little effort. Just patience to be careful with the torch to not let it melt the base
metal, but still hot enough to flow the braze. I tinned the back of the patch so I would get 100% adhesion.
The only thing I did not do, was undo the previous braze repair. But then after I had the patch in place and
was happy with eveyrthing, I decided to try to make that old repair better. WARNING, LECTURE ABOUT TO
BEGIN!!! I have a rule that I spout on on a regular basis when helping younsters with projects. It is,
"When you get it 95% correct and trying to get the other 5% done runs the risk of doing damage or
undoing your 95% job, STOP. Chances are you can finish up the rest with BONDO, paint, etc.." Well, I did
not follow that rule. I tried to heat the old braze and press a slightly raised area of the cover down. I got a
little zealous with the torch and managed to push my screwdriver thru the cover. I should have taken a
picture just to remind myself what an idiot I can be, but was too PO'd to go in and get the camera. I
sucket it up and fixed it. Hence the little square patch in the middle of my big patch. I'll lead in the really
bad areas and finish off the smoothing with Bondo, which I was going to have to use anyway. So, my
advise to anyone reading this is heed my rule and do as I say and not as I do.

Brazing the patches added quite a bit of weight to the cover. This means that it will probably dampen some
of the vibes, but will also mean I'll need heavier mounting tabs. So tomorow, if I have 1/8 barstock, I'll
make new tabs and braze them in place. Otherwise, it will have to wait until next week when I can go to
the Metal Supermarket and pick up some stock.

That's about it. Here's some pics of todays work.

Here's the newly shaped hinge cutout after brazing in my patch and the missing corner piece.
[IMG]
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Here's a close-up of the extra piece that replaced the missing corner.
[IMG]
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Here's the back side of that same area showing the big patch and then my boo-boo patch.
[IMG]
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Here's the patch for the crack in the lower front of the cover.
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Here's the front of that same crack.
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Here's the cover mounted on the frame with a hinge in place to check clearance.
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Here's the view from the front of the bike with oil tank and side cover in place.
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Oil tank does tilt out a bit at the bottom, but that was to provide clearance to the battery tray. I can
always change that and modify the battery tray. But I suspect it will not be noticeable once the bike is
assembled. 

regards,
Rob
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Webby
Lifetime Premium
Site Supporter
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Main Motorcycle: Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Oct 2008
Location: Bordeaux, France
Posts: 2,884
Other Motorcycle: Triumph
Speedtriple

Nice work Rob, 
One question, did you stop drill the end of that crack? If not, it will probably crack again, if you have
room a 1/4" diameter holes is preferable, but you can get away with 1/8" if you're tight for space. 

All the best

Webby
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Snakeoil
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You know, Webby, I normally would stop drill a crack like that. But I figured that with a full patch on
the back and the entire surface brazed to the patch, it should not show up again. It's an easy fix if it
does. I actually wanted to see how it would do over time so left it as-is. 

I deal with cracks, stress risers and crack propagation on a regular basis as part of my job. If I were
making a professional recommendation, a stop hole would have be first on the list. But with my own
stuff, and where there is no risk involved, I like to test the waters. Besides, I've probably introduced
more stresses into that piece from all the repairs than it would ever see in a million miles of riding.

If this forum still exists and you and I are still alive when that piece cracks again, I'll report on it here. I
promise.

regards,
Rob
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I must confess that as it's not a structural part, I probably would not have bothered either, possibly if it
cracked a second time then I would do something. 

Interesting thought as to what will happen to all this information (and quite a lot of cr*p) that is on
the internet in 50 years! 
One thing I hope is that it will be preserved somewhere for the future owners of these old tarts, that is
if they haven't been outlawed by some silly government decree by then! 

Keep up the good work

Webby
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First my reply to Webby. I think if it cracks again, it will crack next to the patch. But my plan is to isolate
the entire cover with rubber mounts so it should hold up a little better. I believe the crack occurred
because the link that ties the cover, via the forward mid-section mounting tab was rigidly mounted. It
shook the daylights out of the cover and it cracked between that mount and the lower mount.

Today I completed the cover repairs. Well, almost is more accurate because I noticed a small spot I wanted
to braze up after I quit for the day and put everything away. So will do it maybe tomorrow.

Made the replacement mounting tab for the top rear mount that was missing. I had sufficient stock in my
shed to make 1/8" thick tabs, but when I looked at it, I felt it was overkill. So, I went with 1/16" material.

Made the tab wider at the mountin point to the battery tray crossbrace to accomdate a grommet and wider
at the base so it would spread the load out on the cover. Brazed it over my existing patch after much
adjusting and tweaking to assure it fit the cover properly and positioned it correctly.

Next was to rebuild the forward top tab. This tab was now a washer welded to what was left of the original
tab. I cut the washer off, cleaned up the original tab and made two new pieces that would get brazed to
that tab. First piece fit on top of (under actually) the original tab. It is wider at the mounting point to the
battery crossbrace for the same reason, to accomodate a grommet. I then made another piece that
captured what was left of the original tab and brazed everything together. The original tab still had half of
the mouting hole so I could use that for proper location.

The last fix was the bottom mounting hole where the lower L bracket pin enters the hole/grommet in the
cover. The problem with sheet metal and grommets is relative movement between the sheet metal and
the piece running inside the grommet is the sheet metal will cut thru the grommet like a knife. So my fix
was to braze a 3/8' washer on the inside of the cover to restore the hole size and provide a wider surface
for the grommet, thus preventing the knife action. It also strengthened the area. There was an old weld at
the edge of the hole, probably because it had worn thru. This should prevent that from happening as well.

Here are pics of the repairs.
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Here are pics of the repairs.

Here is the replacement tab for the top rear tab. 
[IMG]

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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This is the new top rear tab (left) brazed in place. Also shown is the new tab for the top front tab (right).
This view shows the piece that was brazed to the underside of what remained of the original tab.
[IMG]
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Here is the top, outside view of the cover showing the same two top tabs. The top forward tab (left) also
has the new portion that captured the original tab and was then brazed to make everthing one piece.
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Here is a close-up of that top forward tab showing the piece that surrounds the remains of the original tab.
The flat on the tab is clearance for the battery.
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Here is the washer welded in place on the lower L-bracket mounting hole.
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This is the outside of that same hole showing where the old weld was and how the hole is now back to
size.
[IMG]
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So, all that is left is to select the mounting grommets and then open up the holes in the tabs to
accomodate those grommets.

I'll also be making a replacement forward mounting link that will let me use a grommet on the link to
totally isolate the cover from engine vibes. 

regards,
Rob
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Nice work Rob 
I think the grommets should do the job, as I mentioned earlier I had several problems with my license
plate mount cracking till I mounted it on the rear fender using grommets. 

All the best

Webby
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Belated Happy Thanksgiving to all the US folks and the non-US folks that celebrate as an excuse to pig
out on turkey and all the fixin's.

Long weekend and amazing temps in the hight 60's and blue skies had me doing final yard and house
stuff, like putting up Christmas decorations in my shirtsleeves. Had a 4 day weekend that should have
resulted in progress on the bike, but not so. 

Today however I did get back to the side cover and opened up the holes to 3/8" to accomodate the
grommet I picked up during the week. Also fixed one of the mounting studs on the rear battery tray
cross brace. Looks like both had been replaced at some poin with UNF fasteners and the rear was not
brazed on straight. So some quick work with the torch and she was fixed. I can say that the side cover
is now ready for bodywork and paint.

Next is going to be the chainguard. Need to fab and braze or weld in a new forward mounting tab.
Since the frame is together. I'm going to put the swingarm back on and mock up the chainguard to
assure all fits as it should before sending it off for paint.

regards,
Rob
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Today was chainguard day. First order of business was snapping a couple of pictures of that exceptional
front mounting tab somebody had installed on the guard. I cannot understand why they made it from two
pieces, but perhaps it was because the first one failed and they cut off the failed bit and welded on a new
piece. Anyway, for your viewing pleasure and entertainment.
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I cut it off and blended the edge back to the OEM edge in prep for the new tab that will get installed here.
Also ground down the weld from the aforementioned "tab from Hell" and as you can see, it will only require
minor filling to make it disappear.
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Back side showing remnant of old homemade tab.
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I then moved onto the the lower tab that supports the skirt area via a clip mounted to the rear brake
torque arm. This tab is spot welded to a stiffener that is then spot welded to the skirt. The tab was cracked
into one of the spot welds. So I drilled a stop hole at the base of the crack and then brazed the tab to the
stiffener all around.
Before
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After
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Must continue this in a new post due to number of images allowed in a single post.

regards,
Rob
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Continuing with the chainguard from the previous post.

Next was a crack in the very forward top inside portion. For this I made a patch that was brazed to the
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inside of the guard.

Before Inside
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Patch installed on inside
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Patch trimmed and edge blended.
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Last piece was the rear mounting bracket. This bracket is riveted to the guard. One rivet on the top of the
guard and another on the side. I noticed when I was doing some fit up work that the rear bracket swiveled
a bit on the side rivet. I gave the top rivet a whach which tighted it up, but there was still movement.
From what I saw, it was apparent that the hole in the guard for the rivet has elongated. So rather than
tear it all apart, I simply brazed the bracket to the guard on the inside at that top rivet location. Rivet is
solid and so is the bracket. This will prevent damage to the paint from relative movement of the two pieces
once the bike is back up and running.
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All that remains is to fabricate and braze into place the forward tab. Then the guard will be done and ready
for paint.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 12-08-2011, 12:23 PM   #89 (permalink)

75jazz
Senior Member

Nice! pretty handy work there.
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Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 1972 TR6RV
Tiger 650
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2011
Location: Rock Hill, SC (just
south of Charlotte, NC)
Posts: 389

  
 

 12-10-2011, 04:21 PM   #90 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY

Chainguard is DONE!!

Today I made the replacement front tab and brazed it into place on the chainguard. I ended up grinding
down the remants of the old tab so I had a nice flat surface to work to. 

Made the tab larger than stock where it was brazed to the inside of the chainguard. Hopefully, will last a
long time.

I want to thank Wally for the photos and dimensions of the front tab on his chainguard. Without his help,
I'd still be struggling to find the correct dimensions for making that tab. THANKS WALLY!!

Here's the lug brazed to the inside of the guard.
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Here's the view from the outside.
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Picked up a NOS sidestand on ebay over Thanksgiving. Cannot believe I found one. Bought the steel to
fabricate the frame lug and that is the next project. My friend Lance has a frame with the original lug and
sidestand in place. But it's a good frame so no cutting up for the lug. I'm hoping he'll let me borrow it so I
can spend some time coming up with a way to properly position the new lug so the stand works properly,
meaning supports the bike at the right angle and folds up to the correction position. Plan is to do my best
to emulate the original cast lug appearance.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 12-11-2011 at 10:58 AM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Side stand replacement

I got lucky over the Thanksgiving holiday and picked up a NOS correct sidestand for my bike on eBay.
Cannot believe I found a NOS stand, but also got it for a very decent price. Suspect a lot of folks were still
driving home from the holiday when the auction ended.

Today, I went down to my local Brit shop and Steve let me go up into the inner sanctum where he has all
his use parts stored. He said he has about 70 frames up that I would have to agree. I was looking for a
good 64-67 frame so I could get some lug measurements to make a replacement side stand lug that would
emulate an OEM lug. Steve was up there with me and spotted a blue metalflake frame. It was a '64 TR6C
frame that had the front engine mounts and top gusset where the coils mount removed, the welds at the
joint of the single downtube and dual bottom tubes all welded up, aka "molded" and a piece of flat steel
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welded to the bottom top tube for what looked like a tank mount. Obviously this was a chopper at some
point. Paint was dull and flaking, holes had mud wasp nests in them and lots of surface rust. Steve said I
could cut the lug off that frame. I said if he did not want the frame, how much for the whole thing, since it
would give me a way to measure the correct mounting angle for the lug. $50 later I was walking out the
door with my blue metalflake and red rust frame.

Here is the gem of a frame. What I noticed while taking the pics is the bearing races are in place in the
steering head and they are nicely painted to match the frame. My guess is this was an unfinished custom
bike project Steve probably bought as a basket case years ago. Imagine painting the bearing races??!!
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Here's pics of the side stand lug that will soon be transplanted to my frame.
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I'll probably disassembly the good frame castings and sell them on ebay for someone who needs to repair a
damaged frame. If somebody here needs a frame casting, let me know.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 12-15-2011 at 07:10 PM.
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Senior Member
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Fork tube repair

It was in the high teens this morning. So no way I was headed out to the garage. Good day to play with
the fork tubes in the basement.

First job was making a 4 tooth spanner socket for the nut that holds the bushings in place on the bottom
of the tubes. $2 for a used US made 1-1/8 socket, a little sawing, grinding and finish filing and a tool is
born. Will use this instead of the Fred Flintstone method of hammer and dull chisel to tighten the nuts
when it's time to reassemble the forks.
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Then it was on to fork tube repair. Both my tubes suffered from corrosion attack at the bottom of the
tubes, just about at the seal area if they were fully extended. Water in the gaitors with the bike on the
stand is the obvious cause. I did not take pics of the tubes as they looked when initially disassembled.
Needless to say, they were ugly. They were rusted in the lower tree as well. What you see here is the
tubes after chucking them up in the lathe and cleaning them up with 1000 grit paper and Scotchbrite pad.
They are chrome plated.
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The black lines defind the area in which the fork seals run. As you can see, the corrosion damage is at the
full extension point of the tubes.
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The attacked areas were photographed after I hit them with a wire wheel to remove the rust. Note that
the chrome is gone on the one tube around the area of attack.

Cleaned off the tube with acetone and put a thin layer of JB Weld on the corroded areas.
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Then, some patient work taking down the epoxy with 220 paper until all that remained filled the pits left in
the tubes by the corrosion. A little polishing with 800 grit paper and smooth again.
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I had done this repair on my A65C fork tubes, which were in worse shape. I had to do this because the
bike is a rare model and I ordered two sets of replacement tubes and they were all different than what I
had. So I decided to fix what I had while I figured out what actually belonged on the bike. Ran those
repaired tubes all summer with no issues. Got this idea from fixing the hydraulic rams on my cousin's
1940's vintage Cat bulldozer. They were all pitted and leaked like a sieve. We did the same thing to them
20 years ago and they remain leak free to this day.

regards,
Rob
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Great fork tube fix Snakeoil. Just bookmarked this page. Hope to add this to my ever-lengthening
winter list of fixes. Thanks. 

.
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Sidestand Lug

After much head scratching, measuring, more head scratching and deep thinking in the shower, I came to
the conclusion that trying to make a jig to position my sidestand lug based on the '64 frame I bought is
more work than it is worth. So I put my rolling chassis back together so I could do what several others told
me to do when I started on this piece of the project. That was to simply position the bike at the correct
angle and tack the lug with sidestand attached in place at that angle. So, that's what I'm going to do.

Today I chopped off the frame section with the lug from the '64 frame and stared at it trying to figure out
how to set it up with zero reference points for maching purposes. The problem is the lug is mounted at the
point where the frame just starts to bend upward towards the single downtube. So the lug is not really in
line axially with the straight tube section coming out the back of it. So, I cut the tubing off each side with a
hacksaw and then chucked in my 3-jaw chuck and using some eyeball alignment, got it where I wanted it
to face off the rest of the tubing. Did one side then flipped it and did the other. Measured the opposite faces
of the socket to check for parallel and then adjusted it several times in the chuck and machined a few mils
off trying to sneak up on the original face of the socket. Once I had one side done, it was a simple matter
to indicated it, taking into account any out of parallel in the face to be machined and then machined it so
both were not parallel.

I had to remove the sidestand spring retaining pin, which is brazed in place in order to chuck the lug in my
4-jaw chuck. It was bent and half the head ground off, so it really needed replacing anyway. You can see
that in the pics of the old frame posted previously.

Indicating on the ID of the tubing and using the faces to establish the centerline for the bore since the
tubing is not aligned as mentioned above, I carefully machined out the tubing and remaining brazing
material. Below is the finished product.

Here's the lug after all the work was finished.
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Here's the other side showing the old bent pin and where it goes.
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Here's the lug with the newly machined pin brazed in place.
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It's going to kill me to cut that lug in half now that it looks so good. But it's the only way I can mount it to
the frame. Only other choice is call Sigfreid and Roy to see if they can magically pass the lug thru the
frame tube.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ Are you sure you don't want to cut a short section out of the frame, weld the lug to it, then sleeve in a
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smaller diameter pipe and weld the section back in?
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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I thought about that, Paul. I just hate to cut the frame. 

Here is what I was going to do. Cut the lug at about 12 and 6 o'clock plus or minus depending on lug
profile. Postion and braze the section with the actual lug in place. Then braze in the mating half. Once
that is done, grind a weld prep at the two seams and MIG weld the lug back together and then reshape
it with my Dremel and some hand tools to make the welds disappear and the original shape return.

This way I maintain frame integrity and feel pretty confident the lug integrity will be as good as it was
originally, given the marginal design. The local shop said to cut the lug in the back and bend it with
head so one can slip it over the frame and then bend it back into shape. That idea did not appeal to me
at all.

Will have to think about it some more. Truly appreciate the input.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Today was stay busy and keep away from food day. I've eaten enough over the past two days to feed a
developing nation. 

So, we cut the sidestand lug in half and began the fitting process. I measured the lean angle of 3 of my
bikes that were sitting on sidestands in the garage. They ranged from 8 deg ('65 BSA A65C) to 12 deg
('67 CL77 Honda) to 15 degrees ('76 T140V). A were measured using the side of the rear shock as my
vertical plane. Not many other places to find a vertical line on an assembled bike.
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Held the lug on with a small c-clamp and set the bike at various angles using a stick as a prop off the
subframe. Decided that 15 degrees was the preferred angle given the frame is without the engine so a
little sag is to be expected. I might just tack the lug and then load the frame up with 100 lbs of lead
shot bags to see if there is a noticeable difference. Normally, you can sit on a bike that is on the side
stand. So add the engine and all the other weight and the rider's weight and it still leans sufficiently to
stay stable tells me the sag in these old tarts is minimal. Guess I would expect that given the amount
of travel.

regards,
Rob
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Sidestand lug finished

Completed the installation of the sidestand lug I scavenged off the '64 frame I bought. Welded the lug back
together after both parts were brazed to the frame. Am rather pleased with how it came out. Coat of paint
and you should not be able to tell that it was ever replaced. 

Here are pics of the finished lug.

Lug on the frame
[IMG]
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Top weld seam
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Bottom weld seam
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Back side
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One thing I did notice with the lug mounted, is now I understand why the spring pin was bent and half the
head was ground off. At first I thought it was some type of road rash, but now I see that with handling the
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stripped frame, when you set it upright, it rests on the head of that pin. So dragging it acrossed concrete
floors and dropping it down on the floor probably did the damage. Need to make sure the painter knows
this is an easily damaged area. 

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Chassis on side stand

I decided to check the lean angle now that the lug was done. So, I put the chassis back together again and
measured the lean angle. Angle is 14-15 degs measured at the center back bone tube and the shocks. So
that puts it at the same angle rougly as my T140V. The front tire on this bike is also a 3.50 so if I return
to a 3.25, the angle will be reduced a bit. Here are some pics of the chassis on the side stand.

Rear view
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Side view
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Close up of the NOS side stand I scored on FleaBay.
[IMG]
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Will be heading to powder coaters for estimates after the 1st of the year. 

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Front Fork Sliders

Decided to disassemble the chassis in prep for paint now that all the fixes are done. I was disassembling
the lower fork sliders and noticed that the oil drain screw, item 40 on the included Parts Diagram below,
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the lower fork sliders and noticed that the oil drain screw, item 40 on the included Parts Diagram below,
was bent in one of the sliders. This is both a drain plug and an anti-rotation pin for the restrictor Item 42.
It prevents the restrictor from turning when tighten the securing screw, item 43. My initial plan was to
leave the restrictors in place, but after seeing this, decided to remove them. What I found was the
restrictor in that slider was apparently tightened without the pin in place and when the pin was screwed in,
it did not align with the slot in the restrictor, but rather pressed against the restrictor and bent the
unthreaded pin end. I also found that although not visible when installed in the slider, with it out, I found
the restrictor was severly rusted. So I pulled out both restrictors from both sliders to remove the rust and
leave them out for the painting process.

I also found that one restrictor bolt had the aluminum sealing washer in place, item 44, but the washer
was missing from the other slider. So I'm glad I pulled them both out.

I'll just make new alum sealing washers, replace the securing bolts and reinstall the restrictors and the
pins after the sliders come back from the painter.

[IMG]
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Happy New Year, Everyone!!

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Prepping for paint

Well if anyone told me I'd be sandblasting parts outside on Jan 3rd, I would have told them to get off
the drugs. But that's what I did yesterday. Stripped the urethane paint off the tank with a heat gun
and a putty knife. But the primer remained. So since I was thinking of just spraying all the black parts
instead of powder coating, I thought I'd dig out my garage sale special sandblaster and give it a go. The
outside of the tank stripped nicely. That tank is in great shape. Only a tiny bit of bondo on the top left
about the size of a dime. Something obviously fell on the bike at one time. No other blemishes.

I did not strip the urethane from the tunnel area so I tried to blast it off. Amazing how tough that
urethane paint is. You can peel it like an orange with heat and a putty knife. But blasting it off is a very
tedious process. Found the original Alaskan white in the tunnel area so looks like the original tank for
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

the bike. Temps dropped below freezing when the sun went down and gun started to freeze up. Only
the inner portion of the tunnel still has some paint and can probably live it it and just paint over it.

Another thing I noticed is the rear mounting tab is not centered on the tank. It's over to one side a bit.
That would explain why the seat looked off a bit. Need to measure it more closely and see if I want to
move it or weld it up and redrill it on center. Need to take some pics yet.

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
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Main Motorcycle: 1978
Bonneville T140V
 

 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil
But the primer remained.

Hi Rob,
I was taught that if the original primer was in good shape- to use it to re-cover with a topcoat- or a
primer sealer first.
R-M PS21 GRIPTITE ENAMEL SEALER comes to mind, will seal to lacquer primer.
This was back in the day when single stage urethane auto paint was the norm.
What type of paint are you planning on using?
__________________
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Ordered the paint from Don Hutchinson. He uses Dupont paints. It will be a urethane, two step process
with clear topcoat. Don said it is best to use a urethane primer, but not absolutely necessary. I'm not a
painter so know very little about the ins and outs of automotive paints. Last time I held a spray gun it
was to shoot lacquer. Last time I shot lacquer it was out of an airbrush. Actually painted a custom coil
cover for an HD I had and did the whole thing with the air brush in my basement. It was a cheapo
airbrush and just about as I finished my last coat, the lacquer thinner dissolved the airbrush innerds.

Shop up the road from me will do the paint. Second generation painter and he's been doing it for close
to 40 years. Has a hot rod he built a few years ago that looks like it is covered with gold glass. He does
a lot of vintage Brit cars and had a Cobra in the shop last week when I stopped into see him.

regards,
Rob
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tealetm
Senior Member
SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 2012 Speed
Triple R
 

 
Join Date: Jun 2005
Location: Upstate New York
Posts: 1,604

Rob,

What shop are you having the paint done by? I'm looking to have my other bike re-painted this
"winter".
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Charlie McDermott is going to do the paint work. He's up on the hill in East Berne. If I can get my oil
tank and chain guard stripped and prepped this weekend, I'll probaby be bringing everything up next
week. You cannot beat his prices and he's local. I'll tell him I might have another customer for him.

He won't do any fancy graphics. But what he will do is shoot the color, let you do any masking and
layout work, then he'll shoot it again. Then if you want somebody to hand pinstripe it (he cannot do
hand pinstriping) you can have it done and then he'll clear over it for you. He's my age and a pretty
laid back guy.

regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY

Sandblasting continues

Mother Nature and her Jet Stream were smiling on me today. Temps in the mid-40's and blue skies.
Dragged out the sandblaster and got the shiny parts done. Those would be the tank, top fork covers, oil
tank side cover and chain guard. 

Found a dent in the oil tank. Not big. Just your typical sharp crease probably from the bike falling over. Not
big enough to pull. Will just re-Bondo the dent when I do the other pre-paint prep work.

If the weather hold like this for tomorrow, I might try to blast the frame. But the black paint on the top
fork covers appeared to be urethane and I ended up stripping it with a heat gun and putty knife first
because blasting was taking forever. Here's some pics of the blasted parts. Also snapped a pic of the rear
tank mounting tab being off-center.

Top fork covers
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Close-up of rear tank tab mis-alignment
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regards,
Rob
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coloradobob
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 72 TR6
100,000 miles
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2009
Location: ft collins, co
Posts: 2,145
Other Motorcycle: 73 t150
Extra Motorcycle: 73 TR7RV
big bore

Good painters

Having a good local painter is a wonderful thing. Good prep work. Bob
__________________
www.youtube.com/user/MrBowser2011
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks. When I finally settle in one house, I'm thinking of buying a cheap shed and setting it up as a
sandblasting hut so I don't have to lay out a tarp and keep cleaning up after every session. I also
suspect there might be some money in doing small blasting jobs. My painter was telling me there used
to be a local guy that would do car frames for $1200 at your facility. Said he had two big tarps sewn
together and would use a big blower like the ones they use for a Bouncy-bounce. Gave him a big air
bag to work in and he used a fresh air fed blasting helmet. Would pay a kid $200 to help him.
$1000/day is not a bad wage. Not interested in going that far. But doing small parts and bike frames
would make a nice side income to pay for more tools, parts, toys, etc..

regards,
Rob
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

My short love affair with sand blasting

Well, it was even nicer today so I thought I'd give blasting the frame a shot. Although the paint was
not very thick, it appeared to be urethane or similar and in many cases would just not come off with
sand blasting. I ended up scraping the entire frame and then started to blast it to get all the residual
paint and primer off. After several hours, I came to the conclusion that my time is best spent doing
other more productive work. Looks like my frame and other black bits will be going to the powder
coater. Pay the man with the industrial sand blaster to do his thing.

I'm thinking of restamping the frame numbers, provided my local Brit shop guy has the correct
stamps. I believe he does. The zero in T120 is just about gone and was probably never very deep. I
cleaned that area with carb cleaner to get the paint out of the numbers. But when the powdercoat it, I
suspect the T120R will all but disappear.

I also found an interesting stamping on the other side of the steering head. It has two letter T's
stamped in the metal. My wishful thinking has me thinking this was a special T120R that was set up as
a street TT bike. That would mean alloy fenders instead of stainless. Going to post an inquiry here and
on the Brit Bike forum to see if the TT means anything.

regards,
Rob
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Rear Brake Plate

Stripped the wheels of their internals today. Need to get the rear brake plate ready to go with the other
black bits to the powder coater. After getting the wheels disassembled and parts bagged for later cleaning, I
picked up the front and rear brake plates and headed for the garage to disassemble them (stripped the
wheels in the warmth of my basement).

What I noticed when I took a closer look at the rear plate is sometime in the life of the bike when it failed
the rear chain, it tore part of the edge off the dust shield, cut a few grooves in it and cracked the metal at
the spot weld next to where the chain took its bite. It also tore a piece out of the inner primary which was
nicely weld repaired by somebody before I got the bike. 

Thought I'd just braze up the cracked weld and be done with it butt as soon as I put the heat to it, the
shield cracked thru to the edge. I suspect you can get replacement shields, but I thought I'd give fixing
this one a try. 

Practiced with my MIG welder first on some thin test pieces and got the speed and current setting right.
Then crossed my fingers and went to work. Turned out pretty good. Better than it was before it cracked.
But there is still the piece of edge missing. 
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Not sure what I'm going to do. My mantra is if it looks pretty good, stop trying to make it perfect because
you'll only screw it up. But I might make a backer from a piece of copper and try to build up that edge with
weld and then grind and file it back to the correct shape. We'll see. Powercoating hides a lot of flaws. Plus
everything is black back there so probably not very noticeable.

Here's the face of the dust shield showing the area after welding and grinding down.

Report this image

Same area after bead blasting
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Back side of the same repair. Missing edge visible.
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Edge of same area showing missing metal
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regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Yep, oil field or industrial sandblasting is the only thing you can strip the old enamel with, with a
reasonable amount of time & effort.

I always just haul the scruffy parts to my powdercoat guy and he does the blasting & masking.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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A little bangin', a little Bondo

Bangin' consisted of trying to take the dents out of the chrome front hub cover. It had several good sized
dents in it and I was already prepared to buy a new one. But, while I waited for a coat of Bondo to set up
on the parts I was finishing, I thought I'd give fixing it a shot. Well, it turn out great! My only regret was
not taking before pictures. Cover was a bit deformed around the center hole as well as the dents. Used a
dead blow and a piece of soft pine as a backer to take out the warpage and then used my baby ball peen to
take out the sharp dents, again using the pine backer. Could not remove the scratches, but since this looks
like an original piece, I wanted to keep it. Here's the finished product.
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Prepped the fuel tank, oil tank side cover, chainguard and top fork covers for paint, which means fill all the
flaws with Bondo and feather. 

Tank had a small dent in the top left under the paint. It was a snap to fill and feather.
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The front left tunnel section was a little funky after having a crack welded up. So I thought I'd smooth that
out while the bondo was out.
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Next were the oil tank and side cover. Oil tank had a dent hidden under the paint. Stripped out the old
Bondo and re-filled the area.
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Side cover was a little more work. Lots of crack repair, bracket replacement and cutout rebuilding resulted
in a lot of minor warpage in addition to the required filling of the repairs. Took several coats, but finally got
it to where I believe the final touch will be a sanded primer coat.
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Last piece was the right top fork cover. It had a major dent from a missing fork stop. I had it just about
perfectly removed using a piece heavy wall tubing as a mallet and my shot bag as the backer. But I figured
I could make it perfect with the Bondo out. So, I feathered the repaired area.
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I was putting tools away and cleaning up when I noticed one ear was deformed a bit on the fork cover that
needed no Bondo. I put it in the vise to flatten it out and when I looked at it after, noticed a nice crack
radiating out from the bolt hole. Looks like I'll be doing a little MIG welding tomorrow.
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-14-2012 at 08:39 PM.
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Thin metal weld repairs

It was 20 deg F on the thermometer on the wall in the shop when I walked in today. Fired up the propane
radiant heater and my trusty old Kerosun and set up to weld repair the crack in the upper fork cover I
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found yesterday.

Use a brass backer to prevent burn thru given the material is somewhere around 0.032 inch thick. I'm
using a 110VAC Snap-On MIG welder and fluxcore wire. I really should be using solid wire and CO2/Argon
shielding gas, but I'm not set up to do that yet. 

Things went well and below is the final result. You really won't see this area as a bolt head covers it when
the bike is assembled.

Here is the repaired crack.

Back side (inside of cover which goes against lower tree.

Report this image

Front side
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Since I had the welder out and things were going well, I decided to try and build up that missing material
on the rear brake plate dust shield that was torn away when the rear chain failed at sometime in the bike's
life. While I was at it, I thought I'd do a little how-to for those of you with 110VAC MIG welders using
fluxcore wire. I use this method a lot when welding up cracks and holes in thin material.

Here is the set up. There are two pieces of brass sheet metal, one formed in a large radius to match the
arc of the dust cover's edge and the other on the outer face of the dust cover to establish a flat surface for
the weld puddle. The weld will not stick... well it might stick, but will not be welded to the brass. Copper is
really the right metal to use for this, but I don't have any.

You can see the missing cupped edge on the dust cover. This is what I am going to build up with weld.
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Here is the area after welding and the slag brushed off. The fluxcore MIG wire does not leave much slag.
It's not like a stick welder.
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The radiused brass backer plate actually did stick pretty well to the weld. I had to twist and tug to get it
free. Here is the weld with all the set up and backer plates removed. Ugly, ain't it?
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Now, using my Dremel, a tool that I love more with every passing day, and I've owned this thing for at
least 20 years, and using a small stone, I've ground away the excess weld on the inside of the dust cover.
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I used my favorite tool, a file to dress down the weld on the outside edge and face of the dust cover.
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When I had it where I thought it looked good, I bead blasted it for a uniformm finish. Here's the finished
product.
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It's not perfect, and there are still scars from the chain failure on the face. If I get all anal about it and the
imperfections from the first weld repair I did on this cover, I can fill it with JB Weld and dress it down prior
to powdercoating. But I suspect the powdercoat will make everything look fine.

I need to get a better welder and a gas set up. The Snap-On is made by Century and they are really
battery charger experts, not welder experts. This welder will go to the camp for fixing all the neighbors'
busted stuff.

regards,
Rob
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Dang good detail work! keep it up, man.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Wheels

Today I started to disassemble the wheels so the hubs can be painted and new spokes/nipples installed.
I checked the offset on both wheels and compared what I measured to what I found in the book. I
found discrepencies.

I assume that for measurements from the hub, they should be taken on the brake plate side. No
mention is made of that in the manual, but the front is measured from the brake drum since it is
integral to the hub. Assume the rear wheel measurement to the hub is on the brake drum side of the
hub.

Front wheel.
Based on how the wheel lined up with the front fender and the spacing to each of the two sliders, I
was pretty sure that the wheel was laced too far to one side. The manual says that measuring from
the edge of the brake drum, I should have -1/64" of offset. I assume the negative sign means that the
straight edge would rest on the rim and I would measure down 1/64" to the edge of the drum. What I
measured was 3/32" of positive offset. That means the straightedge rested on the drum edge and I
measured down 3/32" to the side of the rim. Not a big deal, but I would have expected it to be out
closer to 3/8". 

Rear wheel
This was was a bit confusing. My rear wheel looked well centered in the frame. The spec calls for 1-3/4"
offset to the edge of the hub. The drum was still on my wheel so with the hub set lower than the
drum, I measured to the drum and then substracted the depth from the drum edge to the hub edge.
What I got was 1-1/2" to the hub. The gross measurement to the drum edge turned out to be 1-
13/16" which is much closer to the 1-3/4" spec than the 1-1/2" I measured.

I'll be posting a question in the main forum looking for any input regarding the specs in the OEM
manual being wrong.
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UPDATE: I measured the rear hub and did the same calcs to check my as-found offsets compared to
the spec in the book as well as determine where the spec in the book positions the rim relative to
spoke and bearing centers. What I found was that the spec puts the rim in the center of the spoke
flanges, similar to the front. I also found that although my wheel appears to be original and my quick
check said the rim was centered between the spoke flanges, it appears my quick measurement was
not accurate or my original offset measurements were not accurate. I measured the offset twice, once
last night and again this morning and came up with the same dimensions each time. So I'm pretty
sure my quick check of rim center to flange center was off a bit.

Based on what I found, I'm now confident in the specs found in the manual. 

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-22-2012 at 09:12 PM. Reason: Update info
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

With all the various parts out for paint, it's been detail and small stuff for the past few weeks. For the last
two weekends, I've been cleaning, bead blasting, and zinc plating small parts. It seems endless at times,
but I'm finally starting to see the end nearing. Here's a pic of some of the parts I plated today.
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Report this image

And no, I did not chrome the heads on those two lower tree pinch bolts. The chrome was in excellent
shape while the unchromed portion and the original nuts were all rust. 
regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Some more mundane stuff to report. Decided that since the damper assemblies worked well and did not
leak, I'd reburbish my original Girling shocks. Here's the finished product.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Report this image

Rear brake switch is an original Lucas component. Bakelite base had some major damage in the form of
missing bakelite. Case had been painted with a brush at some point and actuating arm was no longer
plated. So I disassembled, cleaned the contacts, rebuilt the Bakelite base with JB weld and filed back to the
proper shape, repainted the case, plated the actuating arm and reassembled. Looks pretty good for a 46
year old switch.
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Right side that covers the right female bullet terminal was missing a major piece and what was left was
about half the original length and upper left corner was chipped leaving a thin piece remaining. Built both
up with JB Weld. Used tape as a damn/form and a piece of PVC tubing to form the tunnel for the
connector. I'm happy with the results. Good therapy project when the wind is howling at 50 mph outside.
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Saw my painter today. Put the last decal on the side cover and he's be clearing everything this week. 

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter

Dang, I just threw out a good working one because the "stopper" end of the slider was broken off.
Between yours and mine, you could have easily had a 100% original bits rebuild...
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Man, now that's getting down there!
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Threw one out??!!! YOU??!!!! The guy who just started a thread about not throwing our parts??!!!
Does the wife know you have multiple personality disorder? 

You should be ashamed of your self, Paul. That slider arm is easily made. Please put a box in the corner
of your shop with "ROB" on it and toss all your "bad parts" into that box.

I'll be having nighmares about this tonight.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron

Boy, you GOT ME!

I picked it out of the bin and will attempt a resurrection.

Since I had 2 good ones, I figured...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
You made me go look at the earlier parts manual. All that bracket is is a bent and shaped
piece of thin barstock? Can you not make a replacement? That's what I would certainly do.
If you can get the dimensions for the bracket, I'd be glad to make one for you. I'll even try
to make it from old rusty metal if you like, provided I have some of the correct size sitting
aroung here.

If you don't know the dimensions, I know a guy with a '65 who might have one on his bike.
I know a couple of other places that might have them in their junk piles. Do you want me to
look or is this a personal quest of yours?
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Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration
Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

regards,
Rob

Rob, thanks for the generous offer but just as I had prepared to make my own one showed up. I had
the material in hand, but a local contact told me he had one. And I now have an inflator to boot.
Thanks again for the offer!
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Brake backing plates and rocker boxes

Well, I said I was going to edit the post that talks about assembling the brake  backing plates by adding
photos, but the site won't let me edit it now that other replies have come in.

So, here are the assembled backing plates, front and rear.

Front
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes
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Then I started to play with the rockerboxes. If you look in the general forum, you will find a thread where I
was questioning the order/placement of the thrust washers and thackeray washers relative to the rocker
arms and rockerbox. Thanks to experts like Mr. Pete who posted info on this in previous threads (love that
search engine  we have here) and two links to posts on the same topic on the Britbike forum provided
my Morris the Cat, the confusion was cleared up. Below is a pic of the parts in question in the correct order
that they should be assembled in the rockerbox.
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While I awaited feedback on the assembly order of the parts above, I machined the special tool needed to
ease the o-ring on the rocker spindles into the rockerboxes. It's a simple tool but invaluable. I'll probably
use STP as a lube for the o-ring.

Here's the tool. The lighter silver section is the tapered area that squeezes the o-ring down to the ID of the
rockerbox bore. The straight section ahead of the tapered section is the same size as the rockerbox bore.
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I'll post some assembly pics when I put the rocker boxes together, hopefully tomorrow.

regards,
Rob
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Garioch43
Senior Member
SuperSport

Snakeoil,

You might want to check out the smaller inside diameter thrust washer on the rocker spindle.
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SuperSport
Main Motorcycle: '77
Bonneville T140V
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Posts: 999

I found that on my '77 T140V, this was a mistake in the parts manual and it should be the same size
as the others, othewise the spindle would not locate properly.

PS - Even with the O ring tool, they are a beatch to insert without splitting, so get a few spares.
__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Sam. Based on everything I read , the smaller diameter washer is okay for my vintage
engine. And that is what those shafts have been using since it left Meriden from best I an tell. But you
do raise a good point. I need to go back and read all those threads again. 

My personal opinion of the smaller washer is I think it is a better design . The small 3/8 ID washer
butts up against the shoulder on the spindle. The washer in turn butts up against the rocker box. This
provides a large steel surface area against the box and precludes pulling the shaft into the soft
aluminum casting by over-tightening the nut on the banjo bolt. Without that washer the shallow
shoulder on the spindle could be made to burrow into the aluminum rockerbox.

This is all conjecture on my part since this is the first Triumph I've had apart and therefore cannot
speak to the other set up with the 1/2" washers having the issues I envision.

And, from what I read, the issue was with the order of the washers, not the ability to bring the spindle
home. The washers need to go against the rockerarms in '69 and later designs because the modified
the oil passages and the washers play  a role in that. The error was the factory put the washers
agains the case, a la the old design after the change was made. I believe John Healy said a service
bulletin called is error out to dealers.

regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy Little washer is correct fro 66.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Thackeray quackery and other annoyances

Made a pilgrimage to the local rubber and gasket industrial supply house. They only had US standard o-
rings. So, I bought 2 each 011 and 2 each 012 to try. I also asked them about P80 lubricant and they had
some. The counter guy pulled out a small container and gave me some. Since the o-rings were $1.30
each, I really did not get anything for free .

Since M&S, the local Brit shop is right around the corner I went there and got 4 correct E3253 o-rings
from Steve. All four were $1.00. Talked to Steve at length about installing the o-rings and he said that you
always shave a bit off. He said his trick is to smear a little Threebond or black RTV on the cap inboard of the
o-ring and then tap it in place using the factory tool. This way, the sealant takes over if you snip the o-
ring. He said he's never had one leak using that procedure. 

So, from M&S, went home and tried a few experiments first. 

First was the 012 o-ring. The CS on that ring is .062, which is larger than the width of my groove. But
since the o-ring ID is smaller than required, it is stretched a bit which seems to reduce the CS. It fit. But
when I put it into the tool, there was too much interference. I tapped it into the tool, but it sheared off a
fair size piece of the o-ring OD.

So I tried the 011, which is what ed-h said he used. It was a bigger stretch, but same result going into the
tool. I think the difference is ed's cap groove diameter was 0.490 and mine is 0.550. So he has much less
ring compression than I do. Actually a stock o-ring will not seal with ed's spindle caps. There would be zero
ring compression. So I suspect ed's spindle caps were machined at some point to take larger CS o-rings.

By the way, in both experiments above, I tried the P80 and was not impressed. I went back to STP.

I tried one of the new correct o-rings and did my best to nurse that ring and spindle into my tool. I won't
bore you with the details and number of methods tried. Bottom line is as the ring compresses that last tiny
bit, it gets caught by the sharp edge at the outboard side of the groove and shears an extremely thin slice
from the back OD of the ring. 

Since Steve said he's never had one not slice a ring and since others have had the same results, and given
the schmoozing I did to coerce that ring into my tool and then the rockerbox, I'm convinced that Meriden
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was knee-deep in 0.0005 buna-n o-ring peelings in one station along the assembly line.

There is another piece of the puzzle that makes a perfect ring installation nearly impossible. It is the
chamfer at the entry to the spindle cap hole. Even if you could get it into the tool without shearing, when
it jumps across the gap made by the chamfer, it's going to bulge out and get snipped there, anyway. I tried
to counter that by machining a matching taper on the nose of the tool. And the chamfer is a 60 deg
chamfer not 45 deg as reported by others. It's actually 30 deg from the axis of the spindle which is a 60
deg included angle. This is a typical chamfer angle in machine shops. Even with a tool that matches that
chamfer and eliminates the gap, it still sheared an extremely small amount off the o-ring. 

So, the rockerboxes are assembled. If the spindles leak, I'll try Steve's suggestion of Threebond or black
RTV.

Here are some pics for reference.

Here are the three o-ring sizes I tried.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's the tool that compresses the o-ring. The view shows the taper I machined on the end to match the
chamfer in the rockerbox spindle hole. It's a little beat up on the end from installing the two o-rings. That'
a knife edge.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is an assembled box and the mandrel I used to align the thackeray and flat washers. Manual
recommends making this tool and I second that recommendation.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is a close-up of the nose of the mandrel. Note that I rounded the corners to allow it to smoothly
engage and position the flat and thackeray washers.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's the assembled rockerboxes.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here are close-up showing the correct positioning of thackeray and flat washers for a '66 big twin
rockerbox.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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UPDATE: John Healy replied to a similar thread to what I have in the general forum here, regarding these
stinkin' o-rings. He says it is possible to get them installed properly and that the factory tool is useless.
Here's a link to that thread.
http://www.britbike.com/forums/ubbth...90&#Post464390

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-21-2012 at 09:52 PM.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

O-ring saga, page 2

Today, I pulled the spindles out of the rockerboxes to attempt the procedure suggested by John Healy. It
was partially successful in that I did get a better feel for what it will take to get the o-ring installed
successfully.

First, I made a small brass drift to insert into the end of the spindle to make removal a bit easier with no
risk of damage to the spindle.

Here's the drift

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's the drift in position for spindle removal.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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First, using the edge of a 3/16" lathe toolbit, I cut a shallow angle taper as a lead in for the rockerbox hole.
John Healy said that the original drawing for the rockerbox shows a 15 degree chamfer on that hole, but
for some reason, the factory never cut that chamfer. Using the tool bit like a bearing scraper, it was easy
to shave a small amount to give a shallow, gradual lead-in for the o-ring. 

First try did not go well. I tried to go too fast. I pulled the spindle and removed the o-ring and found it was
partially cut. So I installed my last o-ring and tried again. This time I worked slowly and worked the o-ring
into the groove with dental tools shown below while tapping the spindle into the rockerbox with very light
taps. Although I did much better, it still sheared a tiny amount from the ring. I'm pretty sure I'm getting
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taps. Although I did much better, it still sheared a tiny amount from the ring. I'm pretty sure I'm getting
the feel for just how diligent you have to be in pressing that o-ring into the groove. 

So, I have two more of the smaller ID o-rings from John's kit that I'll try tomorrow.

Here is a picture of the second o-ring showing the cut in the side. I thing it might have sealed fine since
the cut is along the side. But I want to see if I can do better with more finesse.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here are the dental tools I used to work the ring into the groove.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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This is a close-up of the tool that seems to work the best. I may change the angle I used to sharpen the
tip so it can go deeper into the groove.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs

Today I tried using an 011 SAE o-ring on one spindle. It's just too fat in CS, even in the over-stretched
condition created by putting it on my spindle caps.

Hopefully Steve will be at his shop tomorrow and I'll be able to pick up more E3253 o-rings.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I did have another epiphany today. While screwing with the tires, I pulled out my tire lube so I could
easily rotate the tires on the rims. It suddenly occured to me that tire lube would probably make a
great o-ring lube as I tried to get those rings installed without shearing them. So, I'll be trying tire lube
as soon as I get more o-rings.

In the meantime, I modified my wheel balancer to accept the front wheel /axle assembly. K70 only
required 14 gms of weight to make it perfect on the front.

Mounted the rear drum to the wheel prior to balancing. 

Rear did not require any mods to the stand and it took 28 gms at the valvestem to balance. So, I
deflated it, spun the tire 180 degrees and put the little yellow stamp opposite the valve stem and the
rear tire was perfectly balanced. No weight required.

Decide to try and do the same with the front. But mounting with the yellow stamp in line with the
stem was the best set up and the 14 gms or weight had to remain.

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Triumph:1 Rob: 0

I hereby admit defeat. Today I bought a dozen o-rings from Steve at M&S. He just chuckled when I
tossed them on the counter. I brought him coffee so he probably felt the need to restrain the ball-
busting. 

I tried 4 more times and came to the conclusion I was just throwing away o-rings. I tried my tire lube
this time, and it really made no difference. 

I suspect that my problem is the 60 deg chamfer is preventing me from getting my tool in to push the
o-ring in the the groove sufficiently to prevent it from being snipped. I thought about hitting the
rockerboxes with a spot facing tool, but decided against it. I inspected each of the rings for each of the
attempts, and they all appeared that they would seal fairly well, but more like a labyrinth seal than an
o-ring. 

I may try again if I get the urge. But as of this minute, I'm willing to give it them a chance as they are.

I do have one more idea for a tool. It would be a two piece collet type tool with a camfer to match the
camfer in the rockerboxes. If it worked it would be great for replacing o-rings on an assembled engine.
We'll see if I can conjure up the ambition to machine it.
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regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Posts: 999

Quote:

Originally Posted by Garioch43 
Snakeoil,

You might want to check out the smaller inside diameter thrust washer on the rocker
spindle.

I found that on my '77 T140V, this was a mistake in the parts manual and it should be the
same size as the others, othewise the spindle would not locate properly.

PS - Even with the O ring tool, they are a beatch to insert without splitting, so get a few
spares.

Hate to say it...........

__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Painted parts finished and back home

Painted called me this morning and said my parts were done so up I went to pick them up. The came out
great. I did learn something in the painting process that I'll pass along here.

If you use mylar type decals instead of water transfer, clear your parts first and then wet sand them with
2000 grit until they are very flat and zero orange peel. I would not suggest putting the decals directly on
the color  coat, at least not if it is black unless you wet sand that coat flat as well.

Here are my oil tank, side cover and fuel tank.
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Tiger Dale
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2007
Location: Southern Maryland
Posts: 717

WOW!!! Looking real good Rob. Love the Creamsicle combo.

Dale
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Original Ignition Lock restoration

Thanks Dale. Those are original '66 T120R US market colors . It is my favorite Triumph paint scheme.

After picking up my parts from my painter, I decided I'd see if I could not restore the threads on my
original Lucas Ignition lock. The body of the lock is Zamak, which is a zinc alloy that they also use to make
carb bodies. The nut is chrome plated brass. My suspicion is years of vibration or overzealous retightening
with the intent of preventing the nut from loosening from vibes resulted in the threads being worn away.

The nut on my switch could slip over the threads right up to the point where it would normally be when
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

tightened down against the side cover. Here is a shot with the nut in that position. It would slip on to this
point.

Report this image

So, I had nothing to lose in trying to build up the threads with zinc plate. I plated both the nut, which had
no chrome on the threads and the body of the switch. You can see the line on the body where I bath level
stopped. It took quite a few trips thru the bath to build up the threads. I think that plating the nut was
more effective than plating the body of the switch, but I did both. The result was the nut now threads
from the very first thread. Here it is with the nut just started on the threads.
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Here are some close-ups of the threads on the switch body and the nut after plating was finished.
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I suspect that a lot of these switches suffer from this type of wear. My '76 T140V was the same and I put
that nut on with red Loctite assuming I'd get a new switch some day. Now I just may build up the threads,
provided I can get the two apart without destroying the threads.

regards,
Rob
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Wally Oddly enough the threads on the switch body appear (to me) to be much better than the nut.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

It depend where you look on each part, Wally. The nut had one spot that was pretty bad and the
switch had a spot that was worn more than the rest too.

I thought I might just get a new nut and see if that made things even better. Can still do that,
although I think I'm all set for now.

regards,
Rob
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trophy69
Senior Member
Supersport 600
Main Motorcycle: 1969 T100C

Rob, I have a Lucas rear brake  switch in a similar state. How did you remove actuating arm? Is the
stop a rivet? How did you replace?
cheers, trey
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Last edited by trophy69; 03-13-2012 at 11:16 PM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by trophy69 
Rob, I have a Lucas rear brake switch in a similar state. How did you remove actuating arm?
Is the stop a rivet? How did you replace?
cheers, trey

I didn't remove it. There is no need to. I simply masked the arm and painted the body first, then put
the assembly in the plating bath. In order to get all of the arm plated, I used a piece of metal to hold
the arm/spring in the fully compressed position to plate the remainder of the arm. Took a few trips
thru the plating bath.

If I was going to disassemble because the arm or spring needed repair, then I'd drill a small hole in a
metal block the size of the rivet head and punch it out from the other side, using the block as an anvil.
If the arm is shot and you need to make a new one, just cut it. I'd make a new rivet on the lathe. But
you might be able to find a flat head rivet the right shank size and just have to reduce the head
diameter. You could do that in a drill press with a file or even clamp your hand drill in a vise and use a
file.

If your Bakelite base is chipped and broken as mine was, use masking tape to make forms to hold the
JB weld in place. Use a hair dryer on the JB Weld and it will flow into the nooks and crannies that way.
Then just dress the block to shape with a file and paint it black.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Reassembly begins - baby steps

This weekend I assembled the sub-frame to the frame. I've made a decision to use original fasteners that
I've replated wherever I can. But for those that are nut and bolt arrangements and were replaced by UNF
by the PO, I'm going to use new or replated UNF in those locations for ease of availability and to save a few
pennies. Where I think it makes a difference , I'm machining the camfer off one side of the nuts and the
Grade 5 markings off the heads of the bolts in my lathe before replating. They end up looking extremely
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

authentic.

So, with the frame back together, I decide to put the lump back into the frame today. As you can see my
lift is well padded. Two sheets of corrugated cardboard and then two folded blankets all covered by a flannel
sheet. So any risk of damage is purely between clashing of parts by the ham fisted mechanic doing the
work.

Here's a couple pics of the engine  back in the frame.

Report this image
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I used the method where you lay the engine on the timing side and then lower the frame over it. Before
doing so, I put a towel over and around the engine and tucked it in so there was no risk of dinging the
powdercoat on the frame. It was a good move because as you can see, with the engine in place, there is
about 1/4" clearance between the swingarm  lugs and the engine.
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When you do this, have a couple chunks of 4x4 wood blocks around to prop up the frame. I put a towel
around each block and put them in selected spots under the frame so I could then jockey the engine into
place. I did all this with the engine still wrapped in the towel. Once I was as close as I could get. I removed
the towel from the mounting points on the engine, but left the other areas coverd and slipped my studs in
place. Only then did I fully remove the towel.

regards,
Rob
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__________________
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Turns out there was a little friction in that marriage and a temporary separtion took place.

I was looking over the engine to frame fit and noticed that the new sidestand lug I installed was touching
the engine case and the bottom case stud. So, I pulled the engine back out and dressed off that lug. It was
right in the area where I welded the two halves back together. I also had a little slop in the fit up to the
frame and suspect I put the slop towards the engine and that put the lug closer. Frame could be squeezed
in there a bit too. That's why I wanted to know what the dimensions of the OEM engine spacers were at
the bottom, but nobody seemed to know. 

Frame was also crushed a bit in that area from an aftermarket sidestand that mounted with U-bolts. It
was gone when I got the bike but you could see where it had been mounted.

Below are pics that show where I had to grind a bit off to clear the engine case and stud.
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A shame to grind away that powdercoat, but not in an area where you can see it and a little auto  touch
up and it was good to go.

regards,
Rob
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gcousens
Member
Grand Prix 250
Main Motorcycle: 1969
Bonneville T120R
 
Join Date: Aug 2008
Location: Boston, MA
Posts: 43
Other Motorcycle: 1965
Bonneville T120R
Extra Motorcycle: Harley-
Davidson

Looking great - very nice work, Rob!
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Webby
Lifetime Premium
Site Supporter
Moto Grand Prix
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Oct 2008
Location: Bordeaux, France
Posts: 2,884
Other Motorcycle: Triumph
Speedtriple

Looks great Rob, 
For touching up that lug, a small pot of model enamel paint would work a treat. 

All the best

Webby

  
 

 03-28-2012, 09:24 AM   #133 (permalink)

GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 

When touching up powdercoat, I always simply mask off and use Rust-O-Leum gloss black. It's without a
doubt the best all-around paint out there, and it';s rust-stopping properties are unmatched.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I like their brush on paints as well. When it dries, it is like iron.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY

New Seat Latch Plunger and Knob

Somehow I managed to lose the seat latch plunger/spring and knob that came on the bike. Plunger and
spring were correct, but the knob was a brass replacement. I was going to nickel plate the knob and
suspect that did not bag it with the other seat parts and instead, I kept it out for that purpose. I must
have put it somewhere "safe" and it is now nowhere to be found. I'm sure it will show up some day,
probalby when we move.

So going by a picture of a Tricor assembly at Brit Only, I was able to calculate the correct dimensions using
a ratio determined by what I measured in the picture and what I knew to be correct for the round plunger
portion. Then it was just a matter of measuring the photo and dividing by the ratio.

The original knob is chrome. A new one is about $17.00. The entire assembly is about $35.00. I was going
to make the knob out of stainless, but I did not have any 1 inch barstock and it was Sunday. So I decided
to make the knob from alum and polish it. 
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Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

The spring is a hardware store item, so although correct diameter, it is not the proper length nor coil
count. So, that is the reason for the alum spacer in the photo of the various parts. If I find a longer spring,
I'll remove the spacer.

I think it came out pretty nice. Plus with an aluminum knob, versus a chrome plated steel knob, the bike
will be lighter and therefore faster. 

Here's the finished product.

All the parts prior to assembly

Report this image

Here it is assembled. Alum spacer fits over square plunger section when the spring is compressed in the
frame bracket, which is why it looks too big on the knob shank. 
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loctitekid
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '59
thunderbird
 
Join Date: May 2010
Location: Caboolture QLD AU
Posts: 711
Other Motorcycle: '95

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I must have put it somewhere "safe" and it is now nowhere to be found. I'm sure it will show
up some day, probalby when we move.

Rob, I know the feeling. A couple of years ago I bought the hose that connects the '59 air cleaner to the
carby. A rare part, they don't come up too often. After seeing it sitting on my bench for a few weeks, I
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Other Motorcycle: '95
Thunderbird decided I had better put it somewhere safe before it got lost. Searched for months.

I found it again a few weeks ago, looking for something else, after buying two more so I wouldn't spend
so much time looking for one again.

That is a great job. Congratulations.

Cheers,
Neil.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Quote:

Originally Posted by chris_r 
I picked up this sucker yesterday for a batch of homebrew, I went looking for some detailed
photos & your photobucket album was the 1st one I came across. Thanks Snakeoil, great
resource.

I'll be picking up some more literature as well as scouring the site in the months (and years) to
come but does anyone know if it's possible to obtain more information on the original color etc
from just the VIN? It's a 68

Chris, welcome to the forum. This however, is not the section for general questions. Please post your
question in the general forum area which is below the list of sub-groups where you found this section.
You'll see a button that says NEW THREAD and just below it will be the general forum for Classic, Vintage
and Veteran. You'll get more responses there.

And yes, the model year and model type will pretty much tell you what color the bike should be, although
some years had more than one color. VIN should help you pick the right colors.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Well, it's been a while since I"ve done any work on the Bonnie or posted here. Did resurrected a '66 CB160
this summer as a quick therapy project. Sweet little bike with only 5K on the odo and all original. But
enough about that.

Yesterday, I decided to lace up my wheels. Rear rim was rechromed due to excessive rust. Spokes and
nipples are from Buchanan's and hubs are powdercoated. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Have not trued up the rims yet. Need to put new bearings in the hubs and somehow managed to not have
them on my parts list when I ordered parts. So, will check with local vendors first and if not available, will
have Lance place an order.

Here are the wheels all laced up and the nipples just finger tight. Will have to remove each nipple and lube
with Buchanan's nipple oil (sounds like something you buy in a porn shop) before I begin the truing
process.

I have to say that this is my first set of Triumph wheels and they lace up very easily. The straight spokes
on the front hub make that one a snap. Keyholes on the rear hub make that wheel just about as easy. I
wish they were all this easy to lace. 

They are handed rims for sure. It's very subtle, but there. I used John Healy's guide for lacing them and
backed it up with photos of the wheels before I stripped them. 

Here are a few pics of the laced wheels.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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regards,
Rob
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  #139 (permalink)

Tobydog61
Senior Member
Supersport 600
Main Motorcycle:
'66 Triumph
Bonneville

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Painted called me this morning and said my parts were done so up I went to pick them up. The came out
great. I did learn something in the painting process that I'll pass along here.
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Bonneville
 

 
Join Date: Jun
2012
Location: Grand
Rapids, MI
Posts: 158
Other Motorcycle:
'67 T120R
Bonneville Proj
Extra Motorcycle:
'69 Honda SL90

If you use mylar type decals instead of water transfer, clear your parts first and then wet sand them with
2000 grit until they are very flat and zero orange peel. I would not suggest putting the decals directly on
the color coat, at least not if it is black unless you wet sand that coat flat as well.

Here are my oil tank, side cover and fuel tank.
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regards,
Rob

Your paint looks great. Who did it? I have a '66 that needs to have the oil tank and side cover repainted and want
the decals under the clear coat like you did. Are these the right stickers for '66? They are different version than the
ones on mine. Also want to have my gas tank sanded and re clear coated to get rid of fly poop in the current paint
job and want to add the world record sticker. Would you recomend all water transfer for this?
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Local painter did my parts. He's second generation painter and in his late 50's now. He's good. But you
need to coach him because he knows squat about how the colors should be laid out and where the decals
go. He did the tank stripes per the instructions provided by Don Hutchinson, who provided the paint, and
then I had the tank hand pinstriped and brought it back to Charlie to clear coat.

Decals are all mylar from a vendor in the UK. If you want to be 100% authentic, then water transfers
would be correct followed by a coat of varnish applied with a small brush. But they will still be relatively
fragile compared to mylar under clearcoat.

Clearing over water transfers is open for debate. I suspect the type of clear you use and how you applie it
determines if you can do it. I understand that if you lightly dust on the clear, once you get the transfers
covered, then you can lay on a normal coat. But the risk is always that the solvents in the clear will lift or
dissolve the transfers. I would post this question in the main forum for more experienced answers.

My bike is not going to be a 100 point bike. I had to replace the sidestand lug and used what I believe is a
correct lug from a 64 frame. There will probably be mutiple SAE fasteners where nuts and bolts are used.
I may even go with all stainless in that case and polish ever one before installing. All the cad plated parts
were replated with zinc in my basement. Frame is powdercoated as are the wheel hubs. But otherwise,
the bike will be correct or damn close. I did manage to find a NOS sidestand for the bike. Still pinching
myself over that find.

One last point on transfers. The world record is normally seen as a gold decal on '66 tanks that have been
restored. But I did a bunch of research and I determined that for my serial number, the decal should be
black, not gold.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 09-06-2012 at 09:11 PM.
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Other Motorcycle: 56 Plunger
Tatty Cub
Extra Motorcycle: CZ winter
bike

http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Rocker-Spi...item2a267b8b99

I've posted this as the seller would seem to indicate that even with the correct tool ( and is a pattern
part ever the same?) you need a load of O rings to get it right
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Dave. I've never actually seen one of the tools. Just machined one based on how I thought it
should be configured. 

I've been playing with other stuff, brought home yet another vintage bike (it's a disease for sure) and
sorting out personal issues since this was my last week at work. I might go back and try the tool again,
even though Healy says it is useless.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Success!!!

Patience, persistence and noodling something eccessively often pays off. Well, it did again today.

I wanted to give the rocker spindle o-rings one more shot before I truly snatched defeat from the jaws
of success. I tried using the tool again, but this time tried to compress the o-ring into the tool from the
other end, basically emulating what others have given as the process to coax the o-ring into the
rockerbox with small tools. I used my finger nail since nothing was in the way and it is virtually
impossible to get the ring into the tool that way. And I have to say that my thumbnail is probably the
best tool you could use in that situation.

I tend to think that Healy and others have success with that procedure because the hole in the
rockerbox is bigger. Johns said there is as 2 mil clearance between the cap and box. But on mine, the
cap has a 1 to 2 mil interference fit with the rockerbox.

So, I had a moment of lucidity and thought that if tapping the spindle into the tapered end of the tool
did not work, what about pressing it in smoothly and slowling into the tool. I also tried some extruding
oil that I got from Buchanan's with my new stainless spokes. I put the tool in my lathe chuck with a
new o-ring on the spindle cap and then used the tailstock and a 5/8" dowel to slowly press the spindle
into the tool and compress the o-ring. IT WORKED!! No snipped ring of rubber. Took the tool over to
the rockerbox and tapped the spindle into the box and it went in perfectly. No sheared rubber of any
sort.

So, I'm not sure if it was the extruding oil, using a pressing technique instead of tapping or the
combination of both, but it worked like a champ. Regardless, I'm happy.

regards,
Rob
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Garioch43
Senior Member
SuperSport
Main Motorcycle: '77
Bonneville T140V
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Posts: 999

Hooray!

__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Rob, congratulations on your success! Step by step photos would make a great tutorial that explains
how to solve this troublesome procedure.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Unfortunately, with the rockerboxes assembled, I'm not about to take them apart to shoot pictures of the
process. So, here's a sketch that shows the bits all lined up for installation. Here's the step by step.

Install o-ring on spindle cap
Lubricate tool and spindle cap with oil, P-80 rubber lube, extrusion oil, STP, whatever you have.
Using a manual arbor press, drill press, lathe, PRESS the spindle into tool slowly until the inboard end of
the cap starts to appear out the end of the tool.

Lube the spindle with motor oil insert into the rockerbox with the rocker arms, thrust washers and
thackeray washers already installed, aligned and properly lubed.
With tool up tight against the rockerbox, tap the spindle home with a wood dowel or similar non-marring
rod and hammer.

Notes: The nose of the tool should be machined to match the angle of the chamfer on the rockerbox. This
is normally a 60 deg included angle, but you should measure to be sure. You can leave a knife edge on the
nose of the tool, but I suggest you machine a 1/64 - 1/32 flat to keep it from crushing during the tapping
process. 

The taper inside the tool is about 6 degrees. The straight bore section is a line fit to 0.001 larger than the
diameter of the spindle cap. Put put both spindles thru the tool without an o-ring and it will swage the tool
to the proper size if it is a tad tight. 

Keep in mind that the rocker box chamfer might not be square to the bore and this might cause it to shear
a bit off the o-ring. If that happens, take it apart and try again. I ended up buying a dozen o-rings to figure
out the process. Hopefully this will mean you won't need as many.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 12-03-2012 at 10:15 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

If you are following posts in the general forum, you'll see I've had a few questions regarding PRT seals
and bent head bolts. Got that sorted out and went out today to finally put the head and rockerboxes
on the engine. But it was not to be.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

After getting the inlet rockerbox on, I put the first of the two top rockerbox bolts in place and they did
not feel right. I had cleaned everything on this head last summer so I knew it was ready to go. I then
peered into one of the threaded holes for the exhaust rockerbox and that thread looks funny. I put a
bolt in it and it goes in hard. As I back it out, about 1/8" of thread from the head is on the bolt.
Grrrrrrrrr...

Bottom line is it appears that the threads in all those holes were on their last legs. Once had been
helicoiled in 1/4-28 and looks like I'm going to do the other three tomorrow. It's not work just fixing
one or two. Might as well do them all. This means I now have to duplicate my fake Brit rockerbox bolt 3
more times or see if I can take the originals and run them thru a 1/4 28 die and make them SAE
without screwing up the threads. I know what I'm proposing is not correct and I was a Class A
machinist in my younger years. But it just might work because the pitches are very close. I believe 26
TPI versus 28. Might try it on a spare bolt rather than screw up one of those unique bolts. Someone
else might be able to use them.

This is getting to be more like a soap opera than a motorcycle restoration thread. Ths is why I hate
long term restos like this. You can never be 100% sure if you did everything you wanted or intended
to do over such a long period.

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
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Main Motorcycle: The one
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I've decided that my last two posts and a few before that were more like whiney Faceschnook entries. My
apologies for that. I plan to keep things 100 technical and restoration oriented from here forward.

The PRT seal issue is resolved and I learned a bit more today that I'll share here.

The wedding band seal retainer, which is from later models, is meant to be used with a bottom seal that is
larger in OD. I realized that when I went to assemble the head today after repairing the stripped rockerbox
threads mentioned previously. The OD of the '66 seals, which are the same, top and bottom is 1-3/16". It
appears a previous rebuild used later bottom seals and the matching wedding bands instead of the '66
seals and cups. Since I have a '66 gasket kit from Coventry Spares, it has the '66 seals. I measured the
bottom seals that came out of the engine and they measure a nominal 1-1/4". The ID of the wedding
band is also 1-1/4". So when the seal expands the ring will retain it. But with a 1/16" of diametral
clearance between the '66 ring and the wedding band, I'm sure the seal would eventually extrude out and
leak.

I measured the free space between the PRT and the head/block by assembling the head with head gasket
and PRTs without seals and finger tightened the outside 4 head bolts. The free space front and rear, which
is shown in the pictures below measured 0.165". I then measured two '66 seals and got 0.190" for a
0.025 crush. I used a thicker bottom seal with a '66 top seal and together they measured 0.220" which
would give a 0.055" crush, which is too much based on the manual and experts such as Mr. Pete.

If you consider the thickness of the cup bottom flange, which the wedding band lacks, that will add to the
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crush since it reduces the free space beween the PRT and the head/block. So, when I obtain and install the
correct cup under the bottom seal, I expect I will have the required 0.030"-0.040" crush.

Exhaust PRT free space
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Intake PRT free space
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So, the bottom line here is you should not mix and match late model sealing parts with early model sealing
parts. They are meant to work as a system and mixing defeats that. This is even more apparent if you look
at later model PRTs whic use o-rings.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil Making "headway".
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Head is on! 

Today, went to see Steve at M&S and picked up a couple of PRT seal cups. 

The cups measure 0.015" thick so when added to the crush measured without them, which was 0.025",
that brings the total crush up to 0.040" which is at the top of the spec. Very pleased with the outcome,
although it was more of a challenge getting here than I had anticipated. Most of the delay was driven by
somebody using later model parts as mentioned previously.

With the head on, I installed the new socket head valve lash adjustors with the original nuts. 

Then decided to take a break from assembly and spruce up the rockerbox inspection caps. They were a bit
beat up so I pushed the displaced metal back where it belonged along the slots with a small hammer, then
made a HDPE collar so I could hold the covers in my lathe by the treads and went to work on them. First
was a quick smoothing with 220 grit paper and then bead blasted them for a nice uniform finish. Then
back in the lathe and started polishing with various grades of sand paper, ending in Emery paper. Hit them
with a little Mother's alum polish and a paper towel while still in the lathe and then finished them off on
the buffing wheel. The slots are still far from perfect, but with the high polish, it is not that noticeable. 

I had ordered new Inspection cap Locking Springs, but did not like how they fit. Hole was closer to the rear
edge than OEM. But then I compared them and could see that the OEM would stack nicely on top of the
new ones and provide twice as much locking force. So I installed a stacked pair for each inspection cover. 

The top two rockerbox bolt are now grade 5, 1/4"-28 SAE bolts since I had to helicoil the head. Original
bolts were a special bolt with a smaller size hex that is twice as tall. I may eventually make a set of bolts to
emulate the OEM bolts. But for now, bolts from my stock will suffice. I machined 4 each 1/4" washers from
standard washers and zinc plated them to match the boss diameter on the rockerbox, provide full contact
and no chance of digging into and dishing the aluminum bolt face on the rockerboxes.

Here are pics of the finished work.

Double lock springs on the rockerbox Inspection Caps. Fiber washers compliments of the local hardware
store.
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1/4"-28 Grade 5 bolts and reduced OD washers for the rockerboxes.
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Here's the engine in the frame. Yeah, I know, lots of engine pictures. It's just that it looks so
GOOOOOOOOOOOOD back together and in the frame.
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regards,
Rob
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Looking good Rob!
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Seat

Did one of the resto jobs that needs to be done, but is not always fun. Recovered my seat.

Seat pan was found on ebay with a butt-ugly cover over it. Got it cheap, so a good find. 

Cover and foam are from RK Leighton. Been looking at them on a chair in the dining room (wife stopped
asking me to move them) since last spring. Rather than move them, I decided to finish the seat.

Here's the finished product. Used the OEM clips that Leighton provided and also used contact cement
between the clips once the cover was installed. Came out nice and I'm very pleased with it. It started kinda
ugly, but I managed to maintain my composure and start over and that was the trick.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Still have to trim the front tongue and will do that when the seat gets mounted to the frame. Here's some
pics of the finishes product.
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regards,
Rob
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Commentator
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Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Canada
Posts: 8,872

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Came out nice and I'm very pleased with it.

Understatement of the year. Outstanding work, Snake. 
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Thanks. I've done a few seats before, but this was the trickiest so far. The secret is using the skirt as a
guide. Keep it flush to just past the lip of the pan. Had a hair dryer handy to keep the vinyl supple. A
big part was the very accurately made cover from RK Leighton. Worth the money to have it shipped
over from the UK.

Probably should have done a blow by blow for the next guy, but it just was not in the cards the way is
started out. If I do another, I just might make a how-to like the Plewster has for so many of the pieces
involved in working on these old tarts.

regards,
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Rob
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Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
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Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Great looking seat. Keep the pix coming!
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 

Front fork assembly

Started on the front forks. Decided to lay everything out before I started since it's been over a year since I
disassembled the bike, cleaned, bagged, unbagged, plated, rebagged, powder coated....you get the idea.

With all the parts laid out, I realized that I still needed alum sealing washers for the bolts that hold the
conical strictors to the inside bottom of the sliders. They were not available when I ordered my parts. So, it
was quick machining job and I was ready to go.

Here's the parts that make up the front forks.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

In the middle right of the above photo are the specialty tools that I'll use to reassemble the folks. Starting
at the bottom is the homemade pin spanner wrench that will be used to tighten the dust excluder, aka
seal holder. 
Above that are two modified sockets. The big one has been modified to have 4 pegs that engage the 4 slots
in the bearing nut, which is the nut that screws into the bottom of the fork leg. The little socket has had
it's OD ground down to fit in the recess where the previously mentioned bolts reside in the bottom of the
fork legs and hold the restrictors in place. 
Above that is a piece of plastic electrical conduit that I'll use to hold the restrictor in place inside the slider
as I start the bolt and pivot it to align the locking slot with the oil drain plug screw in the bottom of the
slider. I found that this had not been done properly when I disassembled the forks and one of the drain
plug ends was bent from being run up against the non-slotted section of the restrictor.
Last, above the plastic tube is a piece of 3/4" aluminum barstock that has one end turned to 11/16", the
diameter of the front axle ends and also had the bolt relief groove machined into it. I will install this where
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the axle resides on slider and tighten the bottom clamp. I will then clamp the other end of the bar in my
vise and that is how I'll hold the slider in place while I assemble the fork and tighten the dust excluder.
This avoids (knocking on wood here) damaging that nice new shiny black powercoat.

Here's the restrictor held in the end of the plastic conduit which will then get inserted into the slider. I just
pushed it in hard until it stayed in place. Once the bolt was started, I was able to turn the restrictor until is
slid over the drain plug bolt, tightened that bolt and then tighten and torqued the restrictor bolt. It is a
5/16 bolt so I torqued it to 120 in-lbs.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's the bottom of one of the assembled sliders. The restrictor bolt and my homemade aluminum sealing
washer is inside the counterbored hole in the center. The drain plug screw and fiber sealing washer are at
the 6 o'clock position. 
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the 6 o'clock position. 

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Both restrictors are now installed into the sliders. Next step is to assemble the forks.

regards,
Rob
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Webby
Lifetime Premium
Site Supporter
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Join Date: Oct 2008
Location: Bordeaux, France
Posts: 2,884
Other Motorcycle: Triumph
Speedtriple

Great work Rob!

All the best

Webby
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Join Date: Feb 2009

Fork Assembly Part II

Finished up the assembly of the forks today. I found that I was missing a pair of washers that were not
there when I took them apart, originally. The book shows two plain washers above the top bush and below
the dust excluder. Keeps the bushing from lifting under the excluder from that I can tell. I ended up
making a pair from a pair of copper washers that were just a bit oversized on the OD and undersize on the
ID. Quick trip thru the lathe and good to go.

Here is the blow by blow on the assembly.

Here is the socket I modified to fit the fork tube nut that holds the lower bush in place on the tube.
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Here's the nut inserted into the socket
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And here's the nut being tightened into the tube with the socket and a 1/2 ratchet handle. Note the lower
bush ahead of the nut.
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With the above done, now it's just a matter of inserting the tube assembly into the slider and inserting the
plastic damper sleeve (thick end down, towards the slider) and the upper bush into the slider.

Here's the tube, damper and upper bush in the slider and ready for assembly.
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Now the damper sleeve is a slight press fit into the slider. So how does one drive the damper sleeve and
the top bush home in the slider without doing any damage? With a big white PVC slide hammer, that's
how!
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With that done, all that was left was to press the new fork seals into the dust excluder and screw the
excluder onto the slider. I did it dry first to see if the missing washer would allow the top bush to move up
when the tube was brought all the way to the top and against the top bush. It did not on one assembly,
but did on the other by about 1/16". So I made the two copper washers to assure the top bush would stay
home.

Here's my copper washers.
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And here is one installed above the top bush. Note that the bush is still up a bit and not home on the
slider.
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With that issue solved, I put a coating of black RTV silicone sealant on the threads and screwed the dust
excluder home with my pin spanner wrench.

Here's the assembly ready to be tightened. The slider is mounted to the machined alum bar shown in the
previous thread and then clamped in my vise.
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Close up of the mounting. Simple and effective.
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Repeated the above process for the other leg and here are the finished fork legs ready to go into the yokes
once they are installed on the frame.
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regards,
Rob
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Wheel hub asembly

Built up my front and rear wheels this weekend. Front hub was pretty much a snap. Only snag is
Triumph's design of capturing the axle in the hub requires me to make a special pair of adapters to put the
wheel in my truing stand. Might end up using that stand to balance the wheel when I get the tire on as
well.

The rear wheel turned out to be a bit of a challenge. This was my first rebuild of a Triumph standard rear
wheel and I expected it to be easier than the front. But vague Parts Book descriptions, misleading Service
Manual description, my lack of experience and probably my unfamiliarity with British technical terminology
all contributed to my issue. I posted a request for help in the general forum, but got no replies. Howdever,
Redmoggy did reply to a simlar post I placed over on the British Only forum and that lead me to the
solution.

Here are the parts as I laid them out per the Parts Manual and what I read in the Service manual.
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To compound issues, I had a spare flat shim type washer (shown under the axle in the photo above) that
is not called out in the parts manual. I've since come to the conclusion that this part belongs elsewhere on
the bike and it was inadvertantly put into the rear wheel bag of parts when I was sorting out parts I'd
replated. At least that's my concluson for now.

Here's a close-up of the washer. I still have not figured out where it belongs yet.
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The problem was, during the first attempt at reassembly, it appeared that my axle spacer (distance piece)
was too long). The root cause of the problem was the Service manual calling a cupped grease retainer a
"disc". If you look in the photo above, for the parts to the right of the spacer, the flat disc next to the
spacer is actually the dust cover and the cupped grease retainer to the right of the bearing is the actually
grease retainer "disc". So for proper assembly, the two parts in the photo need to be swapped. Once that
was done, it moved the right bearing out such that the axle spacer was now the correct length.

Next step is truing the wheels.

I also realized today that I never ordered new tires for this bike. So, my desire to get the forks and
swingarm on so I can put the bike back on it's wheels are a little overzealous considering I had a brain
phardt and forgot to order tires. Geesh.
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regards,
Rob
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Trtued the wheels

Finally got back to the Triumph after doing fall chores and getting past Hurricane Sandy (which was not
much for us, luckily).

Did the rear wheel first. Turns out my rim had a slight tweak to it. It only about 0.020 inch so decided to
true it up best I could and if I find it is noticeable on the bike, I can always tear it apart next winter and
have the rim straightened. Probably should have checked both rims before I tore them apart. Lesson
learned.

Other than the little tweak to the rim, rear went pretty quickly.

Front wheel was a little different, primarily because the axle is captured in the hub by the bearings, making
the bearing cones I use on my truing stand useless. So, I machined a pair of shallow cups to hold the ends
of the axle in the stand. Worked fine.

Here's the wheel in the stand after I was done truing it.
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These are the cups I machined to hold the ends of the axle in the stand. They are threaded to fit onto the
treaded spindles of the stand.
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Here is a close-up showing the cup on the spindle and holding the end of the axle.
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Just a sidenote to those of you who may be building more than one set of wheels in your lifetime. My
stand is an old 650 Yam swingarm with two 1/2-13 connection nuts welded to it. My only regret is I should
have used a wider swingarm. I may scrounge around a few of my friends with junk bikes for a wider
swingarm. The axle on the front wheel of my Triumph just barely fit in the stand. But my point here is an
old swingarm clamps easily in a bench vise and makes a great and cheap truing stand. Does not take much
room when not in use either. You can hand it on the wall or put it in a corner.

regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
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Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Hi Rob,

Your posts are a great reference. I will be saving them in my scrapbook. Great job!!!!!!!

Thanks!
Henry
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Swingarm, tapered steereing head bearings and yokes

Thanks Henry.

Yesterday, I installed the swingarm (twice) along with new tapered steering head bearings, the stem and
yokes and a new right steering stop.

I had to install the swingarm twice because after I got it in place, I noticed the two threaded holes for the
rear fender forward mount and realized that I could not get the bolts started in the holes with the
swingarm in place. So, I had to tap it back to provide some clearance and install the two bolts.

I say tap because the fit between my swingarm and the frame ears is TIGHT. In order to install it, I had to
put one sideplate in place and thread the spindle bolt thru and start the thread. Then with everything in
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

put one sideplate in place and thread the spindle bolt thru and start the thread. Then with everything in
line, I wedged the other sideplace between the swingarm and the left ear and tapped it into place with a
plastic hammer. Once it was started, I backed out the spindle bolt and tapped it into its proper position and
reinstalled the bolt. It is such a tight fit that in order to back the swingarm out of the ears, it required
tapping it with my dead blow mallet. Sideplates moved with the swingarm so it made putting it back in
place once the fender brackets were installed, a snap. I also had to flat file the powder coat from the sides
of the pivot tube on the swingarm to provide enough space for the side plates.

Here is the swingarm in place. It's hard to see, but the fender bracket is there. I installed it because I'm
using Loctite on everything and wanted to tigten the bolts with the Loctite fresh.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here's a close-up of that forward bracket. Still hard to see since shiny black paint makes taking good
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photos a challenge.
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I then moved on to the steering head. I installed new tapered bearings in place of the OEM ball bearings.
The dust cover which is pressed into the top inner race would not fit over the stem. It was just the edge of
the ID that needed swaging in place. I did this with a 1 inch steel tube. But in the process the cage popped
off the bearing and rollers went everywhere. Found them all and with the help of a few globs of grease, got
the bearing back together. I was a bit disappointed to see CHINA etched in the bearing. Bearings came
from John Healy's Coventry Spares. We'll see how they hold up.

Also installed a new right side steering stop since mine was missing when I got the bike. The threads were
way too tight and almost appeared to be tapered. Maybe that is intentional so the stop stays in place. I had
to work the stop in and out before I had just about full length of thread engagement. I cut a slot in the
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bottom of the stop to allow me to drive it with a ratchet and a hollow ground straight bit. 

Installed the stem and yokes and tightend up the stem nut. Here's a pic of the yokes in place and the new
stop. I'll remove the stop later, paint it black and reinstall. 

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Next steps will be installing the forks and shocks.

I mentioned that I forgot to order new tires. Well, when I went to Bike Bandit to order tires and tubes, I
was pleasanty surprise to find they were having an end of season sale and I got my K70's for half price and
the total for tires, tubes, rimstrips and shipping was $170.00. Glad I forgot to order them. Tires arrived in
2 days and tubes and rimstrips should be here this week. My plan it to put the bike back on its wheels so I
can move it around the shop and then start on finishing the engine assembly.
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It will also start to look like a motorcycle again with the wheel, albeit temporarily, in place.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009

Installing front forks - Well maybe not

Today the plan was to install the front forks and hopefully the rear shocks. Day did not go as planned.

First, things started out well. I had to machine the special tool required to pull the fork tubes up into the
taper in the top yoke. I had made one for my BSA last year and hoped it would fit. Not sure who I thought
I was fooling. BSA thread is the same diameter, but a different pitch. BSA is 20 TPI and the Triumph is 26
TPI.

So I chucked up a piece of aluminum in the lathe and machined the piece. Here's the finished product. So
far, so good. Although that's without a doubt the worst knurl I've ever put on a piece. 
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Report this image

This is the tool assembled prior to using it. The poly cup is to draw the tube up into the yoke and provide
clearance for the piece that threads into the tube. I made the cup from poly so it will not mar the paint on
the top yoke.
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Here is the tool after I'd pulled the tube up into the taper in the top yoke. I'm holding the poly cup up so
you can see the piece that threads into the fork tube.
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This is how it looks when you are drawing the tube up into the taper with the nut on the bolt. Also note
the space between the fork cover and the bottom of the yoke. You can see the fork tube. I suspect this is
due to the tapered bearings in the steering head. I'll probaby fit an o-ring in there to take up the space and
keep the water and crud out.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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So, as you see, I got one tube installed. That's when I noticed a small, but annoying issue. When I ordered
my parts, the fork gaitors were from EMGO. I never really thought much about it and figured they'd be as
good as any. WRONG! The gaitors have a few issues. First, they are shorter than the OEM gaitors. Second
and third are the top and bottom are uniformly molded. The OEM gaitors are not. Top of the gaitor has a
rib molded in that engages the spring seat and the bottom of the gaitor has a groove molded in to engage
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the lip on the dust preventer (seal holder). EMGO gaiters had neither of those features.

Here's a comparison between an EMGO and OEM gaitor.

EMGO gaitor on top. Too short. It would reach, but would not stay in place without band clamps. STRIKE 1.
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Here is the top of the OEM gaitor showing the rib that engages the groove in the top spring seat.
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Here is the bottom end of the OEM gaitor showing the groove that engages the lip on the slider dust
excluder.
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Here is the end of the EMGO gaitor. Both ends are identical STRIKE 2 and STRIKE 3. EMGO is OUT!
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So, I removed the tube and put the gaitors back in the packaging and will order a correct set tomorrow. I
need some other stuff so I'll just order it all now and pay one shipping price.

So, looks like I won't be working on the bike for the next week or so. But that is actually a good thing. I
really need to prep my bikes for their winter sleep and have been putting it off to work on the Bonnie. Now
I have no excuse. I'll probably paint that fork stop and let it dry for a week.

regards,
Rob
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Thanks Henry.
Here's a close-up of that forward bracket. Still hard to see since shiny black paint makes taking good
photos a challenge.
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regards,
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Rob

Rob, I don't see the bottom inflator bracket. You might have to install the swingarm a third time 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Well Wally, I guess you got me there. There were no inflator brackets, upper or lower on the bike. So, it
would appear that they were removed sometime in the past.

I checked the parts book after reading your post and found the inflator brackets. In Triumph's uncanny
fashion of not showing all the details, it's just a bracket on a miscellaneous parts diagram and a quantity
of 2 on the parts list. I assume the lower goes onto one of those bolts for the fender bracket and the
upper goes on one of the fasteners for the battery tray/brackets. 

I don't have any photos showing either the inflator in position or the brackets, but will take a closer look
at some of the various pics I've collected of '66 T120R bikes.

I don't have the inflator and since the bike will not be a 100 point bike, I guess I'll live without them for
now. Although you have given me a few more trinkets to watch out for at swap meets.

Thank for having a keen eye, Wally. 

regards,
Rob
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I checked the parts book after reading your post and found the inflator brackets. In Triumph's
uncanny fashion of not showing all the details, it's just a bracket on a miscellaneous parts
diagram and a quantity of 2 on the parts list. I assume the lower goes onto one of those bolts
for the fender bracket and the upper goes on one of the fasteners for the battery
tray/brackets. 

Although you have given me a few more trinkets to watch out for at swap meets.

Thank for having a keen eye, Wally. 

regards,
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Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

Rob

For whatever reasons these became an almost obsession to me. I managed to find both the upper and
only because the builder of a bike other than mine had forgotten the lower and refused to go back into
it. The lower you can find; the upper is get lucky or make your own.
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Railmonkey
Premium Member
Site Supporter
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Main Motorcycle: 72 Trident
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Join Date: Apr 2012
Location: hughesville, MD
Posts: 163
Other Motorcycle: 06 FHLR
road king
Extra Motorcycle: '69 TR6R

I also just went thru reinstalling swing arm as I forgot the bracket, I don't think a tr6r has an inflator
and even if it does I ain't doing it

I am doing forks next also, from one book I have they just how the stanchions being knocked into place
with a mallet, I don't think they used a special tool? Can it be done without the puller?
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Snakeoil
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Wally 
For whatever reasons these became an almost obsession to me. I managed to find both the
upper and only because the builder of a bike other than mine had forgotten the lower and
refused to go back into it. The lower you can find; the upper is get lucky or make your own.

Upper and lower are different, really? Not according to the '66 parts book I have. They show one on the
diagram and in the parts list a quantity of 2 for that part. It's just called an inflator bracket.

Railmonkey, there are shortcut methods if you are in a pinch. For example, you could take an old broom
handle and thread it into the fork tube and put it into place, then tighten the pinch bolt on the lower
tree while holding it in place, then remove the broomstick and install the fork tube cap finger tight.
Loosen the clamp bolt, put the fork tube up into the taper with the fork cap nut and once tight, tighten
the lower tree pinch bolt.

The challenge is keep the tube in the extended position. You can't get a hold on it due the the gaiter,
spring and headlight ear/fork cover.
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regards,
Rob
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Wally
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Upper and lower are different, really? Not according to the '66 parts book I have. They show
one on the diagram and in the parts list a quantity of 2 for that part. It's just called an
inflator bracket.

You're correct. Mine were used from 63-65 only and the upper really is made of unobtainium.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Wally 
You're correct. Mine were used from 63-65 only and the upper really is made of unobtainium.

You made me go look at the earlier parts manual. All that bracket is is a bent and shaped piece of thin
barstock? Can you not make a replacement? That's what I would certainly do. If you can get the
dimensions for the bracket, I'd be glad to make one for you. I'll even try to make it from old rusty metal
if you like, provided I have some of the correct size sitting aroung here.

If you don't know the dimensions, I know a guy with a '65 who might have one on his bike. I know a
couple of other places that might have them in their junk piles. Do you want me to look or is this a
personal quest of yours?

regards,
Rob
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Getting back on topic

I'm managed to hijack my own thread over the inflator brackets. 

I assembled the front and rear brake plates this week. Will shoot some pics and edit this post. I had
forgotten how crummy they looked when I took them apart. I did leave a few digs and scratches in the
front since they are part of the character/history of the bike.

Tubes and rim strips showed up this week, so will be mounting the tires in prep for putting the bike back
on 2 wheels again.

regards,
Rob
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between my legs
 

Exhaust spigot replacement

Thanks Travis. Slow but sure.

Today, I got into the exhaust spigot replacement for the left jug. The spigot that was in that port was
pretty long in the tooth and the fit was sloppy.

Bought a standard replacement from a Steve at M&S and fit it to the head. It did not bottom out in the
port, which is required to assure it will not come loose and destroy the threads with vibration and time.
Since the threads in the port do not go all the way to the bottom, it is customary for the spigot to have the
first two theads removed. I'm not expert here. Just did my research here before starting this job. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I measured the depth from the outside edge of the port to the bottom of the square base inside the port.
It measured 0.885 deep. Threaded portion of the spigot was less than that. So that means I had to not
only relieve the two threads at the start of the thread, but also machine relieve at the end of the thread so
it could screw further into the head.

It took a few iterations because I wanted to sneak up on it and remove as little material from the spigot as
possible. Here are the pics moving thru the process.

Here's the port. Note that I used a black magic marker to blacken the bottom shoulder of the threaded
section of the port.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

Here is the new spigot before any mods. Note that the total thread length is less than the total depth of
the port, which is shown on the indicator dial.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here is a view of the first threads of the port. Note that they are a little beat up. This means my new
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Here is a view of the first threads of the port. Note that they are a little beat up. This means my new
spigot could probably screw in deeper than it would if the threads were pristine. But this is still not enough
relief to let it bottom in the port.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here is the spigot in my lathe with my first relief cut on the first threads. Normal practice is for the spigot
to be made with the first two threads removed by machining down to the minor diameter of the thread.
Mine did not have this relief. The pitch is 16 TPI which is a nominal 0.048 inch/thread. So, two threads
would be 0.096 inch. I machined 0.090 off in this picture and tried it in the head to see what the effect
would be. It now screwed all the way in until the end of the threaded portion was out of sight. But still no
contact on the bottom shoulder face.
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Back in the lathe for the second relief cut. This is at the end of the threads. I machined material away until
I had 0.010 inch more length than the depth of the port. That made it 0.895 inch. Here is the spigot with
both relief cuts finished.
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Also missing from the spigot was the gradual taper at the exhaust pipe end that lets the gas expand into
the header. The smaller the step from the spigot to the header ID, the less turbulence is created by the
exhaust gasses. I cut a 10 deg taper in this area.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I ended up having to put the spigot in the lathe again and machine a bit more off the front threads. The
spigot was still bottoming on the bottom threads in the port and not the shoulder face. I machined the
relief to 0.110, which is another 0.014 inch. With that done, I screwed the spigot in, tightened it and then
removed it to check for contact. I had a nice silver line in my black magic marker all around the face of the
shoulder in the port. The dental instrument is pointing to the contact line in this pic.
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So, with this accomplished, the spigot is now held tightly against the face of the port. This does two things.
First, it gives it a flat surface against which it is compressed, thus preventing it from tipping side to side
from vibration or the exhaust pipe moving. Second, it loads all the threads on one flank, all the way
around. this provides both the compressive force holding it against the bottom of the port as well as puts
opposing lateral forces all around the spigot keeping it from moving side to side. It should not come loose.

As a sidenote, I took a much closer look at the right spigot and it appears to be cross threaded in the head.
The spigot is bottomed out on one side and not touching on the other. However, it is rock solid in the head.
I tried to remove it and cannot. I suspect the combination of cross threading and carbon have locked it in
place. So, I'm going to leave it and just keep an eye on it. If I remove it now, I'll probably have to retap the
head and make a custom spigot. I'll have to do that if it comes loose over time so I have nothing to lose if I
monitor it rather than change it now. If it comes loose, I know how to fix it. But it won't be fun. If it stays
tight, I won for a change.
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regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Fork installation

Over the last few days I've been fitting the front end to the bike. Part of the process was making sure
everything looked right before I started torquing bolts. If you have been following this thread, you know
that there was a false start on the front end a month or so ago. I've since determined that the gaiters I
have are correct for my year and will use them along with the correct band clamps.

I made new cork washers that go between the top spring abutment on the forks and the bottom of the
lower yoke. When I installed the forks into the yokes, the washers did not look right at first so I posted an
inquiry in the general forum. Several folks on this site and the Britbike site confirmed they were correctly
positioned. Just had to skooch up the gaiters a bit.

My homemade fork installation tool worked perfectly. It was shown earlier in the thread during the first
fork installation attempt.

During the fit-up checks I noticed that there is some clearance between the fork covers (headlight ears)
and the bottom of the top yoke. I do not remember seeing this when the bike came apart. I suspect it
might be due to the tapered roller bearing I installed in place of the old ball bearings in the steering head.
So, to take up the gap, I put a 0.125 cross section o-ring that fit snug on the fork tube. 
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I used the old fork caps to draw the forks into the top yoke (80 ft-lbs of torque required) and then removed
them and installed the new caps. I put o-rings on those caps to help seal the tubes from oil seepage.

I then fit the two teardrop shaped front fender brackets with the slotted hole to the lugs on the fork
sliders. Powdercoating on both parts made the fit too small so I had to file off some of the paint and then
tapped them in place with a dead blow mallet. Took them off, cleaned up any paint that was shaved off and
then tapped them back onto the lugs.

Next was the front wheel. I lifted the front of the bike up by putting a 2x4 under the front section. This
gave me enough clearance to get the wheel under the forks. Four bolts later and the front end is together
short of the front fender.

Here are some pics of the bits mentioned above.

Cork washer that goes between upper spring abutment and bottom of lower yoke. Need to pull up the
socks (gaiters) to hide these.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is a shot of the o-ring I put at the top of the fork cover to hide the gap. Also adds some rigidity to the
cover which can't hurt.
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Here's the front end together on the bike. See that striped towel under the front of the frame. It's covering
the 2x4 that held the frame at this angle to allow the wheel to be placed under the forks.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Another view of the completed front end. Note that I pulled up the socks and you cannot see the cork
washers anymore.
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regards,
Rob
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Posts: 370
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T120R

The little gap with the fork ears is normal Rob, even with the ball and cup arrangement. I like the O
ring idea though, should have thought of that!

Keep up the good work.
Rod
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Front Fender and rear shocks

Put the front fender on today. Sounds easy, right? Not necessarily.

My fender was an original I got off ebay because if you remember, the fenders that came on my bike were
painted. The fender came with the correct brackets, but I had already had my brackets powder coated so
just left the others on the bench.

Well, my brackets needed a bit of tweaking before the fender sat properly. It is still not perfect, but
probably as good if not better than how the left Meriden based on what I've been told and read.

Instead of fiber washer under the fender to isolate it a bit from vibes, I was going to make or buy rubber
washers. That's what I found when I took it apart. But when I was at Fastenal picking up some fasteners
and stocking up on stainless washers, I found a bin that said "stainless bonded rubber sealing washers".
They are a stainless washer with a rubber washer bonded to it. Needless to say, I bought 4 for the fender
to try them out and they worked great. Made things a bit easier.

Shocks went on with only one hitch. I bought UNF stainless 18-8 bolts and polished the heads for the
shock mounts. I also bought stainless nuts, although I'm not a big fan of stainess fasteners due to the
tendency to gall. Although, I have to admit, I have not had a stainless nut and bolt gall in many years.
Well, I can't say that anymore. Bottom bolt and nut on first shock galled. Just barely got them apart. So,
that was all I needed. Tossed the stainless nuts in the stainless fastener box and put zinc plated carbon
steel nuts on the stainless bolts with blue Locite.
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I love the lines of the blade fenders. I am a firm believer that the fender should follow the contour of the
tire. It's such a clean look. 

Here's some pics. Starting to look like a motorcycle.
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This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph

Lovely, i hope the repop front guard i am about to buy fit's that well! I have a made in Taiwan rear
guard and that went on suprisingly well, just took some work.

Rod
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Looking great!
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Mr.Pete
Moderator
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Motorcycle:
Rickman T120
 
Join Date: May
2010
Location:
Victoria

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 

Also missing from the spigot was the gradual taper at the exhaust pipe end that lets the gas expand into
the header. The smaller the step from the spigot to the header ID, the less turbulence is created by the
exhaust gasses. I cut a 10 deg taper in this area.
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Victoria
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Report this image

It might surprise you that I don't try in any way to blend the spigot outlet to the pipe diameter,because it would
encourage exhaust reversion.
When I make a spigot,it usually gets bored through at around 1-1/32"to 1-1/16" diameter and only blended at the
valve end with a 30 degree included angle.The standard exhaust port size is overly generous.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Mr.Pete 
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World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
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Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

It might surprise you that I don't try in any way to blend the spigot outlet to the pipe
diameter,because it would encourage exhaust reversion.
When I make a spigot,it usually gets bored through at around 1-1/32"to 1-1/16" diameter
and only blended at the valve end with a 30 degree included angle.The standard exhaust
port size is overly generous.

Yes, that does surprise me but, I am at best a reasonable layman when it comes to engine tuning and
have never heard of exhaust reversion. The stock spigots on my 70 have the blend much like Rob
machined on his. Did the engineers of the day use assumptions regarding this feature? I Googled the
topic and found some supporting information about using a step from an exhaust port to the exhaust
pipe to reduce exhaust reversion. Very interesting stuff.
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Thank Rod. Thank Wally.

Mr. Pete. That is interesting. I am familiar with exhaust reversion. To be honest, I simply modified the
exhaust end of the new spigot to match the spigot that is firmly seated in the head. Too late now. If
that cross threaded spigot comes loose with time, I guess I replace them both and eliminate that
taper. There is still a step at the mouth so not fully blended into the header.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Rear repop fender installation

After much study, frustration, false starts, a trip to Hutch's shop for an exchange fender, a discussion with
John Healy on the phone regarding repop stainless rear fenders and a discussion with a very talented
vintage car restoration shop owner, I manage to fit the new rear fender to the bike.

According to John Healy, who imports these fenders, they are all a little warped, twisted, improperly
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formed, call it what you will, so the are not a drop in fit. Since I probably have a good 20 hours or more
into monkeying with this fender, not including the 6 hour round trip to Hutch's shop, I thought I'd provide
my opinion on how you should proceed to install these fenders, if you are lucky enough to find one.

Before I begin, John said the maker in the UK, Chris something, is not making them anymore. Don
Hutchinson has two left in his shop. Not sure how many others are available. Hutch has his listed on ebay.

Since the fender is not properly formed, you will need to use the mounting points on the bike frame to
hold the fender correctly positioned so that you can pull, pry or otherwise reshape the fender to fit the
frame.

I suggest you start with the front mounting hole. I suggest starting with this hole since the position of this
part of the fender is critical as it must provide clearance for the chainguard and the oil tank. 

My old fender had about 1/2" clearance from the swingarm so that point was established with a small piece
of wood taped to the swingarm. With the fender positioned correctly relative to the swingarm mount and
using my old fender to establish reference points on the frame, I marked the forward mounting hole and
drilled it. Then with a bolt thru that hole into the forward bracket, position the fender to establish the
relative position of the fender to the frame. With the rear of the fender centered to the frame, mark the
holes for the top strap that mounts between the shocks. Remove the bolt at the front mount and let the
front of the fender go where it wants. Using the reference marks for the top strap hole, center the fender
in the frame so it is straight relative to vertical and remark the holes for the top strap. The two sets of
holes marked will probably be close, but not the same. I did this exercise several times to make sure I had
the fender properly aligned. I then took a carpenter's square and using the side of the fender, marked a
line thru the marked holes that was perpendicular to the side of the rear half of the fender. I then refit the
fender to see how those marks aligned. When I was happy they were properply located to make the rear of
the fender properly positioned, I drilled them. 

Next was the strap that goes over the rear frame tube. Same exercise, mark and drill. Last is the two rear
bracket/lift handle bolts. Repeat the alignment exercise then mark and drill the holes.

With all the holes drilled, using rubber washers to protect painted surfaces bolt the fender to the frame.
Start with the top strap between the shocks, then the rear strap over the frame and finally the rear
bracket/lift handle. With those all tight and the rear of the fender straight and centers, work the front
section with your hands, a piece of wood and a frame tube as a fulcrum or any other means that will not
damage the fender and bend the front portion where it needs to be. It will take some force since the
stainless likes to spring back. Use towels to protect your frame paint and with some effort and patience, it
will move to where it needs to be.

Here are the various brackets that need to be fit in the order they were fit.

Front bracket. This the first hole you need to drill.
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This shows the relationship of the front fender to the chainguard bracket on the swingarm. Bracket is
casting a shadow on the masking tape that shows the fender clears the bracket.
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Here's the piece of wood that established the proper spacing from the swingarm.
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Here is the second bracket you need to fit and drill the holes in the fender.
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This is the next bracket you need to fit. 
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Here is the last bracket to be fit and for which you need to drill holes.
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I used a string attached to the top yoke to establish a straight line down thru the frame and to check the
position of the fender as it was fit to the bike.
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Here is the fender after final fit to the frame. Bolting is temporary.
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Mounted fender from the other side.
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Remember the rubber washers as they will slightly impact alignment and hole positioning.

Tomorrow I'll mount the taillight. Then I'll inventory the fasteners I'll need and head to Fastenal for new
stainless fasteners, fender washers, locknuts, etc.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Wiring Harness and Diagram

I got a new wiring harness from Brit Only and wanted to trace out all the wires, compare the new harness
to the old and compare both to the wiring diagram.

First snag was my OEM manual, does not have a wiring diagram for my serial number. I ended up using
the Home market for the right DU range and later compared it to the Export/USA market diagram for DU
staring 10000 bikes after mine.

Not sure, but suspect there was not an Export/USA model prior to DU 44394 which would explain why
there is no wiring diagram called out for Export/USA models for my DU which is 34315.
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Equipped with my trusty DMM set on TONE for continuity, I traced all the wires in the new harness and
compared them to the Home Market diagram. I needed the DMM because I'm red/green color blind. Wife
was home, but only needed her for a couple of double checks on the old, cruddy harness.

What I found was my bike is an exact match to the Home market diagram with the exception that it
appears that both diagrams above have an error on them. The Zener is shown wired directly to the battery
via a daisy chain thru the rectifier and ignition switch. Both my original harness (and it is the OEM cloth
covered harness) and the new harness have the Zener wired to the battery thru the cold side of the
ignition switch. This makes sense to me since if the Zener fails and creates a leakage path to ground, it will
kill the battery if wired directly to the battery. 

The later Export/USA market diagram has the hot wire to the light switch switched via the ignition switch,
where the Home market diagram has the hot wire to the switch direct from the battery. I will wire my bike
with the hot wire to the light switch switched by the ignition switch. My '76 T140 has the light switch hot
all the time and I constantly forget to turn off the lights when I shut off the bike. 

The Export/USA market diagram also shows and additional set of condensers. 

So, I took a copy of the Export/USA market diagram and revised it to reflect a switched Zener and
eliminated the additional condensers. Here is the revised diagram in case anyone wants it for their '66
T120R.
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Another thing I noticed that was different between the new harness and the old is the Ignition Warning
light connection is a plug on the new harness where the old harness was hardwired in the hot side to a
light socket and had a bullet connector for the ground wire. Will probably just modify the new harness to
use a bullet connector on both for convenience and be done with it. 

I will also be replacing that stereo fuse holder with a proper automotive fuse holder and fuse.

Curious about that plug, though. Might post a question in the general forum.

I would highly recommend that anyone replacing a wiring harness on their bike go thru this same exercise
before starting the rewiring process. It makes you much more familiar with the harness and the circuit. As
many of you already know, electrical components can be very unforgiving if wired incorrectly.
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-13-2013 at 08:52 PM.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
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TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

The first run of 66 bikes did not have warning lamps in the headlamp, this may explain you not having
a hardwired bulb holder, nor did my replacment loom. 

The designation 'R' means that it is an export bike, the home market T120 looked more like my TR6
but in red and white. Just for interests sake your engine number falls between my two bikes being,
32892 and 37258 (sad that i know that off the top of my head!).

I suspect there are more mistakes in the book if you look closely.

All the best
Rod
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Snakeoil
Senior Member

Top engine mounts, coils and rear axle adjuster
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Finally got around to taking a few pics of the axle adjuster and the small spacer I put inside the spring to
keep it centered.

Here's the adjuster in place with just barely clearance to the spring.
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There a shot looking down at the spring and you can see the piece of plastic tubing I used to keep the
spring to the rear and centered. Not sure how it will fair with time. 
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Put the top engine mounts/head steadies in place today. Then bolted up the coil brackets and coils. Coils
look like they are from and OIF model. They are Lucas. One is dated '71 and the other '73. Had to slightly
bend one bracket to get clearance to the frame. These coils will barely fit under the tank. I zinc plated the
coil brackets. They were painted when I pulled the bike apart.

Here's some pics of things bolted up.
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Rod, I know you are right about finding more mistakes. I found several during the engine build. 

The real time killer on rebuilding this bike is the order of parts installation. So many parts or their fasteners
interfere with others. I find I rarely can bolt something on once. Some advice to other first time Triumph
rebuilders is just go finger tight on things until you are sure they don't stop you from installing other parts.
You'll tank me for that one when the time comes.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 01-15-2013, 12:32 AM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
... I find I rarely can bolt something on once. ...
regards,
Rob

I thought it was just me.
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Saving Private Ryan's Stator

I pulled my alternator stator out of the parts box to take a closer look at it. When I disassembled the bike,
I found that the wires coming out of the encapsulated coils had a big glob of red silicone on them, which is
never a good sign. I had forgotten about it and with winter hear, I'm finding myself looking for projects to
do in the basement rather than the shop.

Pulled the silicone off the wires and here is what I found.
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As you can see, it's a miracle that stator did anything. Of course, I bought the bike in a non-running
condition so chances are it did not do anything. 

It's a 2-wire stator. Part number is 47205A and has a manuf date of 5/69. So it is a replacement. My
stator should be a 3-wire with two wires tied together before going to the rectifier, part number 47162.
Gayin's book says that the 47205 and 47162 were both superseded by 47204 so my stator is okay for my
bike.

Talked to my buddy Lance and he said broken wires in this area are common. He's fixed them before. But
he also said that soldering new leads to the broken wires causes the solder to wick down into the wires,
make them stiff and since the wire is not supported inside the primary, vibration eventually causes the
stiffened wires to break.
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So since I had nothing to lose, I thought I'd try to save the stator. 

First step was to remove the potting compound around the wire stub to give me a little more wire to work
with. I used a Dremel and a carbide burr to remove the potting compound. I took the compound down to
the core iron. Here's what it looked like with the compound removed.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I also had a break in the wires a few inches down so replacing the leads with new was the best solution.

Here is the other damage.
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With the potting compound removed, I trimmed away the plastic sheath that protects the wires and
snipped the wires off where they were damaged. Here's what I was left to work with.
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You cannot see it here, but after taking this shot, I trimmed the insulation back a bit more on the wires so
I could solder new leads to the wire stubs. I left about 5/16 inch of insulation so I had something to which
I could attach shrink tubing when done.
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New leads were soldered in place, the joints smoothed to avoid sharp bits piercing the shrink tubing and
then both leads were re-insulated with shrink tubing.

Here's the finished leads.
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I removed a little more potting compound to give me some of the plastic sheathing to which I could attach
a larger piece of shrink tubing.
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I then slipped a piece of shrink tubing over the newly installed and insulated leads and shrunk it in place.
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Here is the repaired stator.
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Since the leads coming out of the stator were green with a yellow stripe and green with a white stripe, I
used yellow and white wires to match the stripes.

I used West Systems epoxy I had to repot the repaired area. Most of the modern potting compounds are
epoxy based and since I had the West Systems epoxy already...

I used plumbers putty to mold the area and then backed it up with mylar tape. I put the rotor inside to
back up the tape on the ID to prevent any leakage.

Here is the stator under a warming lamp as the potting compount cures.
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regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-19-2013 at 10:17 AM.

  
 

 01-19-2013, 08:34 AM   #196 (permalink)

DAVE M
Senior Member
Team Owner

might be an idea to pop the stator back on the bike before potting it and getting a decent angle?

I have a feeling that the stators come with the leads positioned more to suit the manufacture than the
bike.
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Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Reading Berks UK
Posts: 4,692
Other Motorcycle: 56 Plunger
Tatty Cub
Extra Motorcycle: CZ winter
bike

bike.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Way ahead of you, Dave. Thought the exact same thought when I was getting ready to repot the stator.
But appreciate you offering that suggestion. Great minds and all that stuff.

I edited my post and then found I am limited to 10 images per post so I had to post the finished stator in a
separate message.

Here is the finished stator with the potting compound cleaned up and trimmed of sharp edges. I positioned
the lead at a bit of an angle after placing the stator on it's mounting studs in the primary and seeing where
the lead wanted to be. This should relieve some of the stress on the repaired area.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes
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I'll trim the leads to length and install the original bullet connectors when I'm ready to install the stator
into the engine.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member

Primary Day

Well, today was supposed to be primary day. But, not unlike most political primary days, today was a bit
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Well, today was supposed to be primary day. But, not unlike most political primary days, today was a bit
disappointing.

It looks like my tranny was rebuilt at some point using later model components. Specifically, a later model
high speed gear, which means a later model cover plate for the primary and a later model coverplate seal.

The correct seal for a '66 which is what I ordered has an ID of 0.875" and an OD of 1-3/8". The ID of the
coverplate is 1-1/2" and the OD of the seal area on the HS gear is 1.062".

Unfortunately, Brit Only's e-store does not provide seal dimenions for these parts so I'm guessing at this
point. My guess is the HS gear, cover and mating seal are from a late '68-'70 model. That model range has
different part numbers for all 3 parts.

If anyone knows the dimensions for these parts, I'd appreciate knowing so I can update my parts book.
The fix in this particular case is easy. Just a short trip about 6 miles down the road to my local bearing and
seal supplier for the correct seal.

So, all that was accomplished today was installing the primary chain oiling tube and it's bracket and finally
tightening the sprocket nut using blue Loctite and crimping the tab washer at 3 points on the nut. I set
my torque wrench to max, which is 150 ft-lbs and used my roller chain wrench to hold the sprocket from
turning with a piece of wood and towel to protect the frame. The wrench clicked and I continued to tighten
the nut. I figure I'm probably between 175 and 200 ft-lbs which is even higher since it was lubed with
Loctite. I actually bent my chain wrench which I made from 1/2 inch bar stock.

Here's the new primary lube tube in place. I used the drive sprocket to establish the correct position.
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Here's the counter sprocket installed, torqued and the lock washer tabs bent over.
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This is my homemade sprocket wrench after tightening the nut. 
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This is the seal area on the HS gear and where the coverplate seal rides. It is bigger than it should be for a
'66 engine.
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Here is the correct seal for a '66 in my coverplate. Note the less than perfect press fit. 
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regards,
Rob

  
 

 01-19-2013, 08:18 PM   #199 (permalink)

JohnA
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
T140 & TR7

This is a great thread Rob - your step by step stator rescue guide is very useful. I have one like that
but wouldn't have dared dig into the encapsulation like that without knowing what to expect inside.
Your pics show this very clearly, so now I'll have ago myself. Sharing knowledge like this is the best
thing about this forum, so thanks!
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T140 & TR7
 
Join Date: Feb 2012
Location: Norwich, England
Posts: 1,851
Other Motorcycle: Guzzi T3
Extra Motorcycle: Another
Guzzi T3

Looks like you might need a dab of loctite on that oil seal...

  
 

 01-19-2013, 08:34 PM   #200 (permalink)

Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Rob mate, hard to tell from the picture but your crank seal looks to be the wrong way around? Both
seals should have the springs facing outward. Check the picture section B48 of the workshop manual.

Like the stator repair, i have a similar problem to fix.

Rod
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ed_h
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: 71 T100R
 
Join Date: Nov 2008
Location: Nebraska, USA
Posts: 413

First-rate writeup on saving the stator, Rob.
__________________
For only a little more, you can do it yourself!
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Quote:

Originally Posted by Redmoggy 
Rob mate, hard to tell from the picture but your crank seal looks to be the wrong way
around? Both seals should have the springs facing outward. Check the picture section B48 of
the workshop manual.

Like the stator repair, i have a similar problem to fix.

Rod

GREAT CATCH, ROD! I cannot believe I missed that when I installed the seal. Guess I have
something to do today, after all. I'll probably destroy the seal getting it out. Maybe I'll get lucky.

UPDATE: You were right. Seal was in backwards. Popped right out with my seal puller, but ruined the
seal. Hopefully my seal guy will have one of these when I check for the coverplate seal.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH! I guess I have to put you in the will, now.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-20-2013 at 12:13 PM.
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Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-20-2013 at 12:13 PM.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

No problem Rob, i would like to say i have not done the same!

All the best
Rod
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Mr.Pete
Moderator
Pole Position
Main Motorcycle: Rickman
T120
 
Join Date: May 2010
Location: Victoria Australia
Posts: 3,928
Other Motorcycle: T160,TR6

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 

What I found was my bike is an exact match to the Home market  diagram with the
exception that it appears that both diagrams above have an error on them. The Zener is
shown wired directly to the battery via a daisy chain thru the rectifier and ignition switch.
Both my original harness (and it is the OEM cloth covered harness) and the new harness
have the Zener wired to the battery thru the cold side of the ignition switch. This makes
sense to me since if the Zener fails and creates a leakage path to ground, it will kill the
battery if wired directly to the battery. 

The Export/USA market diagram also shows and additional set of condensers. 

So, I took a copy of the Export/USA market diagram and revised it to reflect a switched
Zener and eliminated the additional condensers. Here is the revised diagram in case anyone
wants it for their '66 T120R.

I see no advantage having the zener on the "cold" side of the ignition switch,and I see a disadvantage.
Zeners rarely fail,but they can go short-circuit when they fail.If the zener fails in short-circuit while the
bike is running,you will still blow the fuse at the battery.A momentary high current has gone through
the ammeter before the fuse blew.If you have the by-pass wire on the ammeter some current (about
1/2) will go through the by-pass wire but the ammeter still gets pegged.That high current (about 35
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amp),just went through the ignition switch.

The fuse is blown,but you still turn off the ignition.The best thing to do is disconnect the zener
wire,then fit a new fuse before you turn on the ignition.You would do the same if the zener is wired to
the hot side of the ignition,but you would have avoided a high current going through the ignition
switch.

Even if the zener never fails,you will also have more current going through the switch (during normal
daytime riding,about 5 amp extra),if the zener is on the cold side.The ignition would only be drawing
about 4 amp.

With the zener on the cold side,it will do a good job of protecting anything on the cold side from over-
voltage.Coils and lights will still be safe.
You can't say the same for battery voltage,if there happens to be any bad contact in the ignition
switch.The rectifier will still be still be sending out full power.Any voltage drop across the ignition switch
would cause an equal voltage increase at the battery.The zener would not "see" the high voltage,and
try to control it.

A greater current through the switch gives a greater voltage drop,for a given resistance in the switch.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Pete. You points are well taken. I'm a bit weak on the electrical theory/functionality side and
always appreciate some expert help and guildance.

But, looks like this whole topic is moot because my new Podtronics reg/rect just arrived in the mail
today removing the zener from the circuit entirely.

I do wonder, however, why my OEM harness and the new harnes have the zener on the cold side of
the switch when the diagram has it on the hot side. 

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Primary day redux

Primary day finally arrived.... at least partially. I ordered and received a new DS crank seal since I ruined
the brand new one when I removed it after Rod pointed out that I had it in backwards (thanks again for
catching that, Rod). I also ordered the correct sprocket cover seal at the same time. My tranny had been
upgraded to use the extended nose HS gear  which requires a larger seal on the cover as well as a new
cover to accept it. This design was used on late '68 to '70 650's and was mentioned in Gaylin's book as
well as by others in the general forum when I asked about this. 

With those seals installed, it was now time to install the primary sprockets and chain. My thrust washer
was out of spec so a new one was obtained from my buddy Lance and in the process of searching for info
on this washer and subsequent conversations in the general forum, I realized I should check the alignment
of the primary drive and clutch sprockets. TR6Ray has a very detailed write-up of checking the alignment
on his engine  (on the Britbike forum in the resto section) that Mr. Pete was kind enough to point me to.
My OEM manual makes no mention of this check nor how to correct it if I find a misalignment situation.
My later T140V manual does.

I had inspected both my sprockets and the chain for any indication of wear and there was none. So I was
confident my alignment would be fine since all parts other than the thrust shim were being reused. But as
my friend Andy always says, "To measure is to know" so I checked it.

The chain is left off in the checking process, so that means I needed to make pullers to remove the
sprockets after the check so I could then install the chain. Here are the two pullers I made while waiting
for my parts to arrive.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I did not want to install the alt rotor so I just used a spacer made from tubing and a few washers to bring
the engine sprocket home  and tight. Here's the sprocket installed for the alignment check.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Next was to install the clutch hub, center and sprocket (basket). I assembled the three pieces on the
bench which made inserting the 20 rollers much easier. Then holding it together, placed it on the tapered
shaft. With that done, I stacked up enough washers and put the self-locking bolt in place such that the
locking portion was not in play. You need to pull the basket in the direction  that the clutch springs pull it.
I had a brain phardt while I was doing this and the photo shows me pulling the basket in the wrong
direction. I realized my error and put the clutch pack and springs in to check the alignment. I forgot to
take another picture. But what I wanted to show is the use of a spring steel scale to check the alignment.
This is a Starrett item and it can wrap around the clutch basket to give you a broader sprocket surface to
align the scale and check the crank sprocket. I forgot I had this and found it while rooting thru my drawer
for my combination square. You just have to make sure you have it dead flat on the basket or it will make
the other end twist right or left.

Here's the scale in action. You can see it between my fingers on the basket and then extending down to
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the engine sprocket.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here's the scale sitting next to my Helios scale from my comb square.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

When I installed the chain, I had to put the rollers in with the assembly on the bike. Not a bad job.
Thought it would be frustrating. But I greased the area well (as instructed in the manual) and placed the
rollers in using tweezers. I suggest that if you are going to do this that you put a towel under the engine
with the edges rolled or elevated to catch the occasional roller that tries to make a break for it during the
assembly process.

Last was the chain tensioner. What I did not realize is mine was missing the trunion that slips into the
back section where the tensioning nut comes in contact with the spring tensioner. The tensioner looks like
new. My guess is it got left our which it was installed. I machined one out of 3/8" rod and while I was at it,
made the little adjustment tool  to adjust the barrel nut. 

Finally, the primary asssembled, short of the nut on the alt. rotor. Little plastic bag from Coventry had the
right part number, but the wrong nut inside. Looks more like a clutch hub nut. Will have to research to
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make sure there were not two nut sizes. Doubtful, since it would mean my crank had been updated as
well.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
GREAT CATCH, ROD! I cannot believe I missed that when I installed the seal. Guess I have
something to do today, after all. I'll probably destroy the seal getting it out. Maybe I'll get
lucky.

UPDATE: You were right. Seal was in backwards. Popped right out with my seal puller, but
ruined the seal. Hopefully my seal guy will have one of these when I check for the coverplate
seal.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH! I guess I have to put you in the will, now.

regards,
Rob

This is a fine point of discussion that has made the rounds of all the forums, and there are STILL two
opposing viewpoints.

MOST agree that the illustrations in the shop manual are incorrect, the seal's primary (no pun
intended) function is to keep CRANKCASE pressure (and oil) out of the primary. There is relatively little
pressure generated in the primary chaincase as compared to the crankcase.

I am in the camp that agrees the illustration in the book is incorrect.

That said, my advice  is to correct your installation. No apologies, and you don't HAVE to; I'm just
sayin'...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph

We have a breather system to remove pressure from the crankcase and in use the scavenge side of
the oil pump is removing engine oil. The primary is in an oil bath and often contaminated with clutch
debrit, hence why the seal is fitted with the spring side outward. If you then use todays thinking and
put ATF in your primary i know which side i want that spring. 

Rod

Last edited by Redmoggy; 02-05-2013 at 02:55 PM.
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Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Nice. Nothing like a topic that has no officially right answer. 

I tend to agree with Rod. I guess I'd rather leak into the primary than into the crankcase. You would
expect a service  bulletin to have been issued for something like this.

Rob

  
 

 02-07-2013, 12:15 AM   #210 (permalink)

Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

I can honestly say i have never come across an argument on the subject. The picture in the book
shows the spring facing outward and logically (to me anyway) that makes perfect sense. However, if i
have led you down a wrong road Rob, i apologize unreservedly.

All the best
Rod
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

I've never seen a discussion on the topic either. But then again, I'm a newbie on these engines
compared to folks like you and Paul so all I have are opinions based on what I've learned to date.

My guess, and that's all it is, is there is probably a lot of confusion driven by the variation between
earlier unit motors and later units motors, how they were sealed and how they were vented. I suspect
many folks base an opinion on knowing their engine and not being aware of the variations within what
is a pretty similar design that spanned the unit pre-OIF years. I was rather surprised at the various
changes across that group of engines.

regards,
Rob
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I would never use ATF in a dry clutch.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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SuperBike
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Join Date: Jun 2005
Location: Upstate New York
Posts: 1,604
Extra Motorcycle: 1995 Speed
Triple

Hey Rob-

Looks like you're keeping busy in the garage.

There's a guy on craigslist (albany) who is listing a 69 and 70 triumph and
bsa for sale with extra engines. I gave him a ring just to see what they
are. Those are 250's, but turns out he used to rebuild british bikes and
said he has a lot of parts kicking around for 650's that he's looking to
get rid of.

I know you're always keeping your eyes open so thought I'd let you know. I
took down his number somewhere if you are interested.

-Travis
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Snakeoil
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Travis. I've seen his ads in CL. He lists something on a regular basis. I talked to him once. Sounds
like his knuckles might drag on the floor. He has a new ad listing a pile of 650 Triumph engines and parts. 

My caveman comment aside, there is a chance I know this guy and he just has poor phone presence. But I
did not think he lived in Coeymans. I probably should go to his place and take a look. But my guess is if my
phone impression is right, it's going to be a pile of junk. 

Got my alternator rotor nut in the mail yesterday so torqued the nut and crimped the locking tab washer. 

Next was the stator. Never marked the studs for position since only the longer two can exchange places.
Of course, first try had the stator going on hard so I quit and swapped the position of the two long studs.
Presto! Stator slid on with just a little coaxing. Checked air gap with a business card, which is my favorite
for setting up magnetos on lawn mowers. Business card is roughly 0.012 inch (aka 12 mils). Card went in
and slid all around except at 6 o'clock position. Tried a folded piece of paper, which is about 11 mils and it
was a tight fit. Torqued the stud nuts and rechecked and air gap was better. I could slide the business card
all around with a tight fit at the bottom. So, rotor and stator are pretty concentric and I'm 4 mils over the
8 mils min clearance.
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes
8 mils min clearance.

Thought I'd put the clutch together while I was at it. Emgo steel plates and Taiwan friction plates from
Coventry Spares. Lance tells me he's found the Taiwan plates to be flat and work well. The steel plates are
definitely flat. The light film of oil on the steel plates made them almost impossible to separate. That's a
good sign the plates are very flat.

Springs were all within 10 mils of spec for length. But nuts were a little worn. Pips were just about gone on
two of them. So I made up a tool to put new pips on the nuts. Pretty simple. 7/16" hole in a piece of angle
iron and then filed a notch to make the pip. Chamfered the edge of the notch.

Here are some pics.

Here are the pip side of the nuts. Note two look pretty much gone.
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Here's the top side of the original pips
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Here's the tool. I held it in my vise for a solid base.
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Here is a new pip on a nut as viewed from the side.
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Here is the top of the nut showing the new pip location and the original pip. I initially tried to enhance the
original pip, but the material failed.
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I assembled the pressure plate and springs and started to set it up to check pressure plate wobble. I
thought I could do this without the clutch release and rod in place by using a longer center bolt and just
push against the drilled center of the mainshaft. I machined the end of a bolt with the same thread such
that it was dead flat on the end and had a slight tapered chamfer to match the drilled center. What I found
was as the bolt came into contact with the layshaft and the PP moved away from the clutch plates, the PP
wobbled as I turned the bolt. The bolt was not walking on the layshaft because the chamfer should have
centered it. 

I turned the layshaft with the tranny in neutral and the bolt wobbled along with the PP. I looked at the
clutch adjustment screw and it was not worn in the center. It was worn to one side. That tells me that
when the rod is in place, it is not pushing in exactly the center of the clutch. That should push it off to one
side. That will also mean it will wobble even if the springs are all identically tensioned.
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I set my springs up by counting turns for the initial set up. I backed the nuts off until the thread dropped
into the thread on the mating bolt and then turned it a half turn. I did this to each of the 3 nuts and
marked both the nuts and PP as a reference. I then turned in each nut the same number of turns.
Assuming the bolts are all the same length (I did not think to measure them before installing the clutch
center) that should make the tension on all 3 springs very close. Granted, tolerances on the nut shanks,
the spring cups and the bolts all can contribute to inaccuracy. If I had it to it over, I would have measured
everything so I knew for sure. 

But my point here is based on my observations, I'm not sure that adjusting the springs to fix wobble is the
correct approach. I also think that if the adjusting nut is worn as mine is, you might chasing your tail. I
believe that the intent of correcting wobble is so that the pressure plate runs true when the clutch is
engaged to reduce vibration and to reduce clutch drag due to wobble when disengaged. Since the PP in
essence "floats" on the clutch rod when disengaged and the clutch springs try to position it, I would say
that having the PP run true first when disengaged and then adjusting the springs to reduce wobble is the
correct approach. What I don't know is how consistently the rod disengages the clutch and maintains it
running concentric to the clutch center/basket.

I'd be interested in hearing what the experts have to say about this.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 02-12-2013 at 07:46 PM.
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Great stuff, keep on wrenchin'...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I have been tied up in house projects for the past 3 or so weeks and felt guilty about not working on the
bike. So, today, decided it was time to make some progress. For some reason I was thinking of installing
the oil tank, but the chainguard was calling my name. So, that is what I did. What a PITA that thing is to
fit and install. My advice to anyone doing a full resto or even a repaint is make sure your chainguard fits
the way it should and the way you want it to before you paint it.

First, I installed the rear brake switch. Much easier with the guard off the bike. Two new screws and nyloc
nuts accomplished the task. Then on to mount the guard on the bike. Not as easy as it might seem. In
order to mount the chainguard, the left shock needs to be off or swung out of the way. The chain needs to
be off or at least apart so the bottom guard bracket can clear it. Chain is also in the way of tightening the
forward top pivot bolt. 

The original pivot bolt for the front top tab was long gone. I ordered a new Thackray washer and made the
pivot bolt. It is a 1/4-20 bolt with a 5/16" bushing that I tapped 1/4-20 to fit snug on the bolt to assist in
assembly. Here is a sketch of how my front tab assembly ended up. This gave me the best centering to the
chain, front and rear. Remember, my front tab was a mess so I made a new one and welded it to the
guard. So, nothing is really original here. Kinda like flying blind.

The order of assembly as shown on the sketch and starting from the right is Pivot Bolt with bushing, plain
5/16" washer, swingarm tab, guard tab, 5/16" plain washer, Thackray washer, 1/4" plain washer, nyloc
nut.
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Here is a shot of the front tab bolted up. Extra washers were my choice to save wear on the tabs.
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My guard fit best with the guard tab to the right of the swingarm tab and this put the back edge of the
guard outside the swingarm tab. The placement of the front tab has an effect on the location of the rear of
the guard. Keep this in mind if the rear of the guard is too close to you chain. You might have to move the
front. For me, this could be because my new tab did not have proper offset. It is what it is. Here's a pic
showing this area.

The subject area is to the lower left of the bolt.
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Here is the guard mounted from the rear.
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Here is is from the side.
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I don't know what kinds of drugs they had in the design dept at Meriden, but whatever they were, they
were apparently good and plentiful. This guard and it's installation was designed by a madman.

The lower bracket is yet to be installed. After having the guard on and off at least a dozen times before
finally mounting it, I did not have the interest to find that lower bracket in my parts bins.

regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

It is a nightmare of a job, thats why the British kept all the QD hubs so we coud fit and forget!

Rod
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009

Oil Tank

Finished up the bottom bracket on the chainguard today. Then moved on to install the oil tank.

Tank went in with no special effort. Did find where another SAE UNF bolt had been screwed into a BSF
thread in the frame. Bottom tank mount bolt was the victim this time. Fortunately, it reformed the
threads on the bolt. Found a BSF bolt in my can of old Brit bolts, machined it to length, zinc plated it and
was good to go.

The oil tank is one of my favorite parts on these bikes. There is just something sexy about the shape of
that tank and being gloss black. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes
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regards,
Rob
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trophy69
Senior Member
Supersport 600
Main Motorcycle: 1969 T100C
 

Rob, looks great! Question - I am restoring my '69 T100C and just told the powder coater that the
tank and tool cover were to be semi-gloss black! Were the originals semi or glossy? Thanks, Trey
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Join Date: Jan 2011
Location: Rhode Island
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kbalch
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: 2013 Ducati
Multistrada S
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2008
Location: Clermont, FL
Posts: 498
Other Motorcycle: 1969
Bonneville T120R
Extra Motorcycle: 2013 Vespa
GTS300ie

Quote:

Originally Posted by trophy69 
Rob, looks great! Question - I am restoring my '69 T100C and just told the powder coater
that the tank and tool cover were to be semi-gloss black! Were the originals semi or glossy?
Thanks, Trey

Originals were glossy, though, if you're powdercoating, the originality ship has already sailed. Nothing
wrong with that, of course... 

Ken
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 

There's your answer. Mine are shot with auto-paint. Decals are under the clearcoat.

Today was install the fender day. Used all new SAE stainless nuts and bolts. Any exposed bolt heads were
polished before assembly. Found stainless sealing washers at my local Fastenal store. These are thin
stainless washers with a neoprene rubber washer bonded to them. Bought a handful to use as backing
washers on the fenders with nyloc nuts.

Cut rubber pads for every mounting point on the fender and used nylocs on all bolts. I was worried about
clearance for things like the chainguard and oil tank. But as you can see, I've got plenty. Old fender rubbed
on the oil tank. So did the battery box. Not anymore.
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When I was done with the fender, I was also looking at all the space that would be available if I did not
have a battery. I might think about going with a smaller LiPo battery which would give me some room to
mount an oil filter. It's a perfect location, being totally out of site, yet easily accessible by removing the side
cover.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

You would be suprised how fed up you would get with removing that side panel. It's a pain when the
rest of the bike is assembled. Filter mounts really nicely under the swingarm, is all but imposible to see
and makes next to no mess when you change it.

I also chose to go with SAE fasteners rather than mess about finding Whitworth originals. No point
making life hard for yourself!

Rod
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Garioch43
Senior Member
SuperSport
Main Motorcycle: '77
Bonneville T140V
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2010

She's really coming on now.

Well done Rob!
__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

She stands on her own two legs

Today was another small job that was a bit more than expected. Installed the center stand. New pivot
bolts were ordered as were new locking plates, but I forgot to order new nuts. Could not find the old ones
and suspect there never were any. Also thought that nylocs in place of jam nuts and lock plates were a
better solution.

For some reason I wondered if the BSF thread was close enough to SAE UNF to use UNF nuts. I went
down to my hardware stock and to my amazement, found a 1/2-20 shallow nyloc nut. By shallow I mean
thin like a jam nut for use in tight places. That is what would be needed for the center stand. It spun onto
the new pivot bolt. Checked the thread with my thread gauge and it was 20 TPI. Of all the BSF threads
that are close, but not close enough, the 1/2 bolt is a 20 TPI thread just like SAE UNF 1/2 inch bolts. But
one nut would not cut it so off to the hardware store. They had nylocs in 1/2-20, but standard, which are
way too thick. But at a $1.00 each and being in my hand, they came home with me. A few minutes in the
lathe and I faced them off to 0.225" thick, which is a tad thicker than the nut I had in my stock. Once
faced off to the right thickness, I zinc plated machined area.

Then I needed two plain washers for the bolt. Standard SAE 1/2" washers have to large an ID. The head
on that pivot bolt is tiny, about 14mm. So took two large 1/4" stainless fender washers and opened them
up to exactly 1/2". I tend to stock 1/4 inch fender washers because you can open up the ID to whatever
you need, so you are normally ready for just about any bolt size requirement.

Here are the nuts and washers along with one of the bolts, ready for installation.
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Here is the nyloc nut in place on the stand. And by the way, that's not scratched paint. That's anti-sieze I
applied to the pivot areas. 
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And here's my girl standing on her own two legs.
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regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Main oil supply manifold and rocker feed supply pipe installation

Today was fit and install the main sump oil feed manifold and the rocker feed oil line. 

First was the main oil supply manifold, which bolts to the right crankcase just below the timing cover.
Fitting it was easy, but when I went for the new gasket, I realized I had not ordered one and none had
come in the engine gasket kit from Coventry. So, I had to either wait or cut my own. The manifold is
relatively small and has four holes in it. A center hole for the securing stud, the oil ports for feed and
return and a small hole for a locating pin mounted in the mating surface on the crankcase. I thought
about how to position the holes properly on a hand cut gasket when I had a moment of lucidity.

I dug thru my office supply cabinet and found an old ink pad used for rubber stamps. I also had a bottle of
fresh ink. I inked the pad and pressed the face of the manifold into the pad. I then pressed the manifold
onto a piece of paper and presto, instant gasket pattern. So, I simply repeated the process on a piece of
gasket paper and then cut the gasket.

Here is the process in pictures.

Here's the ink pad. Made in USA tells you how old that sucker is.
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Manifold surface inked by pressing into the pad.
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Gasket paper with image of manifold printed on it with ink.
[
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Gasket after being cut out and holes punched.
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Gasket in place on the manifold.
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With that done, I moved to the rocker oil feed pipe.

I had inquired in the general forum regarding the correct routing of the metal portion of the line and it
appeared that the line should run over the top rail of the subframe. But I found pictures showing it above
and below that rail on restored bikes and my bike had it running below when I first got it.

Fitting the line looks easy at first glance, but it takes a little finesse and a lot of patience. You have minimal
clearance between the top of the rocker boxes, the top engine mounts and the screws holding the rocker
box inspection cap spring retainers in place. You also have to make sure it clears the tank in the tunnel
area. Lastly, keep in mind this is a '66 model year and the tank is unique to that year. Sump return is to
the bottom of the tank. A hard line runs up thru the inside of the tank and comes out the top and that is
the supply for the rocker feed pipe. There is no Tee in the sump return line like in other years.
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Here is the fitted line with a scrap piece of hose attached that runs to the supply nipple on the top of the
tank.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the line looking down from above.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Rocker feed line side view with fuel tank in place.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Rocker feed exiting the rear of the tank tunnel and over the top rail of the subframe.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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And lastly, I could not resist taking a picture with the tank in place since it looked so good. I know, it's like
seeing the bride in her dress before the wedding. But if you've already seen her naked, what's the big deal
seeing her in the dress, right?
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regards,
Rob

  
 

 03-04-2013, 08:52 PM   #226 (permalink)

79woodsie
Member
Supersport 400
Main Motorcycle: 79 T140E
 

Beautiful, looks like a piece of art. Except you can use it for something.
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Join Date: Jan 2013
Location: USA
Posts: 92

  
 

 03-05-2013, 04:15 AM   #227 (permalink)

Garioch43
Senior Member
SuperSport
Main Motorcycle: '77
Bonneville T140V
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2010
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Posts: 999

Orgasmic!
__________________

Sam Murray

Aberdeen, Scotland

  
 

 03-05-2013, 10:45 AM   #228 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Quote:

Originally Posted by Garioch43 
Orgasmic!

Yeah, but will you call me in the morning?

regards,
Rob
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 03-05-2013, 05:11 PM   #229 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Tachometer Drive Assembly

The tach drive assembly is a pretty simple assembly. But it requires some attention to assure it stays
reliable.

Mine was not taken care of and as a result, the driven shaft was corroded from moisture getting in from
the top. It was salvageable so just needed new seals, lube and assembly.

Here is the exploded view from the parts book.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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she worked in were discarding. They are some of the handliest tools you can have. You can find them at
swap meets and such and I would suggest you consider buying an assortment. You will never regret it.

The took I use is for carving fillings and has a rounded and square chisel points, bent at an angle. These
are the two ends of the tool.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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The radiused end was great for scraping the flat root of the groove while the square end got into the two
corners of the groove. The groove is wide enough to accept 2 o-rings, even though the parts book only
shows 1. I had two, so I installed two. Can't hurt. Double the sealing capability.

These early machines also lacked any sealing between the gearbox housing and the crankcase. Later
models use a Stat-O-Seal washer, the same part number as used on the fuel taps. I have extras on hand
and installed one between the gearbox and the crankcase. If that ends up leaking, I'll probably cut a
gasket.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Assembly is pretty easy. I have a couple of tips to make it easier. When installing item 24, which has a o-
ring on it, lube it well and assemble it on the bench. You might have to tap it in the first time around. Let
it sit compressed for a bit while you do something else. Then to install the box on the crankcase, remove
that piece, along with the driven gear. Start the grub screw that holds it in place and leave it started when
you assembly the box to the crankcase. With the driven gear out of the way, you do not need a thin wall
socket to tighten the hollow bolt that attaches the box to the crankcase. A standard 6 point socket will fit.
As a matter of fact, an SAE 7/16" socket will work.

With the box tightened to the crankcase, fill the box with a waterproof grease like wheel bearing grease
and then re-install the driven gear and item 24. Mark the hole for the grub screw so you can index item 24
to align with the screw. Tighten the screw. Now insert the drive gear and with a small screwdriver, rotate
the driven gear from the top cable opening until the drive gear drops into mesh and continue to turn with
slight pressure on the drive gear with your finger until the tang engages the slot in the exhaust cam. Put a
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new o-ring on the cap and tighten. You're done.

Another small step finished.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 03-08-2013, 07:37 PM   #230 (permalink)

GJT
Senior Member
Supersport 600
Main Motorcycle:
Speedmaster
 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Newark De.
Posts: 155

Rob,
I have been reading your "manual" for the last few nights, this evening a thought came to mind, will
the bike be done by the end of June in time for the Triumph Come Home Rally in Pennsylvania, any
thoughts of attending ? It would be an honor to see the bike in person
and shake your hand ! Well done !
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
And lastly, I could not resist taking a picture with the tank in place since it looked so good. I know, it's like
seeing the bride in her dress before the wedding. But if you've already seen her naked, what's the big deal
seeing her in the dress, right?
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regards,
Rob

Because the dress is very elegant and leaves A LOT to the imagination. Looking very fine in this shot!
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Wally, you have a very valid point. I've always preferred some mystery my self. Thanks for the kind
words, too.

GJT,
I must admit, I'm not very good at keeping up with rallies and meets. That is mostly because we have a
summer place and every weekend is spent there in the summer. But now that I'm retired, I think that
will change. I would like to go to a few of the better meets and plan on doing that this year.

As for the Bonnie, it better damn well be done by June! I had a bunch of small parts, mostly gaskets, I
had forgotten to order and put the order in on Thursday to Brit Only. Plus you can tell that spring is in
the air. Although it snowed on Friday, the sun came out and today it is so sunny and warm that I
opened the door to the side porch and it was warmer on the porch than in the house. So barring any
unforseen interruptions of setbacks, I would like to say it should be done, at least assembled and ready
to start, in a few weeks. I'm taking my time and enjoying the assembly process since I don't have to go
to work anymore. It's like savoring a good bottle of wine or a meal. But I don't want to drag it out
either.

So, I'm going to go research the Triumph Come Home and see if it won't fit on the summer to-do list.
As for shaking my hand, you may want to bring a pair of rubber gloves with you.

Thanks and regards,
Rob
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Handlebar P clamps

Here is the P-clamp installation. Again, mystery abounds with this bike regarding what is right and what is
a vintage upgrade. Parts book shows what I believe is the domestic market config for the P-clamps. But in
the text of the Fork Section of the manual, it speaks to the 3 configs, Domestic, USA and rigid mounting.

Here is the Figure from the book.
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Here's are the two variation write-ups.
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Based on what I found on my bike and looking at how the parts function together, I believe that the figure
is misleading or possibly wrong. I believe that the cupped washer B should actually be another spherical
washer A, just flipped over. I say that because the cup D had an center hole much bigger than shown and
makes washer B useless. Plus cup D would have nothing holding it in place except friction on the rubber
washer E. Further, spherical washer A has a countersunk chamfer on the other side, which is what washer
B is supposed to have. Could be I have later parts on my bike. But I got what I got and I think they are the
best config.

Here are a couple of washer A, showing both sides.
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Here is the P-clamp. Note the tapered end on the cast portion just before the stud begins. This mates with
the countersink in the top washer A.
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So, here is the final order of assembly as I concluded it should be. P-clamp, washer A with spherical side
down, cup (note how big the center hold is), spacer and rubber washer assembled with cup open end
facing down, all on top of the top yoke. Then from the underside of the yoke, another washer A, with
spherical side up and finally the nyloc nut.
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A note on the nyloc nut. Parts books calls out F3955. But Coventry sent a different part number with a
notation that this could be substituted. The thread was the same, but the nut they sent was a standard
locking nut. The correct nut is a shorter, jam nut style of locking nut. This is required because the stud
protruding from the P-clamp is not long enough to engage the nyloc portion of a standard nut.

Here is a picture of the correct (old from my bike) and what they sent.
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Fortunately, I have a lathe, so I simply faced off the nuts and replated them to match the correct nut.

Here's a p-clamp, assembled to the top yoke showing all the parts in their proper order, IMHO. 
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And yes, the P-clamps on my year were cad plated and mine are now zinc plated. I do have a set of
chrome ones that I might choose to install some day.

Final point for those who may ask why. The sperical area on the washer A is to allow clearance for the p-
clamp to move relative to the top yoke. There is a bonded rubber/steel bushing pressed into the top yoke
that helps isolate the bars from engine vibes. So there needs to be clearance between the hard metal parts
outside of the bushing for it all to work properly.

regards,
Rob
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Headlight repair

I'm including this in case anyone has a similar issue and is concerned about welding on chrome plated
parts.

This is not an installation discussion, but rather a repair. The nut, which is spot welded to the right side
was there, but the welds were broken. Not a big deal, still functioned fine, but it bugged me. The chrome
on this original shell is good, but not great. Several tiny blisters and pits in the chrome. So, I was not very
concerned about damaging the chrome, but wanted to avoid it if possible. I was originally going to braze
the nut in place, since I've had good luck restoring broken vintage HD chrome trim by brazing and
repolishing the chrome. But I changed my mind and decided to MIG weld the nut in place. Since winter is
still here and it snowed a few days ago, I had plenty of coolant for the shell. I filled a small plastic container
with snow and rested the shell, with the area to be welded in direct contact with the snow. Worked like a
champ. Made two welds and the largest blue circle on the chrome was 1/4" in diameter. 

Here's the nut.
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Here's where it belongs. Note that I bead blasted the area since it was a bit rusty under the nut. 
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Here's the nut in place. Note the broken portion of the old weld fit into the void left in the shell.
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Here's my set-up. Old rocker feed copper washer between shell and steel washer in case I burned thru. Did
not want to weld the washer to the shell. That would have been a bad day.
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Here's my high tech shell cooling set-up. Pic was taken after welding. Hole in the snow is where the
clamping bolt was.
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Here's the nut welded in place in two places.
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Here is the back side of the welds. You can see the two welds, one bigger than the other. I practiced
welding a nut on a piece of 1/32" sheet metal to get the heat and feed just right. I wish the big one had
come out like the little one. But like I said, the shell could use rechroming and if that happens, the
chromer will polish out that small little weld before chroming.
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I LOVE my MIG welder!

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
Powerbike

Very nice repair Rob, love the snow.

I had the same dilema when assembling my P clamps. In the end i whent with how it's assembled in
the 66 parts book. This shows the cups the other way up with only two hemispherical washers fitted to
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the 66 parts book. This shows the cups the other way up with only two hemispherical washers fitted to
the underside. The other washers being plain 3/8 flat washers, that tapper on the bottom of the P
clamp fits into the centre of the washer perfect. Not that i think you assembly wont work, just a little
extra info.

Rod
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I guess it all depends on which '66 parts book you happen to have. I have learned that not all parts
books for given years are the same. Mine is supposedly from DU 24875 and it does not show any cup or
rubber washer at all. Just a flat washer, the spherical washer and the nut and nothing else. 

When I put mine together, I could not figure out how I managed to order the new rubber washers,
since my parts book does not show or list them. I guess since I had them and the cups, I checked other
years and found them. I did that again to figure out what I had when I dumped my parts out on the
bench to begin assembly. 

If nothing else, restoring and figuring out how a Triumph is supposed to go together will certainly help
prevent the onset of Oldtimer's disease. 

regards,
Rob
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Page 82 down the bottom mate. Also, and sorry if it seems i am nit picking. The hole in the cupped
washer looks very big, both sets i have are only 3/8th.

Rod
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Nit pick away, Rod. Part of posting this stuff is to have others with more experience correct any mistakes.
Remember the primary side crank seal?

Excellent job on Triumph's part hiding those washers and cups on a separate page from the rest of the P-
clamp assembly. The small hole in the cup matches the diagram in the service manual.

But now I'm going to nit pick your assembly. Personally, I cannot see how the rubber washer and the cup
provide any useful purpose with the cup open to the top. Given that you have the small hole cup, that
puts the flat, closed side of the cup tight against the top yoke. You said you have a flat washer on top of
the rubber washer and that does trap the rubber washer, but other than being trapped, the rubber washer
provides no flexibility because the spacer is rock solid between the cup and the p-clamp and the face of the
p-clamp is solid to the yoke. If you look in the service manual, it shows the cup open end facing down and
this makes sense. The p-clamp seats against the outside face of the cup via the small washer. The spacer
is clamped between the inside face of the cup and the inside bushing of the bonded bushing. The rubber
washer is squeezed between the cup and the yoke and provides stability, yet allows movement and
vibration isolation. With your arrangement, there is no isolation between the p-clamp and the top of the
yoke.

My only thought is the cup goes on the bottom of the yoke if it is open to the top. 

Now, all that said, the larger hole in my cup leads me to believe I have a later style cup. So I looked at my
1970 parts manual and it is the same, small hole. So I looked at my '76 manual and there is the larger
opening cup. And it is shown along with the bonded bushing so the exact order and placement are
confirmed. With the spherical washer top and bottom, the cup does sit on top of the yoke with the open
end up. With the large opening, it will work either way since it allows the spacer to bottom on the inner
busing of the bonded bushing. So, I may go out and turn mine around. 

But, I still think yours should either be open end down with the cup on top of the yoke or open end up
with the cup on the bottom of the yoke. Here's a sketch showing why I think this should be the case.
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Your move.

regards,
Rob
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Super Moderator
Site Supporter

This is a really great build thread.

'nuff said.
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Hi Rob. So you gave me something to think about (that hurt!). So here goes.....

I do see your point but think you may have missunderstood the assembly using the cups with a smaller
hole. The cup does not rest solid against the yoke but clamps against the centre tube of the bush raising
it up from the yoke to insulate it. I also took a butchers at the assembly in the service manuel, i am
inclined not to trust this so much simply because although it does show the cup facing down, it also
shows the spacer placed between the top washer and cup washer. This will not work since the spacer
has a larger OD than the hole in the cup meaning it would sit on top of the cupped washer rather than
inside the rubber bush that is shown under the cupped washer. I then went out to the garage to check
the Bonnie and make sure the bars were not solid, the assembly works well.

Honestly dont mean to be argumentative
Rod
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The repair manual is often ambiguous or just plain wrong.
I have always followed the parts book illustration
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rusty Nuts 
The repair manual is often ambiguous or just plain wrong. I have always followed the parts
book illustration

Smart lad; I do, too.

That's why the Norton pre-Commando parts books really upset me - NO ILLUSTRATIONS!
__________________
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Rod,

Never fear me taking you as being argumentative. I hope that you view my comments in the same
light. A good discussion normally includes differing opinions and even as far as taking a different path
just to see where it goes as in playing devil's advocate. Going back and forth regarding how something
should be or how it works is healthy for all parties in the discussion. When I worked in the machine
shop in the atomic power lab (sounds like a comic book sentence, doesn't it?) when we had a problem
to solve, which was unually an on-board problem for a nuke sub at sea, we would get a group of guys
together to hash out how to fix it. The first time I experienced this is when they asked for my opinion.
I was a kid and never expected to be consulted by the senior guys in the shop. When the discussion
was over I told one of the older guys I was surprised they had asked for my input. He said since I had
no preconceived notions, chances were I'd come up with a fresh idea on how to tackle the problem.

So, I'll listen to anyone that has a valid argument for doing something differently. 

Your description makes sense, Rod. And I would agree that it will function properly based on that
description. But I also see a flaw in that design because it is all contingent on the bonded bush
protruding above the top surface of the yoke.

The diagram you put up is the same diagram that is in the '76 parts manual. That's the diagram I was
referring to when I said I might go flip my cup over.

Now, not to be right or win, but just to offer up that different view... for the set up I have, which is
identical to the diagram you posted, the cup is held in place by the sperical washer, so it won't pop up.
But the correct position is flipped over. So it begs the question why did they open up the hole in the
center. My guess to prevent the scenario I described where the metal parts would all stack up and the
bonded bush would be deep enough in the yoke that the cup would rest hard on the yoke. I think the
cup is only there to prevent the rubber washer from extruding outward and becoming useless quickly,
similar to the cups used for the pushrod tubes.

I prefer (not that it's right) the rubber washer against the yoke instead of the cup because it will not
chew thru the paint like the cup would and provide a place for rust to grow. So, in thinking about this a
bit more, I think I'll leave it as it is. It's not like this is a 100 point restoration bike.

This was a good discussion. This is what I wanted this thread to be. Something someone can come
back to as a reference, see alternative solutions and also paths thru the confusion created by the OEM
books.

Pressing your point is okay with me. We often miss a detail in another's point because we are focused
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on our own convictions. If you push the point hard enough, it might make the other party take a
closer look and suddenly see the light. Of course, there is always the risk that your point is pure
hogwash and when you finally realize it...well... it helps build character. I speak from experience on
that front.

regards,
Rob
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Waiting on a seal to button up the tranny cover and local guy is in Daytona with all his parts. So, decided
to set the valve lash. I don't use a feeler gauge. I prefer to use a small dial indicator. The type I use is
commonly called a Last Word (Starrett brand). The actual one I'm using here is a GEM brand. These have a
very small, normally 0.015 inch total range. But as you will see, they are great for working in cramped
quarters.

Since the threaded cap openings are about the most inconvenient design for getting a feel with a feeler
gauge, the indicator takes all the guess work out of it. And it also precludes variation in how good your
"feel" is. 

I also realize that another reliable method is to simply use the pitch of the thread to determine the
clearance by backing off after making contact. But I have the time, so might as well set them right on the
money and the indicator allows you to do just that.

Here is the indicator set up to do the lash on the right intake. Set up is pretty much the same regardless of
which valve. I use a small magnetic base, for the intakes it is set up on the backbone of the frame. Piece of
paper is simply to protect the new paint. I do the exhaust valves the the mag base on the forward tank
mounts.
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I'm not going to run thru the process as the manual describes it and everyone has their favorite method.
I'll just say that I bring the screw down until it touches the valve, then back it off a quarter turn or so and
just slightly snug the lock nut to provide some friction on the screw. I then set up the indicator and start
to adjust. First one usually takes the longest as you wrestle with getting the base just right. Once I get a
good reading, I snug the lock nut and recheck. I do a final snug and recheck again. Often I find that the
setting changed so I start again. Again, first one is always the longest as you renew your feel for how
snug, how far to turn, how much is moves when you tighten it, etc..

Here is the indicator up close showing the rocker down against the valve. It's my zero reading.
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Then I lift the rocker with a small dental tool that catches the thread on the screw and read the indicator.
Here you see it is 0.002 inch, right on the money.
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Once I have done all 4 valves, I go around and recheck them again. By the time you have done the 4th
valve, you can set up the indicator in a few seconds. So, rechecking is a simple matter of spinning over the
engine until the valve is closed and rechecking the lash. This time I actually found one intake that was
about 0.010 inch. I suspect that the stylus on the indicator was loose as I noticed the keeper clip had slid
off on the first exhaust valve I did. So, I just redid that valve and all was well. 

So, that's it. Keep your eyes open at garage sales, I've seen them show up when I look thru tool boxes
that are for sale. You can buy Asian made one from outfits like MSC for decent prices. I have a Starrett and
this GEM and bought both used. The mag base is a cheap Taiwan thing I bought in a used tool shop for
$5.00. Probably cost that new. If I run across another Last Work I'll buy it just to have it. One of you may
want it one of these days.

regards,
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Rob

regards,
Rob
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Dang atomic rocket dadgum brain surgeon durn valve adjuster instructions...

I'm a simple man. I like the popsicle stick feeler guages and my little valve adjuster wrench tool. For
the average rider on the average bike, it's fine. 

1/4 of .001 won't affect running noticeably.

...but, by golly, now that I have a mag base and a good dial, I fully intend to double-check the very
next set I adjust, to see how close I really am!
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Mr.Pete
Moderator
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Join Date: May 2010
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Posts: 3,928
Other Motorcycle: T160,TR6

It's all good to set valve clearance with a dial gauge,once everything has settled.A feeler gauge can
often give 0.001" or 0.002" more clearance if there is any valve tip wear.

On a newly built engine,the valve clearances are likely to close up to zero in the first 5 or 10 miles as
the cylinder base and rockerbox gaskets settle.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Never would have thought they would close up that quickly, Pete. I was going to set them a little
loose, assuming it would be hard to get them perfect based on past experience. But this time they all
came in dead on. Figures. 
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Maybe I'll go around and reset them to .004 and .008 to avoid going beyond zero clearance.

I hear ya, Paul. I've always used feeler gauges on other bikes. But other bikes actually give you room
to work. Even my T140, with those gaping (by Triumph standards) rocker covers, had me talking to
myself. So I whipped out my indicator and all was right again.

I did a neighbors T100 last year and tried feelers only to make myself look the fool. Set up the indicator
and was happy. When I was all done, I noticed those plugs on the side of the rocker boxes and
wondered out loud if they were to help with the feeler gauge. Another Homer Simpson moment.

Thanks,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 03-14-2013 at 09:37 AM.
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Snakeoil
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between my legs
 

Valve cover clearance and setting up for timing

First, I need to thank Senor Pedro in Oz for looking over my shoulder and commenting on my valve lash
settings. I went out to the shop today to do a few more things and one of them was reset the valve lash
loose. When I opened up the cap on the first inlet valve, I noticed that the inside of the cap was scored
from contact with the screw adjuster. I checked the other 3 and the result was 3 of the 4 adjusters had
made contact with the inside of the cover. Here's a picture of the worst one.
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Report this image

I knew that the new cover gaskets were much thinner than the originals. So that was suspicion number
one. Actual difference was 0.032 inch for the new ones and 0.072 inch for the old ones. Here's a pic
comparing the two.
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I decided to measure the adjuster screws which were new and found that they were all about 0.050 inch
longer than the original square head adjusters. Hmmmm... another contributor. So, I machined 0.050 off
each adjuster (there was plenty of hex socket left), reset the valve lash (loose this time, Mr. Pete, set to
twice the spec) and installed the caps with the old gaskets. I also marked the inside of all 4 covers with a
black magic marker to see if I still had contact. Spun the engine over several times and removed the
covers. No contact. So, my assumption was the gaskets that came in the Coventry kit were too thin.

Called Conventry and John answered the phone. Told him my problems and my suspicion that the gaskets
were wrong and John's reply was "We've been using the thin gaskets for over 40 years.". That pretty
much deflated my argument. John said he figured my valve seats were cut deep. Said there is a spec for
the distance from the bottom valve spring seat perch to the top of the valve. I wish I had known that
before I assembled my engine. My machine shop just checked contact on the valves and may have done
some minor lapping because they knurled the guides. There was no need to recut the seats. My guess at
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this point was the last rebuild cut the seats deep. 

John said he still had the original red thick cover gaskets and would send me 4. I cannot say enough nice
things about John. I think I was on the phone with him for close to a half hour, maybe longer and he did
most of the talking. He said they don't seal very well. I thought I could just double up on his so he said
he'd include 4 more of those as well. 

I went back out to the shop and installed the covers with no gaskets. I got contact on the two intakes, but
none on the exhausts and the intake contact was very minor. So machining the screws made a positive
difference. I used the old gaskets to trace out new ones. Made a punch for the ID and then traced and cut
the OD with scissors. I put two gaskets on each cover and it should be fine. When John's arrive, I'll put
them away for future use.

With that solved, I decided to move to getting ready to time the engine. I have decided to go with an EI
ignition. Not sure which one yet, but that's a detail. The '66 does not have the cover to allow you to see
the rotor with the primary cover on. Also, there are no timing marks on the rotor and no pointer. So I
wanted to mark the rotor to let me use a strobe light. 

First was finding TDC. I found the notch in the crank flywheel, but don't have the TDC tool. Rather than
make one, I just used an indicator thru the right plug hole. Piece of cardboard on the two stator studs and
a pencil mark on the rotor got me started. But then I decided to use a degree wheel. Rather than rig one
on the crank, I took one of the on-line degree wheels and reduced the size until it was the diameter of the
alt rotor. Printed it out, cut a hex hole in the center and it slipped onto the rotor quite nicely. Using my
indicator, I marked 0.005 inch each side of TDC on a piece of cardboard slipped over the stator studs and
then split the difference to get exact TDC turned out 0.005 inch is about 4.5 deg. With TDC accurately
marked, I marked the stator with a pencil for TDC and 8 deg BTDC. The marked the rotor as the indicator
point after removing the degree wheel from the rotor. Pencil marks should work fine for strobing the
engine when the time comes. 

Here are pics of the process.

Indicator set up on right cylinder to measure piston movement.
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My initial attempt to find TDC and mark it with a piece of cardboard on the stator studs.
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Better method of using degree wheel on rotor to find TDC.
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Final and best method of using degree wheel and marking stator with pencil for TDC and 8 deg BTDC.
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Lastly, degree wheel removed and rotor marked with indicator point for strobing the engine.
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So, not a lot of progress today, but a good learning day, nonetheless.

Thanks again to Pete for the incentive to go loosen up my valve lash. If I had not done that, I would have
never known I had an clearance problem with the valve caps.

This is a great example of the small problems you can have and not know it because you just don't know
what you don't know.

Regards,
Rob
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Rob, full advance is at 38 degrees btdc. This is what you will need to mark for strobe timing EI.

Rod
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Mr.Pete
Moderator
Pole Position
Main Motorcycle: Rickman
T120
 
Join Date: May 2010
Location: Victoria Australia
Posts: 3,928
Other Motorcycle: T160,TR6

How much valve adjuster is protruding below the rocker arms?
7/32"-1/4" would be about normal rocker geometry.That might give you an idea how deep the valve
seats were cut.

I'd punch 2 marks into the rotor.One for TDC and one 38 degrees counter-clockwise from the TDC
mark.
In future,you only need to line up a pointer to the TDC mark at TDC.The other mark must then be 38
BTDC.

It's easy enough to find TDC,even without the timing plug.When the piston  is close to TDC on
compression,put a soap bubble over the spark plug hole.The bubble will move at least 30 times as far
as the piston does.If you want it more accurate,screw a hose into the plug hole and put the bubble on
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DAVE M
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: T140 E
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Reading Berks UK
Posts: 4,692
Other Motorcycle: 56 Plunger
Tatty Cub
Extra Motorcycle: CZ winter
bike

valve timing wise, sometimes you can get too anal.

Triumph machined the threads in the original adjusters that a quarter turn was equal to xx thou (can't
remember the exact amount.) so if you watch people like Hughie H he just shuts the gap off and turns
the adjuster back to make the gap.

Nothing wrong with using dials etc but they weren't built like spaceships.

You don't need to make a TCC tool  - a socket and a screwdriver will do to find the slot
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

Rod,

Yes, I realize 38 deg is the full advance mark. For some reason I had it in my mind that an idling
engine  sits at round 8 deg BTDC. Probably have that number in my head from some other engine. It
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

engine  sits at round 8 deg BTDC. Probably have that number in my head from some other engine. It
was just an exercise yesteday. Hence the pencil. Will do it right today. I've decided to go with a Pazon
based on all the reports I read last night. 

Pete, that's a very clever way to measure TDC. Gotta love simplicity. I think you would get along great
with my friend Lance. He thinks like you do. 

Dave, I fully understand. But I come from a world where measurement is king. My friend Andy wore a
shirt that said "To measure is to know" on the sleeve. I'm not in business, I have no deadlines to
meet, I do this purely for the enjoyment and I have the tools and capability to measure just about
anything down to a gnat's whisker. What is anal to some is precise to others. Would you prefer your
surgeon be anal or a close enough kinda guy? Different strokes... And, with the assistance of a
jeweler's visor (aging eyes , ya'know), I can still measure within about 0.007 inch with a steel
machinist scale.

Thanks all,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Quote:

Originally Posted by Mr.Pete 
How much valve adjuster is protruding below the rocker arms?
7/32"-1/4" would be about normal rocker geometry.That might give you an idea how deep
the valve seats were cut.

Just went out to check and really cannot see below the rocker arms to measure. If I had mesured the
thickeness of each rocker, I could calc the protruding amount by measure what sticks out the top. But
alas, did not.

It is what it is. Probably means more aggressive guide wear than if it were normal. Not sure how much
this bike will get ridden or how hard. If I end up with valve problems, doing the top end again some day
and installing new seats or larger valves is just another therapy project.

Thanks again,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Let the wiring begin

Waiting on parts to finish mechanical  stuff so decided to start on wiring. Strung the new harness across
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Waiting on parts to finish mechanical  stuff so decided to start on wiring. Strung the new harness across
the frame and used the coils to position it mid-frame. Today was the taillight. 

Decided to stray from OEM specs and ran the taillight/stoplight wires under the fender. used the center
mounting strap left side bolt and the rear handle left bolt to hole two nylon tube clamps. In those I
mounted a piece of 3/8" ID PVC semi-rigid tubing. Hardware  store item. 29 cents/ft.

Drilled a 3/8" hole in the fender under the taillight, and another under the seat area into which I put a
1/4" ID rubber grommet. 

I added a ground wire to the taillight, so that means 3 wires coming from the taillight thru the PVC tube to
the connection on the new harness in the battery/sidecover area.

Worked like a champ, except that my color  blindness had me cut the end of the new red ground wire
short (thought it was the green wire for the taillight) where it ran under the seat, which meant I had to
strip everything apart, strip out the red wire and make a new one. The taillight/stoplight harness was
wrapped with electrical tape and then sealed with shrink tubing on each end where it exited the PVC tube
and passed thru the grommets. It's amazing how fast you can remake something when you screw it up. 

So, taillight is mounted, totally in rubber, under-fender wire chase is installed and wires terminated in
battery area.

Since I've decide to go with a Pazon EI and already have a Podtronics regulator/rectifier, when the Pazon
arrives, I'll figure how how I'm going to mount the two securely, with air flow, and isolated from vibration.
I have an idea in my head that should work well and make for a neat and effective mounting for both.

Here's some pics of the finished work so far.

Wire chase (PVC tubing) at the taillight end.
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Other end of the chase where it comes out of the fender under the seat area.
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Wire coming thru the fender via grommet under seat area.
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Taillight showing rubber mounts and if you look closely, you can see wire coming out of fender under light.
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Taillight installed and wired.
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regards,
Rob
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Rusty Nuts
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 1969 T120R
 

Rob,
I mounted my Pazon on the front of the battery carrier with a strip of velcro & two cable ties.
Offset to one edge, drilled two holes for the ties.
Good airflow, vibration free, well,sort of, close enough to coils. 
A1 Regulator/rectifier mounted on underside of battery carrier.
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Join Date: Aug 2010
Location: Sussex and Taiwan
Posts: 332
Other Motorcycle: 1972 T120V
Extra Motorcycle: 47 BSA A7
Rigid Star Twin

I have my SPG on the front strap bolt as a couple of earths on the loom were too short to reach the
original rectifier mount.
Makes for neat wiring as well, as most of the loom is arriving from the front.

  
 

 03-16-2013, 06:51 AM   #257 (permalink)

DAVE M
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: T140 E
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Reading Berks UK
Posts: 4,692
Other Motorcycle: 56 Plunger
Tatty Cub
Extra Motorcycle: CZ winter
bike

I'm not sure that the box needs an airflow.

Mine is tie wrapped to a small finger of ali running front to back that I pop ribited to the RHS battery
bracket.

So it's pretty near where the RITA was, but fixed to the battery holder with a bit of spring, rather than
the steel side panel.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks guys. I talked to the guy who created the Podtronic and he said it would be okay behind the
side cover, but not buried in the toolbox.

The holes on the Pod line up perfectly with the holes for the zener heat sink. But I tend to think it
would make for a vibrating pendulum that would eventually crack that piece of the box.

I like all the ideas. I was thinking about making a saddle for the center tube and mounting to that with
zip ties and doublefaced tape. Another thought was an aluminum bar across the two toolbox tabs and
mount to that. 

We'll see. Pazon should be here early next week.

regards,
Rob
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 03-16-2013, 02:13 PM   #259 (permalink)

Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Had my reg/rec mounted to the heatsink mount without any issues Rob. Also makes it nice and easy
to wire. The black box for my Boyer unit (when i used it) was cable tied to the front of the battery box.
Looked nice and neat and was in the air flow. Tool box tabs look nice with the tool box bolted to them.

Bike looks great, i'm still trying to save up for a tail light assembly. I like the wiring tube, will you be
running the breather pipe next to it?

Rod

  
 

 03-16-2013, 02:56 PM   #260 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I thought about the breather pipe when I was running that wiring tube. Not sure yet what I'm going
to do. There is room for it. Might switch from nylon to metal tube clamps.

regards,
Rob
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jerryd
Member
Grand Prix 250
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
Daytona 1970
 
Join Date: May 2012
Location: Canada
Posts: 58
Other Motorcycle: 74 Norton
850
Extra Motorcycle: 67 Royal
Star

Hi, I sent a message earlier and now noticed in your exploded part picture of the fork no o-ring above
the washer above the top bush. Yet the part number of these o-rings for the t100 is the same as for
the t120. So maybe the year of your bike did not have the o-ring in the threaded part of the dust
excluder. I'll figure something out. Buy the way I have had wonderfull results with the plating solution
for the nuts and bolts on this project. My volts/ amps differ but I have some shiny parts. thanks again ,
Jerry
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Posts: 5,225
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Getting hosed...

First, let me start out with a small rant.

WHAT THE HELL EVER POSSESSED THE ENGINEERING TEAMS AT TRIUMPH TO PUT THE ALTERNATOR
WIRE PASSAGE AND THE CRANKCASE VENT IN DIRECT CONFLICT WITH EACH OTHER??!!!

Okay, I feel better now.

I thought I'd connect my crankcase vent in anticipation of getting the proper Tee fitting for the vents.
Based on a comment from GPZ in another thread about a year or so ago that went something like...

"Do yourself a favor, and connect your crankcase vent hose to the pipe before you bolt your crankcase
halves together."

Sage advice?? Voice of experience??... Nah... How hard can it be? But I did figure it might not be a snap
and today was as good a day as any to spend on what might be a PITA job.

I spent probably close to an hour, maybe more, lying on my back over my lift with the rear tire supported
on a 6 inch wood block so I could get under the bike and tried to push a new 5/16" Gates rubber hose over
well buried piece of tubing between the primary and the tranny cases. I know some are chuckling as they
read this, especially Rod because he said the vent was 3/8" in a few posts previous to this one. Well, in my
defense, every damn oil line connection I could see on the bike; tank vent, oil tank stubs and the oil feed
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and return pipes on the engine are all 5/16". And when you are looking thru one eye because the frame is
blocking the other, a 3/8" line can look like it is 5/16", even to an old machinst like me. 

So, after much struggle, various explicatives, new pains in my back I had not experienced before, and only
getting the 5/16" hose half way up the pipe, I dug out my dividers, which is the only measuring tool you
can get up into that area. And like a nervous procotologist doing his first colonoscopy, I held the flashlight
in one hand while I put the points of the dividers on the end of the pipe with the points set at 5/16" and...
SONAFABITCH...IT'S 3/8". 

A short trip to NAPA for more hose and I was ready to finish what should have been a 10 minute job. It's
actually not as bad as GPZ made me think it might be. But it is better performed by a youngster or a
professional contortionist.

Now that brings me to the alternator wires. For those thinking about digging into their '66 or similar year
big twin, be forewarned that the fiitting that routes the wires out of the primary routes them right into the
crankcase vent. 

I'll cut to the chase here in case I'm putting people to sleep. Put the hose on first. It's just plain easier.
Then fish the wires thru the fitting in the primary and use a skinny screwdriver or similar to help you get
the wires around the vent hose and down from that cave between the primary and the tranny.

Wilth all that said, let me provide a few tips for future restorers.

First, if you end up repairing your alternator wires as I did earlier in this thread, don't just use shrink
tubing to protect the wires. I did that initially, but today after seeing how the vent hose and wires really
conflict, I pulled out the wires and removed the stator. I then removed the bullet terminals I had soldered
on and slid the wires, complete with shrink tubing thru a piece of 1/4" ID clear plastic tubing. This will
afford the wires much greator protection from chafing under engine vibes. It's a tight fit and I wiped the
outer surface of the shrink tubing with silicone lube and tied a string to the end of the wires to pull them
thru the plastic tubing. It's as close as you will get to the OEM molded insulation on the original alternator
leads.

Next, l want to touch on the fitting thru which these wires pass when exiting the primary. I had not given
it much thought until today. That fitting, which screws into the primary case, was sharp as a razor on the
end where it and the wires exit the case. I'm not exaggerating. It would peel the insuation off the wires
when you tried to remove them, partially due to the vent hose pressing them to the side. 

This is the fitting I'm referring to.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

So, I removed the fitting and trimmed off the end in the lathe and rounded it so there was no edge to cut
or chafe the wires. I also noticed that it protruded thru the back side of the primary, so I trimmed the
length at the same time to give the wires a little more room to fit in with the vent hose. 

Here's what the end of the fitting looked like after making it more wire-friendly.
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One last tip, if you do the stator repair or if you just have to repair your stator leads, when you solder the
bullet connectors to the ends of the two leads, stagger them. By that I mean make one wire about a 1/2"
shorter than the other so when you solder the bullets to the end and hold the two wires together, the
bullets will not be next to each other but one behind the other. The reason for this is if you don't do this,
they will not fit thru the fitting mentioned above. The book says if the bullets will not pass thru when
trying to remove the wires, just unscrew the fitting. Well, go ahead and try to get a box or open end
wrench in there. I dare ya! Maybe if you heat a wrench and bend it to fit it will work. But short of that, the
only way that fitting is coming out is with a deep socket and you can't use one with the wire passing thru
the fitting.

I know I've said this before, but they must've had some amazing drugs in the engineering departments at
Triumph.
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T120R

Yeah i recon they had some good drugs. Sometimes it helps to get yourself in a similar state of mind!

You probably know this but the rubber boot that seals those wires is useless. Use it but pack it full of
three bond first. Oil will leak past it if you dont. Also, and this winds me up something terrible. I had to
repair my stator wires as you did and had oil wicking it's way down the heatshrink tubeing. My fix in
the end was a dollop of three bond in the end of the tudeing before i shrunk it. I think you had this
covered when you applied the potting compoud, but something to think about.

Oh and seal the threads on the fitting for the wires aswell.

Rod
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Thank Rod. I was doubtful about the boot surviving in the warm oil bath. I already put the fitting back
on with Loctite 567 (thank, Mr. Pete). I will pack the fitting with Threebond. When tore into the
engine, there was no boot and there was an enomous glob of red RVT sealing the wires.

regards,
Rob
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Not a good day

Warning, serious whining to follow.

I'm not going to beat this to death, but I have not come this close to real tears since my last dog died.

I finished up fitting the remote oil filter and should have called it quits for the day. But I decided to put
the shift lever on for some reason. When I did, I went to shift the tranny and it would not shift. Tried
moving the rear wheel and shifter locked up solid. So, I had to pull the outer tranny cover. As I was
removing it, I remembered that the kickstart spring was wound up and reached over to grab the kick
starter. As I did, the cover popped off and I had a good grip on the kick starter, but not the cover. The
cover jump off and spun around and hit the oil tank. Put a 1/2 long gouge in the paint down to the
primer. I'm still so mad at myself for not calling it a day when the filter was done that I feel like having
the wife run over me in the driveway a few times to take my mind off it.

I'll have to call Charlie and talk to him about touching it up. He's pretty good and I might be able to
make it disappear. We'll see. 

Not sure what is up with the tranny. It was shifting fine. Not sure where to begin, but I guess the
inner cover has to come off. I sure hope I don't have to tear the primary apart and pull the clutch. I'm
hoping it is just an indexing issue. Will be posting an inquiry in the general section.

regards,
Rob
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Thunderbird

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
The cover jump off and spun around and hit the oil tank. Put a 1/2 long gouge in the paint
down to the primer.

Know the feeling. If you were as incompetent as I am you'd be more used to it.

A skilled tradesman can make that disappear. You're not on the clock, so there's no issue about
missing a deadline to finish the bike.

All your on-line admirers now know you're human after all. 

I sympathise with the fact that you need to dismantle the gearbox and re-index.

Hope you can recover your motivation and get back into it.

Cheers,
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Neil.
__________________
We can't always control what happens to us.
What we do about it is always up to us.
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks. Was not looking for condolences. Just needed to vent and share so it might save someone else
from the same screw-up. I'm over it. Just hate it when I have to redo something. But you and I have
talked about that before.

Went back out to the shop and confirmed there is no dent. So fixable for sure. Not sure if the oil tank
will come out with the fender in place. Will check on that tomorrow.

Never worry about motivation, Neil. What doesn't kill you makes you stronger.

Thanks,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
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T120R

Hang in there Mate, if i had to list all of the similar moments i have had i would probably give up these
old things.

Rod
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Main Motorcycle: The one
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I agree, Rod. Men designed machinery. Therefore, machinery, cannot beat us. 

And now for something entirely different...

I decided to install a remote oil filter using the Norton kit. I ordered the kit from an ebay vendor and it
showed up in a few days. Adapter is well made and a bit overpriced if you ask me. I paid about $60.00 with
shipping and I’ve seen them for well over $100 on some sites. I’d say it is more like a $30.00 item. But
supply and demand dictate prices.

After getting it, I wished it were a bit smaller. As you will see below, there is not a lot of room to spare
when fitting this filter behind the engine, below the swingarm and just ahead of the tire. An oil filter
adapter is a pretty easy thing to make if you have the tools. I’m seriously considering going on-line to get
the specs for the filter used in the Norton kit (namely the bypass valve pressure setting) and looking for a
smaller filter with those specs. I know smaller filters exist. I even think the filter on my Miata is smaller.
It’s a project for a later date.

So, in order to mount this filter, you need a mounting device/bracket. For OIF machines it is pretty easy.
It’s simply a truck exhaust clamp drilled to mount the filter adapter. However, for pre-OIF frames, you
need a bracket to mount on the center downtube of the frame, which is 1-1/2 inch in diameter.

I did a search for remote filters on Triumphs looking for the best price on the adapter and came across a
how-to article on the GAMBA site (http://www.gabma.us/docs/oil_filter.pdf). Somebody had already done
the work so it was a matter of using his instruction as a guide. 

I varied from his dimensions and design to fit my particular frame and model year features. The specific
differences between my mount and his are:

I used ¾” barstock
My rear bracket started out as a piece of 1.5 inch wide barstock. I then trimmed it to about 1.312 inches
to properly position the filter bracket and hence the cartridge.
His mount spaces the filter about ¼ inch away from the downtube. Mine has it spaced out about 9/16”.
This puts mine closer to the tire. 
My outer fastening bolts are spaced at 3.5 inches
Bracket length is 4.5 inches.
I contoured mine differently
My outer counterbores are deeper
I used 5/16-18 bolts for the outer fastening bolts.
I did not install a 90 deg grease fitting. I did not have the room. My swingarm is packed with grease and I
may address this at a later date. For now, I’ll have to slide the filter down to grease the swingarm. If I find
a smaller filter and make a new adapter, I’ll change the fitting.

The brackets you see below were for the most part made on a band saw, belt sander and drill press. I did
bore the 1.5 inch center hole on my lathe. But you could do this with a hole saw or a silver and deming
drill bit in a drill press. 

The difference between my frame and the frame shown in the GAMBA article is mine has a boss cast into
the bottom frame lug. Either somebody ground off that boss on his frame or the factory eliminated that
boss. That boss was why my bracket had to space the filter back further and closer to the rear tire. I was
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not about to cut or grind it off.

I am also running 101 link chain, which is brand new and moves the hub almost to the front of the axle
adjustment slot, putting the tire close to the filter. Never thought I’d say this, but I hope my chain
stretches a bit as it breaks in and gives me a little more clearance to the filter. 

There are actually 4 potential point of interference if you are considering mounting one of these.
1. The grease fitting on the swingarm
2. The crossbar on the center stand
3. The return spring on the center stand
4. The cast boss on the lower frame lug

Below are pictures of the bracket and the assembly mounted to the frame.

Here are the two bracket halves finished, ready for paint and then installation.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Assembled to the filter adapter

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Bracket painted, bolted to the adapter and ready to be installed.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Assembly mounted in place on the frame.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here you can see how close the filter is to the tire.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here you can see how close the filter is to the cast boss on the frame lug.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the system with all the hoses attached and clamped. Again, not a lot of room.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6

I wish i had the skill and wherewithall at home to knock up that bracket, Rob. Looks lovely. Ok, no
need for to much research on the filter. You have what looks like the standard Norton mount, this has
a rather inique (for filters) thread. You will most likely have to ditch the Fram filter (they have a poor
rep in my industry) as it is quite long and will foul the cross brace between the silencers. Instead talk
to your Britbike dealer about the Emgo filters that available. These are much shorter and do not
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require a thread adaptor.

Rod
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You da man, Rod!!! That means I can drop the filter down and have more room for the grease fitting.
In doing so, it will also move the top of the filter and adapter further from the tire .

I'm sure I can order them on-line if I cannot find them locally.

I also never gave the cross-brace a thought since my exhaust is not mounted yet. That would not
have been a fun  thing to stumble upon. I'm guessing the guy who wrote the GAMBA article does not
have a cross-brace on his exhaust.

GAMBA has a listing of interchangeable filters for the Norton filter. So there may be others that are
shorter. I was not looking for just a shorter one, but a smaller OD as well. But the EMGO or other
brands may do the trick. I don't like FRAM filters either. I've cut filters apart and theirs may function
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

fine, but it had less surface area and the weakest internal construction of the lot. Filters I dissected
were for SV650 Suzuki. 

Thanks my friend,
Rob
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Doing the Transmission Hokey-Pokey

You take the inner cover off, 
You put the inner cover on, 
You put the outer cover on 
Then you bang your head against the wall. 
You do the Tranny Pokey till you want to kick the dog. 
That's what it's all about. 
Hey!

If you have already read my tranny problem thread in the general forum, you can skip this post. I'm
repeating it here for continuity of the resto thread.

I figured out the problem with the tranny and it was a bit of an exercise. I must've had the inner and
outer cover off about 4 times before I got it right.

I was also going to issue a moron alert, but then realized, I'm not the idiot I often think I am... just
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes unlucky sometimes.

It was purely an indexing problem. I went thru both the OEM manual and Gaylin's book. Gaylin
recommends using Hughie Hancox's method to assemble and index the tranny. I read it and since I was
hoping I would not have to disassemble the tranny, I set it aside and decided to start with the OEM
procedure.

When I opened inner cover I found that the plunger was on the wrong side of the stop after 4th gear . 

Here is what I saw. See the plunger behind the stop?

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image
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This was why I thought I needed to issue a moron alert. I thought I had positioned the cam plate
incorrectly by 180 deg. So, I went thru the OEM indexing procedure, with the plunger in the notch
between 2nd and 3rd and the middle tooth on the outside of the quadrant in line with the centerline of the
mainshaft. You just have to drop the plunger out to do be able to rotate the cam plate with your fingers
while bumping the rear wheel  a bit. 

Buttoned up the inner and outer cover and tried to run it thru the gears. Shifted fine until I got to the end.
It hit a hard stop. Took the outer and inner cover off again and like before, I found the plunger on the
wrong side of the stop after 4th gear.

I tried one more time assuming something had moved when I reassemble the covers and same thing
occured. 

So, I gave up on the OEM procedure and pulled out Gaylin's book and ran thru Hughie's procedure. Which,
according to Gaylin, is how the assemblers in the factory did it.

Procedure is dead simple. Put the plunger in the 1st gear notch on the cam plate. Then when the inner
cover goes on, the quadrant will be hanging down in the 1st gear position due to its weight. It just needs
to be nudged up a tiny amount to engage the teeth. Buttoned it up, and it shifted fine. 

So, it is possible  to shift the tranny and run the cam plate beyond the stop when using a screwdriver to
lever the quadrant or even the shifting assembly in the outer cover if the quadrant is off by a tooth, which
what I think mine was off. There is enough lead angle to get the plunger over the stop. But once the
plunger is on the other side of the stop, there is no way the plunger can ride over the steep angle meaning
the cam plate is not coming back the other way. I thought this is what might have been happening
although I had no idea why. Then Ken said you can swap the forks and lock up the tranny which made me
flinch. I'm glad it was just an indexing error.

So, the tranny issue is solved. Hope this explanation helps the next guy diving into one of these for the
first time. They are actually pretty simple. But a little experience  helps. I got a good dose today.

As a side note, when I read thru Hughie's procedure, he recommends putting the cam plate into 4th for
leaf spring trannies. That rang a bell and I think that is what Lance said he does. I would guess he uses
that because he works on both types and it's easy to simply remember one procedure. After running thru
the OEM procedure, it seemed familiar and I think this is how I put the tranny together last year. It would
explain how I was able to repeat the problem following that same procedure today.

Thanks to all who responded and offered guidance.

regards,
Rob
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Slow day yesterday. Been talking to AMAL and Redmoggy about Service Bulletins and changes to the '66
model year that would determine which Monoblocs I need to order. 

Decided to play  a bit with the seat and hinges. My hinges are not worn to speak of. Both measure
identical on the ID, at 0.347- 0.350. They are worn a bit and each have about 5 mils of wear in the
vertical direction. But the pins on the frame both show signs of wear. They are nominally 5/16". So, I
thought I'd make a couple of nylon bushings and press them into the hinges to tighten up the slop and
slow down the wear on the pins.

Here are the hinges with the bushings installed. Thin little suckers.
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Intake Manifolds

After a lot of research over the last few days and with help from folks like Mr. Pete, Redmoggy, a fine gent
named Phil at AMAL UK, I've sorted out what carbs should be on my bike. The bike should have Monobloc
389/95 carbs with a 3-1/2 slide. They are 1-3/16 bore.

My engine had 30mm Concentrics on it. The manifolds however were 1-1/8" ID. So they did not match
the Concentrics and are not correct for the 389/95 Monoblocs. Part numbers for the manifolds on my bike
are E5349 and E5350. What belongs on the bike is E5351 and E5352. But, with the help of Rod who has
been using his bike as my reference point, some service bulletins Rod had that he sent to me and the
confirmation from Phil at AMAL (including a copy of the original spec card for my carbs with all the historical
notes on it), I learned that the correct manifolds are not actually bored thru to the larger diameter, but
rather taper from 1-3/16" at the carb end to 1-1/8" on the head end. This is necessary because the head
port is 1-1/8".

So, at first I looked for a set of manifolds on ebay. But then I woke up and realized I could just machine
mine, which is what I did.

I spread the taper out over about 1 inch in the bore using a .75 in/ft taper. After that, I bead blasted the
parts and zinc plated them. They look like new, and are now correct for my DU number.

Here are some pics of the finished pieces.
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This view is from the head end looking towards the carb. The tapered section is the shinier area from the
carb end coming towards you.
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Sorting out what carbs belonged on my bike was a challenge and I probably would not have been able to
have done it alone or with just local help. My sincerest thanks to Redmoggy who responded almost
immediately to my various requests for info and dimensions. 

Needless to say, I've decided to buy new Monoblocs for the bike.

regards,
Rob
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Tiger Dale
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2007
Location: Southern Maryland
Posts: 717

You do real nice work Rob. As to the oil filter mount and installation a couple of things. First 45* grease
nipples for the swingarm  helped on my '72. I know we're talking apples to cantaloupes here but they
may help. Secondly, be careful with the filter clearance to the frame. Two Saturdays ago I put about
75 miles on. Making a left at a 4 way stop the bike slides out then catches and damn near high sides
the hell out of me. I look back and the rear end is covered in oil. Go about 100 feet to a side street and
the bike is bleeding the life blood out and I'm not talking drip drip. Steady stream coming from the oil
filter. Mounted too close and vibrated a hole in the filter. My fault for sure. Pulling the whole thing apart
to re-engineer the mounting config. Yes a smaller OD filter would be loverly but we'll make do.

Dale
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Dale, what would you estimate to be a safe distance from the frame to mount the oil filter? I would
have never thought about wearing a hole from vibration. Thanks for pointing this out.
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Tiger Dale
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2007
Location: Southern Maryland
Posts: 717

Henry,

More than I had LOL. Mine shifted the angle and touched the frame. As I said, my fault totally. I'm
going to try a 1/4 inch piece of bar aluminum between the bracket and filter housing. Haven't torn into
it yet. Will do this weekend hopefully and document the process within this forum. It is a close fit, but
my chain is stretched enough to afford a tad more clearance. Didn't want to start yet as my Husqvarna
is down waiting on parts and I hate having 2 bikes apart at the same time, but I'm gonna ride this
weekend. Don't expect the pretty work that Rob does, I simply don't have the resources or the skill he
does. 

Dale
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Dale,

Glad you survived that mishap with skid marks on the road and possibly elsewhere. And thanks for the
kind words.

So, based on what you said, your mount walked on the frame and this put the filter in contact with the
frame, correct?

I considered coating the inside of the mounting bracket with contact cement or rosin to give it some
"bite" on the frame. Since my oil tank is back in for some reconstructive surgery, I may attack that
mount today and do just that. I probably have 1/16" clearance to the frame boss, which should be
enough. I cannot see that solid mount nor the filter adapter vibrating that much. If it did, I would
expect a crack and failture somewhere. 

I thought about using a 45 deg fitting. I actually had a 90 deg fitting for the job but abandoned it to
obtain proper clearance to the center stand. I'm going to switch over to the HD filter and that will
shorten up the filter a good half inch. Then I can drop it down a bit and have room for the angled
fitting whichever one I use.

And speaking of that fitting, I'm not sure about the thread on the original fitting. I suspect it is a 1/4-
26 like a CEI bolt. But there is so little thread on it, it's hard to check with a threadgauge. And I don't
have a 26 TPI gauge anyway. I have to use another bolt. When the thread is that short, a 24 TPI and
a 28 TPI appear to match. The GAMBA article said to use a 1/4-28 fitting. I did and it went in hard.
When I decided to go back I had a heluva time getting the original fitting to start. I ended up running a
6mm tap in it because that is very close to 1/4-26. I finally got the fitting to thread in, but it grated on
me doing it that way. So, I'm going to see if I can source a 90 or 45 deg fitting with the correct thread.
The real solution would be to plug that hole and drill and tap a new fitting hole on the right side of the
swingarm so it is no where near the filter adapter.

One more point before leaving this topic and I'm sorry to the readers that are using this as a rebuild
guide for taking it on a tangent. I tried to source a smaller diameter filter using filter websites. But it is
not possible to search using things like OD and/or length. So, one of these days, I'm going to head to
my local NAPA and ask if I can dig thru their cartridge filter selection to find a smaller diameter filter.
Making the adapter is relatively easy. Another thought was to use a paper cartridge from a Japanese
bike and machine a housing. Not sure if I can do that and save any room when it's done. But
something to think about. 

regards,
Rob
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Senior Member
Team Owner
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Crankcase/Oil Tank vent Tee piece

Okay, back to business.

As you may have gathered from my inquiry in the general forum, my bike was missing the Tee piece for
the vent hoses that come together under the seat and exit under the rear fender. Part number is E5370. 

Here's a pic of the parts from the Tricor UK site. Pay no attention to the dimensions. It was a first attempt
to scale the photo to determine tubing position and length. I ended up using the reduction feature on my
copier to make a perfect sized picture.
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I ordered the part from an on-line vendor and when the order arrived that part was not there. They were
out of stock. Grrrrrr. But they are a great vendor so only a temporary irritation.

So, armed with that picture and another of the piece in place on a '66 T120R from that Triumph site I
posted in the general forum the other day, I set out to make one.

Started with two pieces of flexible steel brake line from NAPA. One 3/8" and one 5/16". Total cost a little
over $8.00.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Cut the straight 3/8" diameter section and then formed the curved 5/16" section. Drilled a 5/16" hole in
the proper position in the 3/8" section and then scalloped the end of the 5/16" curved piece to match the
ID of the straight section. Here are the two pieces ready to be assembled.
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Here they are dry fit together prior to brazing.
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This is a view down the bore of the 3/8" tube showing how the scalloped end of the curved tube provides
no restriction to flow.
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Out to the shop to braze the two pieces together. Here is the assemble piece after brazing and bead
blasting.
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Two quick trips thru the zinc plating process and we have a finished Tee piece ready to be installed. Price of
the new part was just over $23.00 plus shipping. This one cost me just over $8.00 and I have enough
tubing left to make another.
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regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
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between my legs

Oil filter - continued

Just a quick follow up on the oil filter. Today, swung by the local HD dealer (who also happens to be a
Twinkie Triumph dealer) and picked up the shorter version of the Norton oil filter. The HD part number is
63810-80A and this is a new number that came out within the past 3 years. It used to be 63782-80A. 
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It's about a 1/2 inch shorter. Here's a pic with both the HD and Fram next to each other. HD is on the left.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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The HD filter is the one I'll be running on this bike.

regards,
Rob
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does it still pass oil if blocked?
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Of course. It has a bypass valve setting equivalent to the Norton.

That should really be of little concern for anyo of us, though. I think I would prefer a higher setting for
that valve to prevent premature bypass. We should all be changing the filters long before they become
plugged with crud.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Put the new shorter filter on the adapter. More clearance but still not enough for the exhaust cross
brace from what I can tell doing a mock fit-up with the pipes and the old Toga mufflers. Took the
grease fitting out of the swingarm and replaced it with a button head 6mm - 1.0 short bolts and nylon
washer to keep the grease in and the crud/water out.

I played with the adapter/filter, grease fitting and cross brace clearance for a good chunk of the
morning. Based on what I observed I came to the following two conclusions.
1. The filter should not be mounted in the center of the frame
2. Anyone with the filter mounted in the center either cannot grease their swingarm, do not have the
exhaust cross brace mounted or do not have the OEM exhaust config.

Conclusion one was reached after moving that filter up, down and around the center frame tube
enough that I'll probably see it in my sleep tonight. What became apparent, was if I had machined the
bracket to offset the adapter to the right side, it would have cleared the frame boss, allowing the filter
to move forward more and provide more clearance from the tire and for the exhaust cross brace. 

I just may make another bracket that offsets the filter. The challenge is still having room to get a
wrench into the bolts that clamp the mounting bracket to the frame. My first impression is it might
mean a little more elaborate bracket with an angle cut for the adapter such that the clamping bolts are
still accessible. Have to think about this a bit more.

regards,
Rob
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I'm back, BABY!

Not that I was away, but the resto on the '66 hit a snag that wasted what could have been two months of
productivity. I had some issues with the bike shifting properly and it became apparent that the quadrant
was not indexed properly. I had to remove the inner tranny cover, re-index the quadrant, reassemble,
test, order new locktab washers, etc., etc.. In the process, I was removing the outer cover for the
umpteenth time, and had greasy hands. As it came off the dowels, I had the kick start lever firmly in my
left hand, but only a moderate grip on the cover and the cover spun out of my hands under the torsion
load of the kickstart spring. I heard it hit something and after I recovered from the surprise, I looked for
what it had hit and there, just under the "MIMIMUM OIL LEVEL" decal, near the bottom of the tank, was a
nice gouge in the paint about a half inch long and down to the primer. It took a minute to compose myself
for being such an idiot. I'm happy to report that I did not kick the dog or beat the wife. Not that I would do
that, but I'm sure it would be expected in such a situation.

Took the tank to my painter Charlie and it just went downhill from there. Charlie said he could fix the
gouge and reclear the tank. He put masking tape over the MINIMUM OIL LEVEL decal to protect it, sanded,
primed and then shot the black. When he pulled off the tape, the ink on the mylar decal came with it. So, I
ordered two more decals from Trevor at From Another Time, and they arrived from the UK in 2 days. Went
to Charlie's to install the decal and noticed that the area was still raised. I told him I thought the decal was
still there. He showed me the tape with the letters on it. So, I assumed that for some reason the paint was
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raised in that area and put the new decal in place and left. 

About a week or so later, Charlie called me, said it was done, but had an issue. When I got there, the M
was partially gone. I looked closely and could see where he sanded thru the clear and into the decal. I
suspect that he wanted to drop kick the tank into the road after the letters came off with the tape so he
might have been a bit stressed out when he was wet sanding a piece of dust that got into the clear on his
next try. I brought the extra decal with me (how did I know I'd need it) and had Charlie sand the the clear
so we were down to black again. First the clear came off and then the decal letters disappeared. But the
surface was gummy. I knew that was the mylar. So I had him stop and with my fingers, rolled the mylar
until I could peel it off. At that point I knew the other mylar was still there from the first try. He sanded
some more and we hit more goo. I stopped him and worked it with my fingers and sure enough, off came
the second mylar. So, Charlie said he'd have to repaint the tank (while saving the decals near the neck)
and would call me when it was time to put the second decal back on (third, actually).

He got swamped with deer hits (3 cars in 3 days) and did not call me for two weeks. When he did, I
mounted the tank on the bike and installed the new decal. Then it was back up to Charlies. He called me
today, about 2 weeks later, and said he dropped it and then accidently stepped on it. My reply was I had
heard a rumor his shop might catch fire later this week. We both laughed and I went up to pick up the
tank.

Charlie wanted no money for the repair. I think he felt bad about all the back and forth with the decal.
That's the kind of guy he is. I told him it would have never happened if I had not scratched it to begin
with. I stuffed a wad of bills in his hand and told him to take his wife out for dinner. I also told him I had
another bike for him to do and would be back in a month or so.

So, that's the story on why nothing has happened in two months. Please excuse the Faceschnook-like
entry in this update. I know nobody reads this to know the boring details of what goes on in my life. But I
thought it might help to know that things can take a crummy sideroad and still come out fine. All it takes
is time and patience.

All that said, here are a few pics of the oil tank before and after.

Here's the tank with the gouge towards the bottom.
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Close-up of the gouge. No dent, thankfully.
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Here's the tank back on the bike and partially plumbed to the oil system.
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Another important take away from this is the mylar decals are nothing more than ink on mylar tape. The
ink is on TOP of the mylar, not between the mylar and the adhesive on the bottom side. That is why the
letters came off with the masking tape. The tape had a good grip on the clear, which had a good grip on
the ink which had a crappy grip on the mylar. Something anyone doing a restoration and planning to use
mylar decals needs to keep in mind for future reference.

During those two months, I was not twiddling my thumbs. In addition to some spring sprucing up around
the house, I had an Indian 439 that had been in my shop since last year and I finally became the official
legal owner in April. I promised myself I would not touch that bike until the Triumph was done. When the
tank issue put the Bonnie resto on hold, the Indian went on the lift. Been working out nits with the bike
from sitting about 5 years. Still waiting for some parts to come back from resto work (did not have the
tools to do it myself) and today realized that I need to replace the timing cover gasket. But it will be ready
for the road soon. 

Here she is. She's a beauty. I've taken a short hop on her, but looking forward to taking her for a real spin.
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Okay, end of Faceschnook entry. Will be back to techno-babble resto entries from here on.

regards,
Rob 

  
 

 05-21-2013, 09:03 PM   #285 (permalink)

henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike

Mr. Snake,

Glad you got that off your chest. Enjoy a beverage of your choice and get back to finishing that
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World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

beautiful Triumph.

FYI, I have given up decals. Who really needs them, well not me anyway.

As far as the Indian, Snakeoil you SUCK! (just kidding of course) No man should be allowed by law to
have so many beautiful machines.

All the best,
Henry

Last edited by henryanthony; 05-21-2013 at 09:07 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Henry... I think.

The Indian is a bittersweet addition. It belonged to a friend of mine who took his own life due to
depression in 2008. I view myself as the bikes custodian. Mike built the bike. It had always been his
dream to own an Indian Four.

I hear you about decals. But when things get to a certain age, it is those little details that make it
more than just another shiny bike. That's the value they have for me. On the flip side, my track bike
was a solid color bright yellow with the only stickers being Suzuki in small letters along the edge of the
windshield and a Regina sticker over some scars on the rear swingarm. When I converted it back to a
street bike, I went with gloss white for the entire machine. On sticker was the same Regina sticker
over the swingarm scars. So when it comes to new machinery, I'm in your camp, Henry.

regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Sorry about your friend, Rob. Depression is often misunderstood because it is difficult to imagine the
suffering if you have never experienced it. Your friend did beautiful work.

Your shop is starting to look like a museum! I look forward to seeing more of your progress. Oh, and
when I say you suck, that really means I think you are the best but in a ball busting way.

All the best,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Henry.

Today is Podtronics and Pazon day. Going to figure out where and how I'm going to mount the two
modules.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Dang.

(that's all i've got)
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member

Tank Badges
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Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

After a false start on the tank badges, I stripped them yesterday and decided to stick with the Wimbledon
White. This time I tried spraying paint into a small cup and brushing it on. NFG. Decided to just shoot light
coats until I got the correct coverage.

I also came to the conclusion that I believe only the flat, non raised surfaces were white. I base this on my
hand painting try. I'm very doubtful that the white would have been run up the outside of the raised
letters if hand painted. And the picture Rod provided of the cute lady painting badges with a brush tells me
they were hand painted.

So this meant having to remove the white paint from the raise outer surfaces of the letters with dental
tools. I also had to remove the white from the center of the letters because the black I used had a solvent
that dissolved the white and turned the black into gray. So spent lots of time (hours) removing paint with
dental tools.

Once the paint was removed from the center of the letters, the Duplicolor Univeral Black brush touch up
flowed nicely. A little clean-up on the edges from sloppy brush work and they are finally done. I used a very
fine artist's brush for the black. Had maybe a dozen or so hairs in it. It was no more than 1/16" diameter.

Here are the finished badges
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Here's a view showing the chrome edges on the raised letters. 
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If I had to do this again, I think I would go to an artist supply shop and ask them about sign paints. My
understanding is they flow much better than automotive paints and flow is key to a uniform surface here.
I've seen otherwise perfectly restored bikes with badges that had very obvious brush marks. I could never
live with something like that. I'm too anal about details. I think the paints used for pinstriping might be
the right stuff for this type of work. Then you could brush it and have it look perfect when it dried.

regards,
Rob 

Last edited by Snakeoil; 05-23-2013 at 11:28 AM.
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Flood Penetrol is a paint additive for oil based paints that helps paint to flow out brush marks and level
out. I've used it for years with house paints. Makes brushed wood trim look like it's been sprayed.
Quarts should be available at Home Depot. May not be compatible with all paints so, a test would be in
order.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Interesting stuff. Here's a link.

http://www.floodaustralia.net/produc...s/penetrol.php

Should work with enamels.

Thanks, Henry.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Pazon and Podtronics mounting

After staring at the bike  for a bit, I decided the obvious place was the best place. I followed Redmoggy's
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

After staring at the bike  for a bit, I decided the obvious place was the best place. I followed Redmoggy's
lead and mounted the Pazon and the Podtronics to the heat sink for the zener which mounts via two bolts
to the bottom left side of the battery box. Not crazy about that big pendulum hanging off that thin piece of
sheet metal, though. 

I mounted the Podtronics using the same bolts that holds the sink to the tray. Blue Loctite on the nuts as
I was fresh out of 1/4'-20stainless Nylocs. This required elongating the Podtronics mounting holes a bit.
Easy  work with a rat tail file.

I was going to make a bracket for the Pazon, but changed my mine and went with double-faced tape
between the Pazon and the heat sink and then a zip tie around the middle and thru two holes in the sink.
I used the zip tie anchor that is supplied with the Pazon. Before mounting the unit to the double-faced
tape, I removed the lable from the Pazon unit. Once mounted, it's very secure.

Pazon is low on the sink to avoid the heat from the Podtronics. Heat rises, so that portion of the sink
should remain relatively cool.

I might make a small angle brace for the back side of the sink that will mount to the bottom of the battery
tray. I'll mount it with double face tape. Its really more of a vibration dampener than a true structural
brace. 

Here are the two components mounted in place.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

regards,
Rob 
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike

I like that, Rob. Simple  and tidy. Badges look great, time i re did mine! 

Rod
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TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
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Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
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reltub
Member
Grand Prix 250
Main Motorcycle: Part of a
1966 T120R
 
Join Date: Jan 2012
Location: Boston
Posts: 48

Rob, Badges look great. Any reason you didnt mount the podtronics on the front side of the battery on
the same mounting plate ? ( I think the plate has a 90 degree angle to it. ) Seems like it would get
better  cooling there ?
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Need clearance for the switches.

regards,
Rob
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reltub
Member
Grand Prix 250
Main Motorcycle: Part of a
1966 T120R
 
Join Date: Jan 2012
Location: Boston
Posts: 48

Now you have me worried as mine seems to fit on the front edge with around 1/2" of clearance from
the switches. Perhaps my side cover isn't set properly ? I was more concerned about possible
electrical interference until now.
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Caulky
Moderator
Moto Grand Prix
Main Motorcycle: T120V
 

 
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Isle of Wight
England
Posts: 2,643
Other Motorcycle: 1960 Tiger
Cub
Extra Motorcycle: 1971 Bsa
A65L

Well done Rob looking good.
I thought I was very patient, but you are exceptional.
You`ll soon be on the road.
For detailed paintwork I use modelling paint (Humbrol).
I have made lots of model aircraft, ships, cars , etc.
Still do when I`ve got spare time, not very often now.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66

Rob, sorry to crash your thread with pics. Just want you to know you can have your cake and eat it.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Geez, Rod. It took me a second to realize what I was looking at and what you were posting about. It's
been so long since I pondered the oil filter and you mentioning interference with the bottom exhaust
brace that I had forgotten all about it.

I'm headed out to the shop right now to start terminating the Podtronics and Pazon. I'll go back and
refresh my memory. But I think the HD filter solved any clearance issues.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks for posting those pics. 

regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Sorry, Rob. It was a while ago. Been meaning to snap a couple pics for ages, show that you can
squeeze in a grease nipple and the strap. Suddenly remembered last night while fettling, three day 700
mile round trip from tommorrow.

All the best
Rod
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Well, thanks for posting it, Rod. Stuff like that happens to me all the time. My memory seems to be best
when I'm in the shower. Of course, it's gone as soon as I dry off.

Have a great and safe trip.

Now, back to wiring stuff.

Wired the Podtronics and made a foam battery box today.

I made the plunge and bought a nice assortment of open barrel bullet and spade connector for bike
projects, along with a ratchet type crimper. Got these from Vintage Japanese Connections. Nice gents. Has
plastic sleeving in black and silver, too. These will create crimped connections like you find on modern
factory wiring now. The terminals come with clear insulators. The wire is crimped to the terminal AND the
insuation is crimped to provide a stress reliever.

Here's the assortment and the crimpers. Box was not included. It was an old eletrical terminal box from a
jobsite I was on back in the late 70's.
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I think I spent about $75.00 on what you see in the box including the crimpers.

Here's a spade terminal I put on one of the Podtronics wires. does a really nice job. If you are more anal
than I am, you can solder them after crimping. Guaranteed to never leak smoke.
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Here is the same terminal with the insulator installed.
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So, the Podtronics was pretty easy to install and wire up. They recommend wiring directly to the stator and
battery and not using the wiring harness connections. But my harness is new so I wired it using the
existing connections. Only change to the harness is you have to insulate the zener negative feed since it is
not used with the Podtronics regulator.

I bought a new AGM battery for the bike and brought it out to decide which way I would have it sit in the
box and allow me to determine wiring routing. This is when I got my first look at how much clearance I
had around the battery. So this meant a side trip to make a foam battery box to take up the space.

I had a huge piece of 9/16" thick black foam somebody gave me at least 25 years ago. I used it to protect
my car door when parking the car in the garage. It's just as sound and supple as it was the day I got it. So,
two pieces of that foam for the sides of the box and two pieces of 1/4" foam for the front and back. Glued
them together with my trusty spray adhesive. 
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Here's the battery in the box showing the excess clearance
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Here's the battery on the rubber OEM battery tray which gives you a better idea of the clearance. The tray
fits tight in the bottom of the box.
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Here's the foam box sitting in the rubber battery tray.
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Lastly, here's the battery sitting in the foam box/tray. Note that the foam does not run all the way up the
battery. There is clearance at the top of the battery for running wires, etc.. Also looks better.
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The '66 uses a sheet metal hold down clamp for the battery instead of the vinyl strap and buckle. Not only
is my new battery smaller in width and length, but also in height. So I cut a piece of black foam and
attached it to the clamp with double-faced tape. Puts just enough pressure on the battery to keep it in
place.
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As I was monkeying with the wiring, I realized I never finished the oil breather hose routing. The hose is
crammed in that same area as the wiring around the battery box. So, I fit my homemade breather Y-pipe
and new hoses. Still have to do the final fit on the rear hose that runs under the fender. Will probably
finish that up tomorrow as well. Great pics of the hose routing in the electrical section of the manual.

That was the extent of the excitement for today. Tomorrow will be the Pazon and finishing the rear oil
breather hose.

regards,
Rob 
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Wiring was diverted today for another issue that was bugging me. If you remember, I was not wild about
hanging the Pazon and Podtronics of the aluminum heat sink that is bolted to the battery box. The sheet
metal on the box is pretty thin and had been weld repaired once before. Although others here have told
me that they have not had problems with mounting their components in this fashion and I respect their
opinions and experience, it just did not set right with me. My experience tells me it is a failure waiting to
happen. So, I looked at it a bit and found a easy fix.

I put a 1/8" x 3/4" aluminum brace from the forward right battery box mounting bolt down to the
aluminum heat sink forward face. Drilled two holes in the heat sink and bolted it with 1/4"-20 stainless
bolts and a dab of blue Loctite. Now the sink is solidly mounted, it will not flex that thin battery box section
and the sink is still rubber mounted via with the battery box mounts to the oil tank.

Here's the brace in place prior to painting.
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Here's the brace installed after bead blasting and painting black. As you can see, it pretty much disapears.
With the sidecover in place, I'll have to point it out for someone to see it.
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For those of you who have mounted components to your heat sink, you might want to add this brace. All it
requires is a longer bolt for the battery box mount and two holes drilled into the heat sink.

regards,
Rob 
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Pazon wiring and common ground buss

Finished wiring the Pazon into the new wiring harness and installed the rotor and pick-up plaste onto the
cam in the timing cover.

I used the original wiring for the coils and just made a jumper that tied the power feed to the Pazon from
the igntion switch to the other two circuits that were originally fed from the coil terminals. I'm going from
memory here, but think they are the stop light and tail light.

A couple of observations on the Pazon installation and instructions.

1. As noted above the other white wires connected to the coils originally feed power from the ignition
switch to other circuits. The Pazon instructions say to disconnect them and they are no longer needed.
Note that error if you are installing a Pazon.

2. Instructions mention that on some engines there is a locator pin inside the tapered socket in the cam
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into which you will mount the Pazon rotor. It says you may need to cut a notch in the male taper on the
Pazon rotor to allow for clearance for this pin. Mine has the pin but no notch was required. The Pazon taper
is shorter than the points plate taper so the pin was never an issue. It may be Pazon modified their rotot
to make the taper shorter and avoid this problem and never changed the instructions.

3. The sleeving provided was just about perfect in length for the wire going from the black box to the pick
up plate. Wires were way long, which is better than short. Sleeving for the power wires was only about 3
inches too long and the wires maybe 10 inches too long. This is an improvement based on customer
feedback from what I read in their literature.

Installation is a snap. Here's a few pics to provide color to the description above.

Looking into the cam tapered bore and showing the locating pin, which turned out to be a non-issue.
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Original points plate showing the keyway for the locating pin.
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Comparison of the Pazon rotor taper to the original points plate taper. You can see that the pin would
never come close to touching the Pazon rotor.
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Rotor (behind and out of sight) and pick up plate installed. Wires terminated and secured. Note the dot on
the rotor showing thru the clockwise timing hole.
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Last bit was to make a common ground buss to which I will connect the various ground wires from the
different circuits rather than use the frame. I will ground the frame and engine, but will not rely on it for
the ground connection to the battery. I made the buss from a piece of alum angle. Drilled and tapped it
1/4-20 in 4 places. Mounted it with double faced tape and the forward battery box mounting stud. There is
a 15 amp fused wire from the battery positive terminal to the stud that holds the buss in place and hence
it out of view here. You can see the spade fuse holder next to the battery on the left. A nice feature of this
is I can pull the spade fuse and disconnect the battery from the bike without having to loosen the terminal
bolts on the battery when working on the electrical system.

Here's the buss with the various ground wires connected.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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regards,
Rob 
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DAVE M
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: T140 E
 

when I swapped my RITA for Pazon the hardest part was getting the pick-up wires into the sleeve!

From memory the notch wasn't needed on my pick up either.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Side Cover

Well, it's been about 4 months since I touched the bike. The Indian Four captured all my attention. But, I
can't stand looking at the Bonnie half-finished. So...

I'M BACK, BABY!!!

Today I installed the side cover and the outer tranny cover. 

The side cover sounds and appears to be easy. It's not and know I understand why Redmoggy said hiding a
remote oil filter under that cover is a mistake. 

I cannot speak for other years, but the '66 cover is a PITA to install and I ran into a few interference issues
that I had to work out.

First, the igntion switch, which you can see in the pictures, is mounted to this cover. The three stab-on
terminals on the rear of the switch, come very close to the zener heat sink. I don't have a zener any
longer as you know, but my Podtronics and Pazon are mounted to the sink. I also installed an aluminum
brace to better support that sink since it only mounts to the battery tray, and that brace also turned out to
be in the way.

So, the brace was removed, and re-shaped to go behind the sink. I also eliminated one of the mounting
bolts as it was right where the switch connections were located. With that taken care of, the connections
now have about 1/8" clearance to the sink.

The other issue is the seat hinge wants to be mounted before the side cover goes on. Now a stock hinge
might have slipped by the cover and onto the frame peg. But I bushed my hinges with poly tubing to take
up clearance and protect the peg paint. This means they are a snug fit and I did not realize there was
interference until I finished bolting up the side cover (of course). Got the hinge mounted and buttoned up
the cover.

The other interference point was the oil vent line fouling the front seat hinge. This should be an easy fix. 

I have rubber grommets at all mounting points. Loctite is used on all nuts except one Nyloc that I used on
the front link. 

Bottom mount for the cover is still not attached as I have to install the engine mounting/footpeg plates
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before that gets bolted in place. 

I then installed the outer tranny cover. It had been off since my oil tank paint fiasco which was instigated
by not properly indexing the tranny when I installed the inner cover. I got the indexing sorted out and
moved to getting the oil tank paint fixed. That was last June.

Installed the outer cover and two new mountin studs. I had to do it THREE times. First, because I had not
torqued, Loctited, nor bent over the locktabs on the kick start ratchet. Since I had an issue with indexing
and wanted to make sure I had it right before I bent over the tab. As usual, I remembered this AFTER I
had installed the cover. So, off with the cover and finished up that nut. Just as I was finishing up the bolts
on the cover the second time, I realized I had not installed the clutch cable spoke and socket, so off it
came again. Guess what? I had. I had forgotten that it is hidden by the threaded ferrule that sticks out of
the outer cover. This is what I get for letting so much time lapse between when I last touched the bike
and now. But, I am now a bonifide expert on putting the tranny cover on and taking it off. 

Here's some pics of the side cover. Sorry about the lighting. May shoot them again tomorrow in the
sunlight.

This is a shot of the wiring connections on the back of the ignition switch, showing the tight clearance to
the zener heat sink.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is a shot showing the oil vent line fouling the front seat hinge. This is an easy fix (I hope). I'll just
slacken the clamp and slide a little hose up from under the fender and turn the clamp a bit to move the
hose out of the way.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the side cover mounted on the bike.
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regards,
Rob 
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6

Dont stop now, Rob. I can almost hear it running!

Rod
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Few more details done. Right side rear engine plate and foot peg mounted. Rear footpegs/mounting
plates installed. 

Using new SAE stainless hardware for nut and bolt applications rather than Whitworth. I'm grinding off
the head marking and bead blasting to simulate cad plate. Did this in a few other places that needed
new hardware. 

Also used nyloc nuts where I could.

Looks more likea motorcycle every day.

regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

You're doing a great job, Rob! Thanks for the documentation. Not only has it been interesting but, I
have referred several times to your images as a reference for my own bike.

What SAE grade of stainless hardware are you using?

Regards,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks, Henry. It's been fun to share the project.

I'm using standard Grade 5 hardware. Not sure you can get any better in stainless. It is not as strong
as carbon steel. The only place I'm using it where it might be considered risky is shock mounts and
engine mounts. But, those areas had Grade 5 zinc plated hardware when I got the bike. 

If I were racing the bike, I would probably use Grade 8 hardware. But needless to say, I'm not.

regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Hi Rob,

I believe most all of my hardware is original and in pretty good shape but in need of replating. It may
take a while to get around to doing the job so I was considering replacing temporarily with stainless. I
Googled SAE stainless grade and found a great amount of different grades, hence my question. I am
aware of 5 and 8 and will try to find those. There is a place near where I live - Acme Nut and Bolt -
that is supposed to be the go to place. With a name like that, it brings to mind Wylie Coyote and the
Road Runner. 

Thanks for the help,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Well yes, there are different alloys as well. I'm not building a nuke sub, so just happy with Grade 5.

That said, today was a day of frustration and a bit of a mystery that I'm not sure I totally understand.

I wanted to adjust the clutch and check pressure plate runout first. So I installed the old clutch cable and
started the adjustment process. 

I could not break the clutch free to check runout. I tried my best, but no go. This is a brand new clutch
and was installed dry. So, pulled the clutch apart and this is what I found.
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Two groups of plates glued together. I separated them and found that the steel plates had slightly rusted
and that seems to have caused them to bite into the fiber plates. There was one plate with no corrosion
and that is where the two groups were separated. Here is that one good plate and another that is typical of
what the rest looked like.
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So, I had to run the steel plates thru the bead blaster and they came out like new. I was concerned that
blasting them might warp them as thin metal warps when blasted. But they were thick enough to
experience no warpage.

I never expected the plates to rust. There are other bare metal parts that have been exposed to the air a
for a much longer time period and have not rusted. My guess is the friction material must have absorbed
moisture from the air or got wet via condensation from cold nights and warm days. Reassembled the
clutch after bathing each plate in 20W-50 Castrol.

With that solved, moved back to adjusting the clutch and checking runout.

After adjusting the clutch, I could not get full travel of the clutch lever. The bike had this issue when I got
it and I just assumed it was coil bind from overly tight springs compensating for a worn clutch. Well, with a
new clutch, and springs within spec and not overtight, I was confused why this happened. At first it
appeared that the cable abutment that screws into the tranny cover was the problem. As I checked
movement of the clutch release cable socket and compared it to the length of the counterbore in the
abutment, the release acted strange. It would only move so far and then if I move it a few times, it would
click and move further. I thought something might be wrong with the release. So, back off with the right
engine plate/footpeg and off with the outer tranny cover again. Lots of looking and moving the release to
get it to do it out of the cover revealed it was coil bind and the release was occasionally over-travelling
when the coils slipped over each other (the clicking sound). So, nothing really wrong and back on with the
cover. 

Gatornapper once reported a clicking sound when he pulled his clutch lever and a number of us offered
ideas of what it was. Not sure we or he ever figured it out. I think I just found what it was.

Started the adjustment process again and all went well. With the clutch rod adjusted, I checked the
runout and had to adjust one bolt about 2 turns to get runout decent. It's about 0.025 inch and I can live
with that. Part of that is runout of the clutch basket which is about 0.012 inch.

With the runout done, I backed out the clutch adjustment screw to put some Loctite on it and readjust.
When I did that, I had the same problem as before in that the the clutch lever would not move its full
travel. I tried another half dozen times and it did it every time. So, I pulled the abutment out and made
sure the release was not hanging up. I removed the cable from the release. With zero tension on the
release I adjusted the screw, locked it, reconnected the cable to the release and took the play out of the
cable again. Worked perfect this time. I have no idea why it did this. My only guess is the cable somehow
was slightly pulling on the release and it was not all the way home. I've read threads here where others
have run into this and I always thought it was coil bind and so did others. I'm starting to believe that it is
possible for you to think you have no tension on the release, but really do and when you adjust the clutch
in that situation, you lose release travel and the clutch lever will not travel the full distance. I think the
trick is to fully release the cable from the release, remove the adjustment screw and push the rod home,
then adjust the screw and lock it. May be overkill, but it worked for me when the standard way of just
backing off on the cable, did not.

A side note here for Henry. The stainless hardware did what I feared it might. When I removed the engine
mounting plate, one of the nuts galled on the bolt. Stainless is known for doing this and I had promised
myself I'd use zinc plated steel nuts with any stainless bolts. I forgot this in my enthusiasm to finish the
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bike. It was a tense moment because the bolt only allowed an open end wrench on the outside. I was
afraid it would slip and damage the frame paint. A little PB Blaster was used, but not sure it did much. I let
the bolt cool (galling causes friction) and with some careful and stressful wrenching, got it off. Here's what
the bolt looked like.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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That engine plate will be going back on with a new bead blasted stainless bolt and a zinc plated steel nut as
will all the other stainless bolts.

On other change I made that I forgot to mention in previous posts. I replaced the pins for the rider
footpegs. There are two pins in each footpeg that keep it from rotating in the mounting plate. Mine had
taken a beating over the years so I replaced them with hardened dowel pins ground to the proper length.
Here is a pic of the old pin and a new pin.
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Here is a pic of the old pin and a new pin.
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regards,
Rob 

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-10-2013 at 08:46 PM.
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Redmoggy I remember a post from John Healey, stating to give the end of the clutch push rod a tap with a toffee
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

hammer to ensure the balls were properly seated, before commencing adjustment. Seems to work
well.

Rod
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Typical headaches...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
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Carbs

I have the electrical just about done. Needed to make a new insulator for the headlight socket as mine
cracked as I was testing fitting the socket into my new Lucas headlight. Made a couple, using gasket
material and cardboard, and coated with epoxy and polyurethane. Will see which one comes out best.

So, decided to take my shiny new Monoblocs from their nest and mount them on the intake manifolds. 

First step was to level and tighten the manifolds. Used Loctite 567 per Mr. Pete's advice on the manifold
and lock nut threads. 

Mounted the carbs with new o-rings and new nyloc nuts. Cannot use thicker o-rings on these carbs as the
groove is too narrow. Parts book calls for insulator blocks, which I don't have. But with the blocks, I'm not
sure I could get the proper length bolts into either the manifold or the carbs to fasten them. So, might be
o-rings are it.
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Carbs look great. Here's are pics of each side.
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A few said that I should stay with the Concentrics that were on the bike because they are handed and
easier to work on. Said the Monoblocs are a pain to work on. Here's a shot of the carb that faces the inside
and from my perspective, it appears there is plenty of room to adust the idle get. Getting the float cover off
the right one might be a bit of a pain, but not as bad a others made it sound.
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As usual, I'm missing a few parts to finish up. Carbs came with velocity stacks from AMAL and I need filter
adapter rings. I think that they came with stacks because the original application for these carbs is the
T120TT. My indicator bulbs are both toast. I'm missing the throttle cable ferrules for the top of the carbs.
There were two brass ones in the box with the new carbs, but they are not split and the hole looks a bit
small. If that is them, then I need slit one side to allow the cable to enter. 

regards,
Rob 
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Exhaust

Installed the exhaust today. I was a little apprehensive about it since the right side has several things it
needs to clear and if you have been following this resto, you know that I installed a new sidestand lug and
stand as part of the project and it has to clear the exhaust along with the center stand.

First order of business was making a new pair of front angle braces. These are not correct for a '66, as that
year used a straight strap across the two headers. But this is correct for subsequent years and a common
upgrade. My bike already had the angle braces, but one was cracked and they were kinda beat up.

I bent up two new braces from 1/8" x 3/4" stainless barstock and polished them to emulate chrome. Using
the old braces, I located the two engine mounting holes and then installed them on the bike and came to a
happy medium for exhaust position so I could mark and drill the two header pipe mounting holes. Radiused
the ends after cutting to the proper length and polished them once again prior to assembly.

Here they are installed.
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With the exhaust installed, or should I say partically installed and located, I had clearance to the side
stand, but when I swung up the center stand, it hit the muffler. So, I needed to bend the muffler bracket
a bit to clear the center stand and then the side stand hit. 

My center stand was purchased off ebay and had seen quite a bit of use. I noticed that the stops for the up
position were worn, but did not weld them up since I was not sure how much to weld. I can see now that I
should have and just ground them down later. So, now I'll need to put a small bit of weld on each stop and
prevent the stand from coming up and contacting the bottom of the muffler.

With the exhaust repositioned, there is clearance but not much. Here is a pic of the clearance between the
center stand and the muffler.
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With the center stand clear, the side stand now rubs on the exhaust header in the up position. But, it's an
easy fix it to just trim a small bit off the foot. I could cut the foot off and weld it back on, but that's overkill.
It won't require a lot of metal be removed to clear. Here is a pic of the stand hitting the exhaust.
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Here is a pic of the foot with the area that needs to be moved marked in pencil.
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So, my apprehension was justified. But the fixes required are minor.

I still need to make a new center brace, which is a strap that goes between the exhaust clamps. Need to
get another piece of stainless bar stock tomorrow and make the strap.

Last minor glitch was one of my rosette muffler clamps had threads that were on their way out. I had
bought two new bolts of the correct config. But as I was tightening the bolt on the right one, it stripped
with hardly any effort. So, put a UNF bolt and nut thru it for now and will figure out what I'm going to do
to fix it. Might just stay a nut and bolt for a lot time since you really don't see it unless you are looking for
it.

regards,
Rob 
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Join Date: Nov 2008
Location: Nebraska, USA
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Really nice work, Rob. These final fiddly bits can sure add up to some time, can't they?

I had similar issues with clearance between exhaust and center and side stands (and all my parts were
stock!). In my case, I was able to loosen all the exhaust fasteners on one side, pull the pipe/muffler in
and up slightly with a big C clamp, and then tighten everything. 

Sounds like your interference is going to need minor surgery.

Ed
__________________
For only a little more, you can do it yourself!
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Thanks, Ed. They don't bother me like they used to. I almost expect them, now.

Regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

Exhaust - center and side stand fit to exhaust

First, I pulled off the center stand to build up the stop area with weld and refit it to the frame to provide
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clearance to the muffler.

Here you can see the two weld beads I put on the stop area of the center stand.
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Then I dressed them down with a file until the stand would swing up and stop before hitting the muffler.
This was a slow trial and error process and I must have put the stand on and off a dozen or more times.

Here are the welds dressed down to the final size.
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As you can see below, it did not take much additional metal to fix the issue with the stand hitting the
muffler. This is a shot from the side. That little angle ramp is what is left of the bead of weld I put on the
stand.
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Here is a shot of the resulting clearance these new stops created between the stand leg extension and the
bottom of the muffler.
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I would have liked it a little closer to the muffler, but know that it will wear with use and vibration so left it
like this and will see how it works when the bike is finished and ridden. I can always take it off and trim
them a little more.

Next was the side stand which really only needed a whisker to be shaved off the foot to clear the header
pipe. 

Here is a shot of the foot after trimming with a flat file.
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I used the washers in the spring method to elongate the centerstand spring so I could install it. After it
was installed, I happened to notice the pile of washers that were required and thought those who have not
tried this yet would like to see how many it takes.
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Finally, with these to fixes complete, I was able to take the bike off the lift and roll it out into the daylight.
So, I snapped these two progress pics.
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regards,
Rob 
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Redmoggy
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Powerbike
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TR6

I've not long finished doing the exact same thing to myy TR6 center stand. A laborious process but well
worth it. If i may offer a lttle advise regarding the exaust strap.......

Triumph simply bolted it on with the silencer clamp, i found like this it would foul the clamp and cause
the strap to bow putting outward pressure on the silencer joint. It was also a pain to get the clamps
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T120R

tightened in the right place. As a fix i drilled the thread from two 5/16 nuts and used them as a spacer.
That allowed clearance against the clamp and allowed me to juggle the clamps so they sit level. Take a
look and see what you think.

By the way, those carbs look sexy as!

Rod
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Rob,

Getting close to finished and looking great. Nice to see it outside and not just close ups. Clever fix on
fitting the center stand. Don't forget to check the oil feed and return are properly routed. Don't forget
to blink every now and then as you stare in awe at what you have created 

Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Rod,

Good point. My clamps have little half moon washers so that there is a flat surface for the nuts to
clamp against. So, I might be okay. But if not, I can machine a couple of spacers to give the strap a
proper mounting surface. You forgot the link or picture, by the way. But I can picture exactly what you
did in my alleged mind. Plus I think you may have sent or posted the picture before when I was fitting
the oil filter. I'll go back and take a look in the thread. I'll be making my strap from stainless and
polishing it like the front brackets. I suspect the original was painted black. A little subtle bling never
hurt anybody.

Henry,
Thanks. My oil feed and return are well traced out. I installed an external filter with the Norton kit (see
earlier in the thread) so routing connecting the oil lines was something that was more than a simple
reassembly exercise.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-16-2013 at 03:32 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Center exhaust brace

Made the center exhaust brace today. Took my time and did some precision measuring for the holes in the
brace and then drilled them to size, rather than slightly oversize and the extra time and effort was worth
it. Brace went on perfectly, clears the external filter by good amount and there were no issues with fitting
to the exhaust clamps like Rod had run into. I suspect my clamps are different and that half moon washer
they use made for a better  fit.

Here's a pic of the brace in place.
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But, now that I look at it, I think that when it comes time to change that filter, I'm going to make a new
brace and it will be three pieces. Two will bolt to each of the exhaust clamps and the third will be a
removable center piece to make filter removal easier . As it stands now, I have to undo the exhaust
clamp bolts and it is a bugger to get a wrench on the bolt head to hold it from turning while removing the
all steel lock nut on the bottom. There is plenty of room for this and that will be a mod you will see when
the first oil change comes along.

Also stopped by a shop where a friend works and picked up a couple pieces of insulation to make the carb
insulator blocks. It is fiberglass sheet, made to insulate high voltage components. That's tomorrow's
project.

Also picked up some thicker o-rings. Still don't like the way they sit on top of the groove on the Monobloc.
We'll see.

regards,
Rob 
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Looks really rather fetching, Rob. You've given me an idea to stuff i dont need to do!

Now, carbytooters. In order to fit the single type ofset filters you will need the spin on adaptor, F5958.
If your bike was shipped to the west coast when new it would have had the large one piece filter that
used rubber conectors and no adapters. Mine are also missing from my carbs.

Hope this helps
Rod
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Yes, I found the part in the book. It is shown with the filters rather than the carbs. I looked on the
Burlen site and they do not show this part in any of the parts lists I looked at. So, it looks like it was a
Triumph part. Brit Only has them. Need to call my friend Lance to see if he has any.

I editted my original post to remove that question. I suspect you may have seen it before I took it out. 

Thanks Rod.

regards,
Rob
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Adapters??... We don't need no steenkeeng adaptors!!

First order of business today was making a pair on insulation blocks from a piece of glass fiber insulator
board I acquired yesterday from a friend. Made a cardboard patter first, using the carb flange as a guide .
Once that was fit properly, use it to trace out the two gaskets and insulator blocks I needed to make.

Cutting glass fiber board is tough on the bandsaw blade. Never worked with this stuff before and suspect
there are other minerals in the resin that is used to produce this board. Actually got sparks off the blade
when it entered the material. So, rather than finish cut the blocks, I roughed them out and finished them
on the bench belt sander.

Here are the blocks and gaskets. I colored the edge of the blocks black with permanent marker.
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With that done, I wondered if the bellmount adapters that came with the carbs from Burlen would fit into
the air filters. Answer was no. That's when I decided to modify  them to fit. Since I don't need these and
they are only about $3.50 each versus $11.00 each for the Triumph carb adapters, making these into
adapters made sense.

Chucked them up in the lathe and skimmed off the outside of the bellmouth until I had a cylinder  that
matched the OD of the straight section. Worked like a champ. Rounded off the new edge and instant
adapter.

Here is a before and after shot.
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Here is one mounted on the carb.
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Need to pick up longer bolts for the carbs as the insulation blocks required slightly longer bolts and I don't
have any the correct size in my hardware  stash.

regards,
Rob 
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Installed the insulation blocks and spacers. Could not use normal Nyloc nuts because clearance limited me
to 1 inch bolts and a thin washer. So I had to use thin jam nuts and Loctite. I could have used studs and
two Nylocs on each end. Might go to that if I find the nuts loosen up in spite of the Loctite.

Here is a spacer installed.
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Dug out the throttle cables that came on the bike. Inspection showed them to be like new so decided to
install them. Somewhere along the line the throttle had been modified from a single cable with a dual cable
junction box, to a dual cable throttle. With the cables installed, it revealed that the cables were about an
inch too long for the Monobloc application. Remember, the bike originally came with Concentrics. Thought
about it and decided to make a pair of spacers. I made them to fit into the tops of the carbs, but when
installed, it looked like they would foul on the bottom of the tank. So I modified them a bit and put them
into the ferrules that go into the throttle housing. Since they are in view, I'll have to zinc or nickel plate
them tomorrow.

Here are the two brass spacers.
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Here they are installed into the throttle housing ferrules.
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Yes, I could have made them longer to replace the throttle housing ferrules. But since they were initially
intended to go into the tops of the carbs, I just used these. Maybe I'll make another pair to replace both
piece with one if I get bored some day.

regards,
Rob 
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Nice fix, they look good. Single pull with a junction block was for home market models. What you have
is correct.

Rod
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Those spacers can (and probably will) fall out while riding. You need to either get the correct cables, or
secure the spacers with safety wire (as required on my race bike).

I love it when the roller sees the light of day; gets you encouraged to get 'er done.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Paul,

As you can see, the spacers were machined to nest into each other with male and female components.
But safety wiring them together is not a big deal. I would expect those ferrules to have fallen out by
now, and they are original.

Thanks for the tip.

One thing I did notice is that the springs that came with the new Monoblocs are pretty stiff. Just one is
stiff enough. Then put two into the mix. I might see if the springs in the Concentrics I have fit and are
a bit easier on the hand. Might ask Burlen about this as well. Could be these carbs came with a stiffer
spring since they were originally intended for the TT bikes.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-18-2013 at 01:17 PM.
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between my legs
 

Misc details

While finishing up the wiring, I tried the original headlight socket on the new Lucas headlight. I was
inspecting the socket and found the insulation damaged on the two wires. While taking it part, the
insulator that holds the two contacts broke. It was original and a bit warped from age, so no surprise.

I thought I'd try to make my own. I made several and one turned out to be the best.

I used gasket paper, a piece of picture mat and plain tablet back cardboard.

To treat it, I tried polyurethane and West Systems epoxy.
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The poly only coated the various pieces and they remained flexible, almost like before being coated.

I tried the epoxy on the gasket paper and the plain cardboard. The gasket paper would not allow the epoxy
to soak in. But the cardboard did. When all of the test pieces had dried/cured, only one was a rigid piece
like the original. That was the epoxy impregnated tablet back cardboard.

Here are the pieces I made. The one that came out like the original is the dark one next to the broken
original.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

If you do not recognize the part, here is the new insulator with the wires mounted thru it.
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If you still don't recognize it, here it is back in place in the headlight socket.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Picked up a few connectors at my local Triumph shop along with new indicator bulbs. Came home and
finished up the wiring.

With that done, installed the original brake cable. It's a later model cable with the switch included. Not sure
if I'll run extra wires for a front brake switch or just get the right cable and only have the rear pedal for
brake lights. I have so many bikes with no front brake switch that I always tap the rear brake when I
really just use the front.

I bought a new headlight bezel because my original had two small dents in it. New bezel was an EMGO
product. It is just a bit too small to fully fit in place on the headlight. I compared it to the original and
confirmed it was just a bit smaller. So, I put my original on the shot bag and took the dents out. Quick
pass on the buffing wheel and it looks fine. You can see where the chrome was damaged, but small scars
add character, not to to mention providing a hint to the bike's past. I did not polish all the dings out of the
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side covers for that same reason. So, beware of EMGO bezels for 7 inch headlights. If you get one at your
local shop, you make want to bring your bucket with you to check the fit before you take it home.

Tomorrow is sync the carbs, install the battery, test all the electrics . I tested most of the electrics as I
assembled them with with a meter, just confirming switches worked, hot leads went to the battery, and
grounds were grounded. Hopefully, I'll be able to keep all the smoke inside the wires where it belongs.
Then it is add fluids, squirt some oil into the rocker feed to make sure the rockers and cams are lubed,
install the gas tank, plumb it to the carbs, install the seat and that's it.

I just remembered that I did not put the instruments lights into the instruments and connect that last
wire. One more thing for tomorrow's to do, list. 

I'm hoping that I won't run into any snags tomorrow. If not, I should be able to fire her up for the first
time. I have 5 gallons of ethanol-free gasoline waiting for the first fill.

I plan to set up a camera on a tripod for the first firing. Nothing like capturing that moment for posterity.

regards,
Rob 

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-18-2013 at 07:36 PM. Reason: Can't speel
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kbalch
Senior Member

Great work on that insulator. Best of luck tomorrow!
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Thanks. I figured mine is not the first one to crack or break and somebody will need to make one of
these. Piece of cake once you know the recipe.

If this had not worked, I was going to cut one from a sheet of fiberglass or textolite, neither of which I
had at the time. This was quicker

regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6

All the best for the big day, Rob.

Rod
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Good luck, I hope to what its purr from a few miles away!
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Thanks guys. 

Stay tuned....

regards,
Rob
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I'm excited! That camera you set up better be video!!

Your thread will stand as a reference for a long time. Thanks for the clear pictures and narrative.

Don't forget to double check those oil lines. 

Good luck!
Henry
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The nits and nats never seem to end

First, I will never anticipate or utter any other words of potential success to come until after the success is
achieved. I'm not very superstitious, but something I've had bite me more than once in my life is
anticipating a good outcome.

No start-up today. Primary reason is no oil for the gearbox. I had planned on using the 80W90 Amsoil I
had in the cabinet, but it turns out to be GL-2 thru GL5 and without an assurance that it is okay for yellow
metals (GL-4), I'm not putting it in there. In the general forum is a thread I posted to today regarding gear
oil and the details of what I found today are in there. 

By the time I realized the oil I had was NFG, my local NAPA was closed and my painter had primed both my
interior and exterior side porch doors with oil based primer that takes forever to dry. So I could not close
them and I did not want to leave the house wide open. Although having both doors open and one car in
the driveway, probably would say somebody HAS to be home. But still...

Had another snag and it is the right air filter. All along my concern was clearance to the side cover. This
was because I had to rebuild that cover, which involved repairing one and replacing the other mounting
bracket. So although I spent countless hours putting it on and taking it off during the rebuild process, the
engine was out so I never really knew if there would be a problem. There isn't. It's the oil tank side that
has zero clearance.

Here's a shot with just the filter element and front adapter mounted on the carb, but not clamped. I know
it is hard to see, but that is the reflection of the air cleaner in the tank paint and it is up agaist the welded
flange.
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Same side from the top, looking down.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the side cover side, which has ample clearance.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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This is not something I did. I noticed a wear spot on the oil tank welded flange. It is still visible and here is
a shot of it.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I thought this might have been due to the Concentrics being used and they were a bit longer. I never
compared the two. Assumed that with Monoblocs, there would be no issues.

Looking at pics of other restored bikes I have collected from the web, they all seem to have next to no
clearance there. Seems foolish to me, but all I can say is Meriden strikes again.

So, looking at the intake manifold, there is ample thread to shave a 1/4 inch off the end so it screws in
further and gives me some clearance. This will make one intake track shorter than the other and also is
kind of a bodge fix to a factory issue. (Learned "bodge" from my UK friends here and kinda like it.)

I thought that maybe they make a filter element that is a bit narrower (do I hear laughter in the
audience?). I realize it is wishful thinking. If anything, they probably make them wider than stock given
experience with other repop parts. But I'm going to look anyway. Now I find velocity stacks to be a much
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more pleasing option, although I really hate to run without filters. Plus, I machined mine into adapters the
other day. D'oh!!

Another thing that threw me was how little clearance there is between the bottom of the tank and the
throttle cables. This is a perfect application for a curved tube fitting on top of the carbs to give the cable a
smooth track to run in and not kink the cable housing so sharply. Thought for sure I'd find that part in the
parts book. Nope. And all the bikes I have photos of, have the same tightly curved cable housing coming
out of the top of the Monoblocs. I have to hand it to the guy in Meriden. I believe they are the basis for the
old addage of putting 10 lbs into a 5 lb bag.

Since I had to make 1 inch spacers for my cables, maybe I'll see if I cannot make a pair of curved tube
guides and replace the spacers with them. Something Meriden should have done when they designed the
bike. The Japanese use them all the time and some cables come with them.

So I'm going to pose the question of machining the manifold in the general section and see what the
experts think of this mod. I suppose I could remove my insulator blocks. But they are supposed to be there
so that option is out for now. Maybe I'll machine both manifolds to they match.

That's about it. Not much to report. I'll not be forcasting a first start-up for this or any other restoration. I'll
simply announce it after it has occurred. 

regards,
Rob 
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Have you tried loosening off the bottom oil tank mount and rotating it, Rob? This should move the oil
tank eccentrically and allow you to jiggle clearance with the relavent parts.

Rod

I like that you have addopted the term, Bodge!
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

I did not try that, Rod, but will. Thanks, that's a good suggestion. To be honest, I had forgotten that
the bracket mounting hole and the pin that goes into the tank grommet are not concentric. I now
recall that as I rotated the bracket during assembly, the tank moved. Might just remove it and see if I
can find a spot where the filter has more clearance, yet the tank does not look like a leather saddlebag
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can find a spot where the filter has more clearance, yet the tank does not look like a leather saddlebag
hanging off the bike.

I planned on looking at it with a set of fresh eyes this morning. This will give me something to look for.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-20-2013 at 10:31 AM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

I tried moving that lower curved bracket and although it did allow the tank to move a bit, the hoses
coming out the bottom prevented it from moving any appreciable amount. But in the end, I really did
not have a problem.

I swapped sides with the air cleaners and played with the offset position a bit and when I bolted
everything up, I had about 3/16" clearance between the tank flange and the air cleaner.

On the side cover side, although I had plenting of clearance with the filter mounted, I did not have
enough clearance to get the filter off as an assembly. My adapter rings (former bellmouths) are a bit
longer than stock and I had to trim about an 1/8" off that side ring and then had plenty of room to
work.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I need a right angle petcock spigot for one side to clear the carb. Can't get over how cramped these
bikes are. My T140V has gobs of room for stuff compared to this bike. 

So, I figured I'd install the seat. Never a dull moment. The seat pan appears to be a tad long.
Remember, this seat pan was an ugly custom seat cover on a '66 pan that I found on ebay. When I
upholstered it, the nose of the pan seemed to stick out a bit further than I expected. I assumed the
foam was a bit short. But it's the pan. When I went to close the seat, it pushed the tank forward,
which was just resting on the mounts. Good thing it was not bolted because the stainless center tank
trim started to cut into the seat cover. It just nicked the vinyl, but not the backing. I can glue it and it
will be fine. So, tomorrow I need to peel back the upholstery and trim about a half inch of the nose of
the seat pan. I hope I don't have to remove the upholstery. 

On a separate topic, I was able to find GL-4 gear oil for the tranny today. NAPA had it. They were the
only place out of 3 that did. I'll provide more details on this in the tranny oil thread in the general
forum. I had to buy a gallon because they did not sell it in quarts.

regards,
Rob
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 10-21-2013, 05:33 PM   #342 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

Steve at M&S won't be open until tomorrow, so finished up a few details on the bike. I need to get the
right angle petcock spigot from him and might was well pick up the correct petcocks at the same time. The
two new ones I had in my cabinet are for a T140 with the Fuel and Resv tags on them. Gee, I probably
should check my T140V. I'll bet that has the old style that I need on it.
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Fixed my seat pan. Took about a half inch off the nose and that solved the problem. Here's a pic of the
piece I had to trim off the pan.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here's the seat on the bike.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I had the seat on the bike and had been putting the tank on and off to check clearance to the seat,
petcock positioning, etc.. So, I decided that with the seat on now, I'd snap a coulple of picks with the two
together on the bike.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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The flourescent lights in my garage do not do the color of the tank justice. 

Still need to install the speedo and tach cables. Just simply forgot about them until I sat at my computer
just now. Might do that tonight. 

Bike looks so nice (pardon the lack of humility) that a little voice inside me wants to never ride it and keep
it all shiny and pretty. And I have to say, it sure would look good as a living room conversation piece. But I
just could not do that. I have to ride them or I don't want them... at least now. Maybe when I'm a bit
further down the road to geezerdom.

regards,
Rob 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Last few details

Got new UK petcocks and 90 deg spigots yesterday. Connected the tank to the carbs and positioned the
petcocks. Mounted the tank and managed to chip the paint at the front of the tunnel. Moment of
uncontrolled anger quickly subsided. I had put the studs into the front mounts and that was the reason for
the chip. With the petcocks and spigots dangling from the tank and it being higher than all the other times
I fit it to the bike due to the studs, I managed to ding it on the top yoke. I can touch it up and it is really
not noticeable. Others had warned me that the later model bolts were a better option and now I know
why. So that others do not run into this problem, if you do use the original studs, put them in AFTER the
tank is put into position. Just double nut them to install with a little blue Loctite and things will go much
easier.

I used yellow Tygon tubing for the fuel lines. It is thinner wall than the clear UK plastic fuel line. But it also
does not harden up like the UK stuff. We'll see if I like it or not.

Had another moment of deep despair when I pulled the pressure gauge plug and cranked the motor to
check for oil pressure. Nothing. I kept hearing Henry's words echoing in my ears. "Don't forget to check
the oil feed and return lines, Rob and make sure you have them connected correctly". When I got no
pressure I must've spent 20 minutes going thru the manual and looking at the tank and oil manifold. It
was connected right. My next guess was oil was not coming out of the tank. Maybe the new oil lines had
something in them? Carefully slide the feed hose off the manifold tube and I got oil. Slide it back on and
reclamped it. Hmmmm. Could my pump be bad? I tested it when I had it apart. For some reason, probably
denile, I cranked the bike again. This time, I started to get oil. I cranked it a few more times and YES!
OIL!! and PRESSURE!!.

I think I might have had an airlock in the line and since it was pretty cool last night the 20W50 was taking
its time getting to the pump.

So, lesson number two for the next guy is you may want to prime the oil pump before you connect the oil
lines.

Installed the battery clamp. Mine is to the rear so it interferes with the seat lanyard. So, I moved that to
another mounting point. I made the lanyard and it is much longer than stock so you plenty of room to
work under the seat should you need to.

Last two bits were the tach and speedo cables. I took out the cores, cleaned them, greased them and
installed them on the bike. I think it was a good idea to leave them for last because that was the easiest
task on the bike in the last few days.

It was dark o'clock by the time I was done and too late to start the bike. So, I put her in her parking spot
in line with the other bikes and snapped this pic of her. 
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regards,
Rob 

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-23-2013 at 09:04 AM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
...I kept hearing Henry's words echoing in my ears. "Don't forget to check the oil feed and
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World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

...I kept hearing Henry's words echoing in my ears. "Don't forget to check the oil feed and
return lines, Rob and make sure you have them connected correctly"...

I wish I could get my wife to listen as well, Rob, or my dog for that matter. 

I recall Ed H had them swapped around and that guy in California, forgot his name. I think he ran it
and did some damage. Those two incidents have put the fear of god into me regarding those oil lines.

Too bad about that ding in the tank. But it's not a ding, it's patina!

Regards,
Henry
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

She's alive!!!!

Today was a trying day that started off rough and finished up nicely.

Went to DMV to register the bike with my 1966 Vintage Plate. It's a separate dept in DMV and there are
usually very few people there. When I arrived, there was NOBODY there, not even DMV people. After about
a 20 minute wait a nice lady showed up and I told her what I was there for. She had to call upstairs for
someone to come down. Sat there another 10 minutes or so and finally two people came down and the
lady behind the counter said, "Oh, somebody new this time." They said yes, they were new at this. A
sinking feeling came over me. But they were both very nice and looked at my plate and my paperwork,
were both amazed at the condition and the weight of my '66 plate, said all looked good and they would be
right back. I sat and waited for over a half hour. Again, that sinking feeling was coming back. I glanced at
the clock and realized my parking meter was about to expire and parking tickets in Albany are expensive. 

I had the nice lady call upstairs, in case they thought I wanted the registration mailed to me. She got
someone who said they were on their way back down. I watched the clock tick past the expiration on my
meter. They said all was taken care of, but needed a copy of my license. So, I had to wait as more time
ticked away. Finally they made the copy, gave me my license back and I sprinted out the door.

I rounded the corner and there is the meter maid in front of my van. I'm yelling, "I'M HERE, I'M HERE!!!".
She looked up and said, No, problem, I'm not going to write you." And she pointed to my windshield.
Someone already had. And it was not an expired meter violation. It seems I had parked in a spot reserved
for vendors during the hours of 9am and 3:30pm. I asked how I was supposed to know that since there
are no markings on the spot and painted like all the rest. She pointed to a sign half-way down the block. 

So off to City Hall to argue my case. I showed the girl my meter ticket with the expiration time on it being
long after the time on the ticket. She repeated the vendor thing. I asked how I'm supposed to know this if
the spots are not marked. She said there are signs. Sound familiar? Fine was $50.00. She was able to
reduce it right there to $25.00. I smiled, thanked her and headed for the clerk to pay my fine.
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Came home, made a mounting plate so I could mount my vintage plate as it only has holes on the bottom.
Got that done, primed the rocker feed with a syringe. Gave the bike a once over, filled it with gasoline
(ethanol free) and checked for leaks. All is good. (Once again, thank you Mr. Pete for the Loctite 567
recommendation for petcocks).

Set up my camera to capture the first start (hopefully) for posterity.

So, with great pleasure, I give to you the first start of my 1966 T120R since who knows when.

http://s176.photobucket.com/user/sna...bb190.mp4.html

I tickled the carbs again and fired her up again. You can hear her backfiring thru the exhaust. I suspect
this might be air leaks in the exhaust. I decided to take a chance and seat the rings. Unfortunately, the
video time (old camera) ran out before I departed.

http://s176.photobucket.com/user/sna...677d2.mp4.html

She was cold and there is no choke. You can also see that the tranny ground going into first and I actually
comment about the clutch. I had freed it, but yet it stuck again. I suspect it was the new plates and the
20W50 oil I coated them with. There is ATF in the primary and it worked fine later.

I pulled out and opened her up. She pulled hard. I kept her between 3000 and 4000 RPM and kept putting
load on her and then backing off. I did this for about a mile or 2 down the road, turned around and did it
again on the way home. When I got home, I checked oil return in the tank and had a nice strong stream. I
adjusted the idle mixture screws and she idled a bit better. But I don't want her to idle a lot. I shut her
down to let her cool and and will pull the plugs and take a look at them and the piston tops. Backfiring was
only on decel, making me believe even more it is exhaust air leaks. Did not have time to see if it was one
or both cylinders.

I interpret the backfiring as the bike making it's last effort to bitch and ruin my day before running down
the road. The last few weeks have been a mixed bag of frustrations and minor victories. I thought about
this today as I was driving to City Hall to pay my parking ticket. After she started backfiring, it convinced
me it is the right thing to do. Since all bikes are consider female, from hence forth, this girl will be known
as "The Bitch".

I'm sure this will not be my last entry in this thread. I need to work thru the backfiring thing. She puffs a
little smoke if you let her idle. She appeared to run on a second when I shut her down. The kick start
quadrant seems to jam as you can see in the first vid when it actually started by surprise as I tried to clear
the kick start quadrant. I suspect it is a bit worn. So, I still have some nits and nats to address. Oh, have
to touch up that damn tank chip, too.

First order is make sure she is running with a proper mixture and timed right.

Here are some pics of The Bitch out in the daylight, a complete, restored and most importantly, running
motorcycle.
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regards,
Rob 

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-23-2013 at 04:04 PM.
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
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Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Congratulations on a job very well done! The bike is beautiful.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks, Henry. It was support from folks like you that helped make it possible.

Tomorrow, weather permitting, I'm going to take a series of detailed pics and post them here,at the
risk of being called a self-absorbed narcissist. One thing that I could have used more of were close-ups
of various sections and details of this model year. So, hopefully these pics will help the next poor
schnook who decides to restore one. Not that this bike is 100%, but at least everything fits and works
together.

Regards,
Rob
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Wally Job VERY well done...congrats. I look forward to hearing the source of the backfiring, hopefully it's just
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration
Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

timing.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Bloody good, Rob. I'm more than a little jealous! I think you really need to pull the primary cover off
and get a timing lamp on her, no point mucking with the carbs till thats sorted.

Not sure about the 20-50 on the clutch plates though. Essentially it's a dry clutch running in a mist,
works much nicer assembled dry.

However, i have no wish to piss on your cornflakes. Congratulations, Mate. She may be a bitch but she
is a credit to you.

Rod
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tealetm
Senior Member
SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 2012 Speed
Triple R
 

Excellent work!
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Join Date: Sep 2008
Location: Clermont, FL

Congratulations on a job well done!! I am immensely jealous... :-)

Ken
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Main Motorcycle: The one
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thank you, gentlemen.

I know why it was backfiring. It occurred to me at 7:30 this morning as I was awakened by the sun.
Apparently the sunshine caused one of my dormant synapses to momentarily fire. 

I forgot to put the balance tube on the intake manifolds. Those little fittings are hidden from view, in
my defense, and out of sight, out of mind is something I've learned is an every day occurrence for me
lately. Put it on this morning when I snapped some detailed picks in the morning sun. 

Still too cold to fire her up, so will wait until the sun gets a little higher in the sky. Temp was 32F when
I turned on the radio this morning.

Oil went on the plates because I found that the clutch was hopelessly frozen a couple weeks ago. I had
to pull it apart and found that the steel plates had corroded from humidity over the summer with the
primary open. So, put oil on them after bead blasting to prevent more of the same.

The clutched seemed to get better after my short run yesterday. Now that it should run much better
(surprised it ran as good as it did) with the balance tube in place, I'd like to take it for a spin today and
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see how she goes.

regards,
Rob
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Quote:

Originally Posted by kbalch 
Congratulations on a job well done!! I am immensely jealous... :-)

Ken

Don't be jealous... Be inspired.

regards,
Rob
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kbalch
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: 2013 Ducati
Multistrada S
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2008
Location: Clermont, FL
Posts: 498
Other Motorcycle: 1969
Bonneville T120R
Extra Motorcycle: 2013 Vespa

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Don't be jealous... Be inspired.

regards,
Rob

I am, indeed. That's a much better word.

Ken
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Site Supporter
Commentator
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Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Fantastic job, and just in time to enter the "Most Improved 2013" contest!

I'll set it all up next month, so you still have time to fine-tune out the backfiring.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Backfiring solved. It was the missing balance tube. Bike starts on first kick and idles nicely.

Thanks for the kind words, Paul. Coming from you, I'm feeling a bit...what is that other Brit word that
keeps showing up here?... oh yeah. CHUFFED!

Clutch frees up fine now, but still not working the way I would like it to. I'm starting to think that the
springs are a bit too tight, or at least one is that I had to take up to reduce the wobble. 

I'm pretty convinced that the right way to set up the clutch is to measure the tension bolts, nuts, spring
buckets and the springs. Make sure they are all the same length. If they differ, try to mate up the parts to
cancel out the difference. Then catch the first thread and count the number of revolutions for each nut.
Set all three nuts at the exact same number of turns.

My reasoning is that the pushrod is not a convex radius and engaging a concave radius on the adjustment
screw. So, it is free to walk as it engages the screw and puts release pressure on the pressure plate. So,
wobble can be misleading. If you correct wobble by taking up on one or two nuts, I can see it causing that
side to disengage less with the engine running. I can see the rod walking to the side with less tension and
staying there, thus inducing wobble and non-uniform disengagement.

My clutch almost feels like it is bottoming out, which might be coil lock. Does not feel like my T140. I only
changed the plates. I reused the springs, nuts, bolts and buckets after measureing the springs.

I'm open to opinions on this.
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Took the bike down to be inspected after making a new inspection plate for the front end. 

Shot some detailed close-ups of various areas to help others with their restorations. I know I agonized over
how to route certain things probably longer than I should have. Here are the picks.
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Just looked at the picks here and see I need to reshoot that stop light switch. Also noticed I never snapped
the wiring all the way home into the connector.
regards,
Rob 
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kbalch
Senior Member
Formula Extreme

Excellent detail pics; thanks! Note to self: remember the balance tube...

Ken
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Rob, a few minor considerations:

Seems to me your throttle cables are kind of just hanging there. I have seen them routed like that but
I prefer them to go through the fork and then into the tank tunnel. Also, shouldn't the speedo and
tach cable be fixed to the front part of the frame? Again, looks kind of haphazard. Might be a bit of an
upgrade to put the little clip from a 69 -70 on the bottom yoke that routes the front brake cable along
the timing side fork leg. I mention this because I think you are open to minor changes from what
would be a pure 66.

I know this is very knit pickey and subjective but, just something to consider.

Regards,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Henry, I'm always making similar suggestions. So, I'd be a bit of a turd if I was not willing to accept
suggestions from others.

The tach cable takes a smooth run when left loose like that. Same for speedo. I have not made a
decision yet on what I will do. I need to study some period articles I have from original road tests to
see how they were set up back then.

I did not like the throttle cables hanging out there, either. But for expediency, leaving them out
eliminated the risk of binding during initial runs. I'm a function over form guy when proving out
equipment. Have since re-routed the throttle cables per a period picture I glanced at this morning. I
tend to do all my work with the bike in the lift, which means the front wheel is clamped straight ahead.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

So, cannot test for sufficient slack in things like throttle cables until off the lift.

Over the next few days I may tinker with details like this. But if weather is good, I prefer to break in
the motor and try to uncover any potential issues.

Regards,
Rob
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jimmy bush
Senior Member
SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: '68' T120
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Nov 2007
Location: corpus christi, texas
Posts: 1,754
Other Motorcycle: 2006 T100
Bonneville
Extra Motorcycle: '79' T140
street tracker

Gorgeous!!!!
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Don't give up Rob - with a bit of work, that could be a nice bike!
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks, John. It is encouragement like yours that keeps me moving forward.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Bee-Yoo-Tee-Full.

The good thing is, you can remove the primary cover, re-install the footpeg, and test-ride the bike as
you work on final clutch adjustments. Just for the heck of it, start with the springs only half
compressed, then do the full cable adjustment by the book. Take it out for a spin and dial in only the
amount of spring tension you need to eliminate slippage at throttle roll-on.

(and keep your cuffed corduroy bell-bottoms out of the primary chain)
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Paul, when you say "half-compressed, are you talking about the spring nut adjustment or putting lots
of slack in the clutch cable?

I tend to think you mean spring nut adjustment. I'm prettys sure, based on how I have the cable
adjusted now that lots of slack will not work worth a damn.

Not to worry on the cuffed bellbottom cords. I never wore them even when they were in style . I'll
put on a pair of my wife's pantyhose. That and boots should raise a few eyebrows.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs

Cables and clutch

Okay Henry, you first.

I have an original article from Cycle Magazine  which is the road test for the '66 T120R. There are two
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I have an original article from Cycle Magazine  which is the road test for the '66 T120R. There are two
photos of the bike with pretty clear views of the clutch and tach cables. You can even see the cable tie for
the speedo cable in one of them.

The tach cable required that I rotate the tach drive  so the cable attachment point is closer to vertical
than I originally had it. A couple of the bike pictures in the front of the service manual showed the same
positioning for the tach drive and routing of the cable as the Cycle article. 

So, I've re-routed those two cables and zip-tied them in place. 

Henry, these two pics are for you so you will sleep soundly tonight.

Speedo cable
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Now, on to the clutch. Pulled the primary cover off after removing the exhaust and engine  mounting
plate. Paul said to pull the foot peg and then the primary cover. Maybe he has a special wrench. But I could
barely get a wrench on the footpeg nut and since I ate extra Wheaties the morning that I assembled the
foot peg to the engine plate while still off the bike, there was no way I was getting it off while mounted to
the bike. I also realized that ALL the engine plate bolts should have been mounted with the nut on the
outside. I put one on the other way, and of course it was on the bottom and that is why the exhaust had
to come off. Also meant the bottom exhaust brace had to come off too, in order to swing the wrench on
that bottom nut.

Okay, now on to the clutch. I pulled the clutch apart and the plates were glued together in groups by the
oil. I was actually going to take the bike for a ride and put a few more miles on it, but when I tried to
release the clutch, it would release and then grab or drag again and just felt very strange to me.
Something was not right. So, rather than beat up the tranny, I decided to dive into the primary today. 

With the clutch apart, I cleaned all the plates in mineral spirits. I measure the bolts, nuts, springs and
spring cups and all were withing about 20 mils of each other. Springs were all a tad short. Spec is 1.812
and mine all measured 1.780-1.782. Did not see a min length spec in the book, and since they were all
about identical, and there was no slipping, back in they went.

This time, I threaded the nuts on the pins and then backed them off until I knew exactly where the first
thread caught. I marked the pressure place with a Sharpie in line with the slot in the nut. I then put 10
turns on each nut. They could take a few more turns, but I wanted to check the clutch action. I bottomed
the adjustment screw, backed it out a half turn and tried the clutch. To make a long story short, the lever
would stop before hitting the bar. I was watching the pressure plate and it would stop moving and the
clutch lever would get harder to pull and I knew I was flexing the cable and the release mechanism. I
concluded that I was running out of clutch release mechanism travel . So, I re-did the adjustment, only
this time I turned in the screw further until it started to release the clutch. Did this several times and then
set the screw at a half turn out. Still was bottoming out the release mechanism. So, I made sure the cable
was slack, used the screw to release the clutch several more times, then bottomed the screw until it was
firm, and backed it out a quarter turn and locked it. Cluth lever now had movement of the clutch for the
complete stroke of the clutch lever. 
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This is the original release mechanism that was in the bike. I replaced the balls with new, but kept the
rest. I bought a new release, but it was not correct and the label on the bag from Coventry said "This is all
that is available". So since it would not work with my cover, I put it back in the bag and used the old one
with new balls. 

I think the release is fine. But I think the travel is probably a bit different than later models. It uses a
funky spoke and socket to hold the cable and there is no threaded port in the tranny cover to connect the
cable. The spoke and socket poke out the top of the cover and a threaded ferrule/guide protect them. You
remove that ferrule to install the cable. Actually easier than the later models, but I suspect not as robust a
design . 

I decided to come in and eat and call it a night. I was tired, the dog wanted to eat. Plus I wanted the ATF
to drain out as much as possible. Then I can run the engine tomorrow with no primary cover to check the
timing with a light and not coat everything in the shop with residual ATF.

I think that the manual is a bit misleading on how to adjust the clutch springs. They say to turn the nuts
until the pins are flush with the heads. If I did this, the base of the heads will be inside the spring cups.
That means I cannot get a knife edge under them to allow the pip to get beyond the end of the spring
when unscrewing the nut. Could be my pins are shorter than originals. But they are the pins that were in
there when I got it. So, I'm going to bring the nuts down until the base of the nut is even with the outer
edge of the spring cup. And tonight, after putting 10 turns on each nut, there was zero wobble when I
released it and turned the engine. I think the new rod has mated to the adjustment screw and does not
walk any more. That dry clutch also releases like you would expect it to every time. (Are you reading  this
Rod?). 

regards,
Rob 
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225

Clutch issue solved. 13 turns on each spring nut provided a non-slipping clutch and zero wobble. I
think that when you do a full rebuild and change the clutch rod, you need to run the bike before you
adjust for wobble. The adjustment screw procedure I explained in my last post was run thru again and
it looks like my system wants a quarter turn of backing off the screw after bottoming out.

Cleaning the 20W50 off the plates made for a very free clutch. Ran it with no primary oil to test. Will
fill with ATF in the morning. I tend to believe sticking clutches might be a later model issue due to
motor oil being required in the primary. We'll see what happens tomorrow when I fill with ATF.

Put the timing light on the bike and advance was about 34 deg BTDC. Set it to 38 deg. My homemade
timing plate worked like a champ!!

Took the bike for a short spin as darkness was setting in. Noticed that the ignition light is on and stays
on. Probably how I have the Podtronics connected. Need to sort out. Hope I don't need a new stator.
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Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Looks much better, Rob.
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gatornapper
Lifetime Premium
Site Supporter
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: '72
Bonneville 5-speed
 

 
Join Date: Jan 2010

Rob -

Very late getting into the story line here, but as all have said, an amazing restore in every way. Wish I
had your expertise and knowledge of details. A truly stunning classic, looking new and running like
new. Kudos squared.

And kudos for your detailed story line and pics - as good as any I've ever seen.

Just wish we could hop on our Bonnie's and ride together. Heck, maybe next summer I'll get a wild hair
on my a??, throw my '72 in the back of my old '96 F-150 and head your way.......the trip would be
worth it......

Oh, being an electrical guy, I loved your ground bus that you created. Best I've ever seen......

GN
__________________
gatornapper 
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Join Date: Jan 2010
Location: Woods of Virginia
Posts: 1,844
Other Motorcycle: '09 Harley
CVO FLTRSE3
Extra Motorcycle: '97 Harley
Wide Glide

My sweet '73 T150V Trident
'73 Trident T150V, '72 Bonneville T120V, '71 Trophy 500 T100C
"A Dream Collection" (w/apologies to all '60's purists)
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Snakeoil
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Henry and Gator. 

Being a bit OCD, Gator, that ground bus had to look good as well as be functional. Only drawback was it
required me to install the battery clamp on the back side of the box.

I figured out the igntion light issue. There is no issue. I actually and did what I always tell everyone
else to do. I read the damn manual.
First, I looked at the schematic and it told me the light should always be on. Then I realized they call it
an igntion light, so it's not a charging indicator light. In the back of the electrical section they describe
the function of the indicator lights and the ignition light is truly and idiot light. It means "you forgot to
turn off the igntion, IDIOT!!

So, she's officially done! It's 50F outside based on the digital thermometer in my office window. Might
suit up and take her for a spin. I normally never ride in this kind of weather. But something about
having her finished after all this time, give me the same need to ride as I had when I was a kid and
bought got my first bike. I actually rode about 70 miles in January to a Honda dealer to get them to
reject a 450 Honda that I'd swapped exhausts on. I stopped in a diner on the way back from picking it
up got get a hot coffee. People were looking at me like I was an alien. 

Wife will be home tonight after being in Italy for two weeks. Maybe I'll strap on her new camera and
make a riding video next week, weather permitting.

I have one more thing that I have to share here. I added this bike to my policy when I registered it the
other day. My agent just sends the insurance card to be via email and a bill shows up in the mail a few
days later. The bill arrived yesterday. Inside was a check for $2.00. I GOT A REFUND FOR ADDING
ANOTHER BIKE!!! This is the second time this has happened to me. Last time I put my '47 HD on the
policy so I could register the vintage plate I have. I got a $1.00 refund that time. I have to say, if you
own multiple bikes and are not insured with Progressive, you are probably paying too much.

regards,
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Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 10-27-2013 at 11:09 AM.
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jerryd
Member
Grand Prix 250
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
Daytona 1970
 
Join Date: May 2012
Location: Canada
Posts: 58
Other Motorcycle: 74 Norton
850
Extra Motorcycle: 67 Royal
Star

Just WOW!! jerryd
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

You really have done a magnificent job but, look a bit closer, Rob. I'm sure you can find something you
can improve - if only a little. 

Reason being, I don't want to see this thread come to an end. I've really enjoyed it.

Henry
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Thanks Henry. And it's funny you should say that. As the bike project was coming to an end, a friend
stopped over to see how it was coming. I told him that I was a bit sad that it was over. I can equate it
to a good book. The end is something you look forward to, but when you get there, you wish it wasn't
over.

I'll still be fiddling with the bike, for sure. It's still puffing blue smoke. I really think it is the guides. I
went for another short ride yesterday (it was COLD!!) and it ran great and shifted great. But it still
puffs a bit when I let it idle and if I rev it while on the stand, it blow smoke out the left jug more than
the right. That makes me think guides as well since the bike is leaning left. 

I need to check the top of the pistons  to see how they look. I looked in there at 20 miles and they
were still looking like the day I put them in. Plugs are a bit sooty and I think she's running a tad rich.
As long as she does not foul plugs, I'm okay with a little rich. Might have to drop the needle one notch.
Soot does not look like oil soot so that's more evidence of guides. If I have to do the head, no big deal.
It will be a good project for next summer at the lake, since my machininst is out there. 

I do have a side project I might try for this bike. The 8H horn, which I found at Rhinebeck, works, but
sounds like somebody stepping on a baby chick. I have the shell of an 8H that Taff sent to me. I might
see if I cannot find a modern 12v horn and strip the guts out of that horn and put it into the shell of
the 8H. Good winter  therapy project.

I wish this were a generic bike forum. My next project is putting my '47 Knucklehead back together. I
guess I need to see if there is a decent HD vintage forum for project threads. I'm finding that most
vintage HD guys are not computer  literate. 

regards,
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Rob -

I'm searching Harley forums and can't find what you are looking for, but, these may help:

http://www.hydra-glide.com/scripts/toc_doc.php

I posted a request for advice on this one:

http://www.v-twinforum.com/forums/pr...al-discussion/
__________________
gatornapper 

My sweet '73 T150V Trident
'73 Trident T150V, '72 Bonneville T120V, '71 Trophy 500 T100C
"A Dream Collection" (w/apologies to all '60's purists)
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Rob -

I know you already know this - but on these cold days, be sure you warm up your '66 good & well
before you put any load or revs on that new engine .......

Are you running 20W/50 or straight weight 40?

I use Morris Classic oil as it has ZDDP in it for the cams & lifters........
__________________
gatornapper 
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Thanks Henry. And it's funny you should say that. As the bike project was coming to an end,
a friend stopped over to see how it was coming. I told him that I was a bit sad that it was
over. I can equate it to a good book. The end is something you look forward to, but when
you get there, you wish it wasn't over.

I'll still be fiddling with the bike, for sure. It's still puffing blue smoke. I really think it is the
guides. I went for another short ride yesterday (it was COLD!!) and it ran great and shifted
great. But it still puffs a bit when I let it idle and if I rev it while on the stand, it blow smoke
out the left jug more than the right. That makes me think guides as well since the bike is
leaning left. 

I need to check the top of the pistons to see how they look. I looked in there at 20 miles and
they were still looking like the day I put them in. Plugs are a bit sooty and I think she's
running a tad rich. As long as she does not foul plugs, I'm okay with a little rich. Might have
to drop the needle one notch. Soot does not look like oil soot so that's more evidence of
guides. If I have to do the head, no big deal. It will be a good project for next summer at the
lake, since my machininst is out there. 

I do have a side project I might try for this bike. The 8H horn, which I found at Rhinebeck,
works, but sounds like somebody stepping on a baby chick. I have the shell of an 8H that
Taff sent to me. I might see if I cannot find a modern  12v horn and strip the guts out of
that horn and put it into the shell of the 8H. Good winter therapy project.

I wish this were a generic bike forum. My next project is putting my '47 Knucklehead back
together. I guess I need to see if there is a decent HD vintage forum for project threads. I'm
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finding that most vintage HD guys are not computer literate. 

regards,
Rob

On my '66, I installed a horn from a modern Triumph. It raises my comfort level to know that it can be
heard, but looks similar enough to an original that nobody notices. I liked the price of $15 too. My 66
TR6 had been rebuilt, but not ridden, and stored dry. I accepted a little smoke as normal and it ceased
by the end of the 1st tank of gas. I have several scratches on it after a summer  of riding. Nobody
mentions them. The 66 is unusual that the conversations open with "that's beautiful" instead of "what
year is it?" Bob
__________________
www.youtube.com/user/MrBowser2011
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Funny you should mention look alike horns, Bob. I was putting my bikes away for the winter and
noticed that the horn on my Honda S90 is the same size and similar in appearance to the 8H Lucas.
Although it is 6 volts. But I suspect later model, 12V 90's use a similar horn in 12v. I need to look.
Might be able to put my 8H parts on the Honda horn and fool'em all.

Pics of your TR6?

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
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I just realized that I'm remiss in that thanking all the members here for their help, kind words and
encouragement as I restored this bike. I realize I always say thank you in any reply to help. But I
wanted to just send out a general thanks to one and all for helping to make this restoration a success. 

SO
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THANK YOU TRIUMPH
RAT VINTAGE
MEMBERS!!
regards,
Rob
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Getting lost with the horn conversation, but the Lucas 8H is a 6 volt horn. Works perfectly well on a 12
volt system so long as you dont have 12 volts up it constantly.

Rob, the more pics the better. That bike is just lovely!

Rod
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Member
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Congratulations

Rob,

Congratulations on completing the bike and I am glad that you are happy with her. I also wanted to
thank you for being an inspiration to me in completing my 66 Bonnie restoration and for answering the
dumb questions I had. I started my resto in early 2011 and have just finished so like you I am going
through the fun  of running her in and riding her.

I echo your comments of much thanks to everyone on triumphrat who gave advice when I hit a
problem beyond my knowledge. Thankyou
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Redmoggy 
Getting lost with the horn conversation, but the Lucas 8H is a 6 volt horn. Works perfectly well
on a 12 volt system so long as you dont have 12 volts up it constantly.

Rob, the more pics the better. That bike is just lovely!

Rod

Thanks Rod.

My understanding is in '66 they made an 8H in 12v and stamped it as such. Mine is stamped 12V. Now
maybe they just found out the 6V worked fine with 12v and just stamped the ones they made that year
for the '66 Triumphs as 12v. But the 12v stamped 8H is a one year only horn.

More pics, huh? I've actually been waiting for a sunny day to put the bike in the back yard and take some
nice photos. But I did snap these two the other day when the sun was out.
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As a follow up to the clutch issue, I was working  in the shop last night and remembered to check the
clutch for being free after the ride I took the other day. Pulled in the lever and with my hand was able to
free the clutch with the kick start. That 20W50 oil is some sticky stuff. The ATF is a vast improvement for
clutch action. 

regards,
Rob 
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WOW, what a beautiful motorcycle.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Rob, sorry mate i didnt know that. I spent some time looking up 8H horns as both mine were missing.
I'm pretty sure it was Taff that told me they were all 6 volt, whislt ranting about how poor later model
Lucas horns are! Certainly cant argue with the 12 volt stamp on yours. So, the only two things i can
say are....... Bugger, i have two 6v 8H horns that are wrong. And, yet again i am jealous of your bike!

All the best
Rod
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Redmoggy 
Rob, sorry mate i didnt know that. I spent some time looking up 8H horns as both mine
were missing. I'm pretty sure it was Taff that told me they were all 6 volt, whislt ranting
about how poor later model Lucas horns are! Certainly cant argue with the 12 volt stamp on
yours. So, the only two things i can say are....... Bugger, i have two 6v 8H horns that are
wrong. And, yet again i am jealous of your bike!
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Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565
Other Motorcycle: '64 T120 in
restoration
Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

All the best
Rod

The 64 TR6 and T120 also used a 6V 8H horn. I think the "H" class was a form factor and not
indicative of voltage. Knowing Lucas, who knows??
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I think that even the 8H carcas that Taff sent to me is marked 12v. I'll have to check and if so, will
snap a pic. I've seen them on fleabay back when I was looking for one. But the price was silly
expensive for an unknown entity. Taff said there is a guy that sells on ebay who gets them to work
and makes them pretty, but they are not rebuilt. But then again, Taff may have been just feathering
his own bed. He's a differnt kinda guy.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron

Rod, I just need to chime in one more time regarding pre-shared-crankcase Triumph twins: the
primary chaincase oil is for the CHAIN, NOT the clutch! Install the plates dry, and they should stay
RELATIVELY dry and stick less, for a longer period of time. Eventually, they will contaminate, and if
they sit, they will glue up.

This bike BETTER be entered in the "most improved" contest...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
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Other Motorcycle: British Iron
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Got it, Paul. What about the the roller bearings in the back of the clutch hub. I thought the oil was for
them as well.

Actually I did install the clutch dry. I even went so far as to wash it down with acetone to remove the
preservative that was on them from the factory. The result, because I did not button up the primary
until the summer had come and gone, was the steel plates corroded and bit into the fiber plates and
made two packets of plates that were solid as a rock. Go back a page or two in my thread and you will
see photos. So I slathered them with 20W50 after bead blasting the metal plates and put them back
in. I might as well have epoxied them together. I learned a valued lesson. Keep the clutch plates in the
OEM package until you are ready to button up the primary case.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

The rollers should be installed with grease, and they'll be happy until around the specified maintenance
interval. Remember, they only spin while the clutch lever is pulled in.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Caulky
Moderator
Moto Grand Prix
Main Motorcycle: T120V
 

 
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Isle of Wight
England
Posts: 2,643
Other Motorcycle: 1960 Tiger
Cub
Extra Motorcycle: 1971 Bsa
A65L

Lovely bike, well done 
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks Caulky.

Took her for a spin today with temps in the 60's and sunny skies. Showed her to my painter, Charlie
McDermott and he liked how she came out. I did not show him the chip in the front of the tank. He'll
get to see it when I bring it up to him to help me fix it over the winter.

On the way home she started to run on 1 cylinder. I figured that one carb ran out of gas, so maybe
stuck float or something left inside by Amal. Then she came back to life and ran fine.

She was a little hesitant when cold to take throttle and even later, when warm, bogged/stumbled
when I would try to accelerate quickly. So, moved the needles thru all five notches and found that 3rd
from the top was best, with 2nd being the standard position. 

When I got back home after the last run for the needle test, she started to run like crapola again in the
driveway. She was missing like crazy. Then she cleared up and was fine again.

So, I need to check all the ignition connections at the coils, since with the Pazon, I've got a lost spark
system so if it runs on one cylinder, it's either a connection to a coil or the coil itself. Being intermittent
makes it a PITA to troubleshoot because I'll never know if I fixed it until the problem does not reappear
for a long period. 

Also need to check the carbs. Might have a float hanging up or a piece of crud in one. 

Did a compression test and got 165 psi in the left jug and 160 in the right. Was expecting more.
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Peered thru the sparkplug holes again and the tops of the pistons are still looking like new. Only they
appear to be oily. Valve pockets looked like they had oil in them. Also thought I saw small round
aluminum nodules on the top of the piston. But it was oily carbon bits. Funny how the top of the
pistons are still clean as a whistle after just under 70 miles. 

She still smokes. Talked to Lance and he thought that the Castrol GTX might have been too slippery for
good ring seating. Said I might have to drop to 40w and a cheapo brand. 

I have another issue that I cannot figure out. I get a popping noise when at part load. If I decelerate or
accelerate, it disapears. But if I run at part load I get a pop.. pop... pop. Thought it might be the chain
hitting the guard. But no signs of any contact anywhere. Everything else is tight. Really sounds like a
pop thru the exhaust. Pulled the valve caps while the engine was hot and had tap-tap movement on all
four rockers when the valve was closed. So none are over-tight. 

I did notice that the new exhaust spigot I installed is kinda short. I'm not sure why this did not occur
to me when I first installed it, but the hole for the tommy bar is almost at the mouth of the port. I
actually get exhaust leakage when I rev the bike. It could be that is what I hear at part load
conditions. I may pull the exhaust and remove that spigot before it becomes a permanent part of the
bike and go get another. I could also weld up those holes and drill new ones closer to the forward edge.
Just hope I can get it out without having to call in the troops. 

I have a small oil leak somewhere. It had not been leaking, but today, there was a drip on my lift.
Wiped it off and during the last needle notch change, saw it again. Looks like it is coming from the oil
tank hoses. Might just need another clamp. 

Also noticed that the seat is hitting the battery hold down clamp. Looks like I'll have to elongate the
hole so it can slide down a bit and make the rubber spacer thinner. Given that this clamp is made to sit
on top of the original battery, I can see how the seat can short the battery terminals on the original.
My battery is much shorter than the original. And my clamp is on the rear box mount stud due to my
ground bus using the forward stud. I wonder if I can switch the bus to the rear. Hmmm... more winter
therapy projects.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Fixing details

Today was a dreary, rainy day. Took the dog with me to my buddy's shop to weld up some saw blades and
the dog barfed in the car. I got some paper towels at a gas station, but it was too much of a mess to clean
up on the road. So kept going and he started telling me something was wrong. He's good that way. I pulled
over and got him out just in time. He had terminal Hershey squirts and got crap all over his butt. So, had
to clean him up before I could put him back into the van. Got to my friend's shop and one of his guys
welded up my blades only to have them snap while I was holding them in my hands. Then the blade
welder bit the dust. So back home I went with my pukey and crappy dog and a box of broken saw blades,
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

looking for something to brighten my day.

Decided to pull the left exhaust off and pull out that new spigot with the holes too close to the edge of the
header pipe. Actually it was a bit worse. The header pipe has two slots cut in it at 3 and 9 o'clock. And
guess where the two tommy bar holes were with the spigot tight in the head? Yup, 3 and 9 o'clock. The
exhaust leak it caused was nasty.

Spigot came out with a little grunt and when I compared it to the old one, only difference were the holes
on the new one were closer to the threads and the aforementioned clock position issue. So, I put a piece of
copper behind them and welded them up with my MIG. Drilled two new holes at what would be the 12 and
6 o'clock positions and put the spigot back in. I drilled smaller holes, 1/4" and very close to the forward
edge of the spigot to provide as much continuous sealing surface as possible.

Here is the spigot in my lathe chuck from back when I machined the first few threads off so it would
bottom out. Note how close the edge of the holes are to the thread.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here is the welded up and re-drilled spigot.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

The shiny spot is where I machined the welded hole down to the OD of the spigot.

Mr. Pete had mentioned in a thread in the general forum that a tommy bar was not the right way to
tighten these. He suggested a pin spanner, similar to what is used on the front fork dust excluders. Since I
made one for my forks, I used it to tighten the spigot. Smaller holes in the spigot worked well with the pin
spanner. Here is the spanner mounted to the spigot.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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And a close-up of the spanner engaging the spigot holes.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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She snugged up nicely. This will eliminate that nasty exhaust leak at had at that port. It might have well
been the cause for the pop, pop I heard during part load operation. I hope so.

While I had the exhaust off, I looked at the exhaust port, hoping to see oily deposits. There were none.
Just soot. I'm thinking that the knurled guides are fine and my rings did not seat. I may try Babbo in the
intakes before I tear her down again. But that probably will not happen until spring and I get a few more
miles on her, unless we get a warm snap in the next few weeks.

regards,
Rob 
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Ammeter

My ammeter swings wildly and I've learned that this is a common problem with both the original Lucas and
the current repop ammeters. Solution for the Lucas, I've also learned, was to drill a small hole in the back
of the case and fill it with mineral oil. I could have sworn my ammeter said LUCAS on the front, but when I
went to pull it out of the headlight today, alas, it just said "Made in England". Funny how the mind plays
tricks on you.

So, mine is the repop ammeter in the white case that a number of folks here have called junk. I wanted to
see just how junky it was and if I could dampen the movement mechanically. So, I pulled it apart.

Taking it apart is pretty easy. First pry off the 3 tabs that hold the bezel in place. Under the bezel is a paper
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gasket that does little, except maybe keep the glass from rattling. Mine was deformed and not sealing
anything.

Then remove the two nuts on the terminal posts that hold them tight to the case as well as the two
smaller nuts that hold the mounting studs to the case. With that done, the meter unit will slide out of the
case.

Here is the meter unit out of the case. This is a view of the the magnetic coil that causes the needle to
swing with current changes. You can see it is soldered to the terminal lug in my fingers.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

Here is the needle pivot. Looks a bit cruddy in there, doesn't it?

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Report this image

The bottom needle pivot point is a small brass screw. Turning it either increases or reduces the tension and
end play  on the pivot shaft. My needle was pretty loose as it was rubbing on the face of the gauge. Here
is a shot of the back side of the movement showing that adjustment screw.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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I blew the crud out of mine and then, with a small dental tool, put a tiny drop of instrument oil on that
pivot. Once lubricated, I turned in the screw, reducing the end play until the needle would not swing. This
also raised the needle up off the face of the gauge. I then backed it off slightly until it was free again. I
played back and forth with this until I had what I felt was zero lash and maybe just a tad of compression to
provide some dampening. Needle would swing when I shook the gauge, but not as easily as before. And it
always returned to zero. 

I was intially going to fill the gauge with mineral oil. I even went to the store and bought a bottle of oil. But
upon removal of my ammeter, it was obvious that as it stood, it was not designed to hold much of
anything except maybe air... and moving air at that.

The case has extra holes, probably for other movements. And none of the penetrations were sealed where
terminals and studs passed thru. I also had another issue. My case's mounting flange was cracked.
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Probably from no gasket or rubbler washer under the flange when the PO mounted it.

Here is the crack in the case.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.

Report this image

I also found a small crack where one of the mounting studs penetrates the case. Here is that crack.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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The case material is very slippery. Almost like polyethylene. I'm not sure I can fix it. But I cleaned it with
acetone and repaired both cracks with Barco Bond clear epoxy. It takes 12 or so hours to set, so tomorrow
will tell. 

I could machine a new metal can for the meter, but then I'd have to work out an insulating sleeve
arrangement for the two terminals. Maybe I can find a piece of plastic thick enough to machine a new case
for the movement. I could make the penetration area very thick such that sealing it would be no problem.
I wonder if an original Lucas case for a fried meter would work. Not sure what they look like. Need to do
some research. If anyone has one, a picture would be helpful.

If my epoxy fix works, I'll use black silicone to seal the bezel to the can rather than use that gasket. I'll
also seal all the holes in the can and try filling it will mineral oil if my pivot point adjustment does not
dampen out the wild needle swings. I will also lock that adjustment with a dab of black silicone sealant so it
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stays put.

One last comment. When I installed the ammeter, I put a dab of black silicone sealant on each of the
terminal nuts to keep them in place. Seemed to work well. And when I removed it today, it was easy to
unscrew the nuts. Something to keep in mind.

regards,
Rob 
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Yep, I use dabs of RTV on windscreen screws after gently snugging down all the hardware  evenly.
Works a treat.

A fella could get rich running an RTV booth at vintage bike races.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
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between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Put the meter back together. Just realized that I did not put a dab of silicone sealant on the pivot
adjuster screw. Damn!

Epoxy worked. So case must be something like polystyrene. Had to carve it a bit to things fit back
together.

Since the case is anything but waterproof, I put the original gasket back in. It turned out that it has
been installed improperly at the factory. It was suppose to sit in a recess in the can and the glass goes
over it and also fits in the recess.

Temps are supposed to go up a bit next week, so may take it for a spin and see how it works now with
zero lash in the pivot. Also curious if the pop, pop disappears with the exhaust spigot modified to
eliminate the leak.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Opened up my new Monoblocs this week. One was leaking a bit from the needlejet holder gasket.
Never did take them apart when they arrived. Found some crud in one of them. Float bowls in both
had something on the bottom that looked like goo, but might have been droplets of water. Running
non-ethanol gas in the bike. I did spray the inside of the tank with WD-40 to prevent rust while the
bike was being finished. I would have thought that it would have dissolved and gone into solution with
the gasoline. Who knows. Maybe it was some type of preservative Amal put in the carbs for shipping
purposes. 

Did check all the jetting and is per their build spec and what belongs in the carbs for my bike.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Temp hit 50F today so after finishing my chores, took her for a short spin. She started on the first kick,
but struggles taking any large amounts of throttle until well warmed up. 

She still has that pop, pop, pop when at part load. And she smoke pretty bad out the left exhaust. Put
her on the side stand and let her idle and it really got bad. Still less than 100 miles on the engine  so
need to wait a bit more. And with temps like they are, might have to wait until spring.

I did put her on the center stand to listen to the exhaust when she idles. Right side is nice and stead.
But left is not. I suspect the oil is fouling the plug and that is leading to the less than smooth running.
Might also be the source of that pop, pop sound. It did seem to stumble a few times on the short ride
today. But when it warmed up and I gave it throttle, it pulled pretty good. 

I bought new wires for the bike thinking they could be causing the rough running and that is causing
the pop, pop. Did not put them on yet and will tomorrow if the weather holds up. 

I have to say that the smoke is not the vivid blue oil smoke usually is. It almost looks white, which
would be water. But no water leaks in an air cooled bike. Maybe she's not firing consistently on that left
side and I'm seeing unburned fuel  blowing out the exhaust. 

Need to install the new wires and maybe swap plug wires side to side if the problem does not clear up
with the wires. If the problem changes sides, then it is either a bad coil or bad coil connection.

As you can see in my Ammeter thread in the general forum, adjusting the tension screw on the
ammeter turned it into a rock steady instrument. I'll take that as a win, today.

I wish it were just a little warmer out.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 11-15-2013, 08:59 AM   #396 (permalink)

GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Sounds to me like your valves and guides have excessive clearance, allowing oil to seep into the
combustion chambers.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I thought that too, Paul. I did not replace them, but rather had them knurled based on a
recommendation from my buddy Lance who has had good luck with that process. The machine shop
also has had good luck with knurling.

So, my assumption was the knurl was allowing oil down the guides. But when I pulled the left exhaust
header last week to fix the new spigot hole, the chamber was black with soot, but there was no signs
of oil coming down the guide. I even stuck my finger in there and the soot was dry, not greasy.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Sounds like oil fouling to me. As far as smoking, there is only gray or black with these bikes- gray=oil,
black=excess fuel
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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gatornapper
Lifetime Premium

Rob -
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Lifetime Premium
Site Supporter
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: '72
Bonneville 5-speed
 

 
Join Date: Jan 2010
Location: Woods of Virginia
Posts: 1,844
Other Motorcycle: '09 Harley
CVO FLTRSE3
Extra Motorcycle: '97 Harley
Wide Glide

Too long ago for you to remember I'm sure but I had the exact same experience with my '72 after it
had been sitting for 15 years - but it had not been rebuilt. I too assumed it was loose valve guides. Also
left cylinder  only.

Guys here said - "Ride it! Get it good & hot & run it for a long ride - multiple times. It will probably go
away."

I did - and they were right. I think the left valve guides get loaded up when it's on the side stand. So I
never use the side stand except for very short periods.

Of course, with temps where they are in your neighborhood, it may be spring before you can get it
good an hot for long rides.

When I did the top end rebuild, the valve guides were fine.

It took about 100 miles of good long rides getting the engine hot before the smoking & popping went
away.

Of course, not sure you have the same causes as I did - but you might.

GN

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Temp hit 50F today so after finishing my chores, took her for a short spin. She started on
the first kick, but struggles taking any large amounts of throttle until well warmed up. 

She still has that pop, pop, pop when at part load. And she smoke pretty bad out the left
exhaust. Put her on the side stand and let her idle and it really got bad. Still less than 100
miles on the engine so need to wait a bit more. And with temps like they are, might have to
wait until spring.

I did put her on the center stand to listen to  the exhaust when she idles. Right side is nice
and stead. But left is not. I suspect the oil is fouling the plug and that is leading to the less
than smooth running. Might also be the source of that pop, pop sound. It did seem to
stumble a few times on the short ride today. But when it warmed up and I gave it throttle, it
pulled pretty good. 

I bought new wires for the bike thinking they could be causing the rough running and that is
causing the pop, pop. Did not put them on yet and will tomorrow if the weather holds up. 

I have to say that the smoke is not the vivid blue oil smoke usually is. It almost looks white,
which would be water. But no water leaks in an air cooled bike. Maybe she's not firing
consistently on that left side and I'm seeing  unburned fuel blowing out the exhaust. 
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consistently on that left side and I'm seeing  unburned fuel blowing out the exhaust. 

Need to install the new wires and maybe swap plug wires side to side if the problem does not
clear up with the wires. If the problem changes sides, then it is either a bad coil or bad coil
connection.

As you can see in my Ammeter thread in the general forum, adjusting the tension screw on
the ammeter turned it into a rock steady instrument. I'll take that as a win, today.

I wish it were just a little warmer out.

regards,
Rob

__________________
gatornapper 

My sweet '73 T150V Trident
'73 Trident T150V, '72 Bonneville T120V, '71 Trophy 500 T100C
"A Dream Collection" (w/apologies to all '60's purists)
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009

I wish that were it, Gator. But today, I took her for another spin and she did not start popping until she
was well warmed up. I had cleaned the plugs (yeah, I know you are not supposed to) and installed new
wires. I suspect that the left plug started to foul after running a bit and that may be the cause of the
popping. 

The popping is still at part loads and the engine has to be above 3500 rpm. It really sounds like
something banging inside the case as I mentioned before. I really thought that it was the chain hitting
the chainguard. But no marks found anywhere. So, other than the primary chain tensioner coming
loose and the primary chain making the noise, I cannot imagine what mechanical issue would only
show up at part loads. Maybe I'll pull the primary cover and look at the chaing tensioner and the chain.
I'm still not sure if it is mechanical or combustion. It's so hard to tell with the wind noise and a full face
helmet  on.

I also pulled the plugs when I got back and left plug was oily this time. I rotated the engine and put
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

the left jug on intake stroke and I could see the valve thru the sparkplug hole. The intake valve is oily.
The other 3 all look fine. I'm pretty sure now that it's that intake guide and that knurling those guides
instead of replacing them was mistake even though Lance has had great luck with that procedure.
Could be that one guide was just too far gone and should have been replaced. 

So, I have to decide if I'm going to pull the head now and replace the valves and guides or wait until
spring.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-15-2013 at 04:44 PM.
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
The popping is still at part loads and the engine has to be above 3500 rpm. It really sounds
like something banging inside the case as I mentioned before. I really thought that it was
the chain hitting the chainguard. 

regards,
Rob

Are you sure it's not detonation?
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I have no signs of overheating on the plugs. Piston domes look like the day I installed them. I thought
I saw small beads of aluminum on the domes, but when I pulled some of it out, it was oily carbon. I
would expect detonation to be more prevalent with a full load since load drives combustion temps. But
I have to admit, I 've never experienced detonation in an engine. I've always thought it was related to
carbon buildup.

But today after letting it idle a bit while I tinkered with idle adjustments, it did run on a bit when I shut
it down. That is normally a sign of elevated temps.

I definitely have an oil burning problem in the left jug.

I spent a lot of time setting up a timing plate on the engine so I could use a timing lite without having
to set up a degree wheel. It does not ping, so it is not too advanced. But it could be too retarded. I
need to revisit timing as well. I always preach the basics and I need to do just that. So if the primary
cover is coming off to recheck the primary chain, might as well put the degree wheel back on and
recheck the timing from scratch. It starts like a perfectly set up engine. Idles fine when warm. 

This is the problem with a new rebuild. If you have several variables, it is tough finding root causes.
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We'll,figure it out. Just wish it were a bit warmer.

Regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-15-2013 at 09:08 PM.
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JohnA
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
T140 & TR7
 
Join Date: Feb 2012
Location: Norwich, England
Posts: 1,851
Other Motorcycle: Guzzi T3
Extra Motorcycle: Another
Guzzi T3

Just as you say Rob, it can be hard work chasing problems on a completely rebuilt machine. I had lots
of hassle with my TR7 - it took around 1200 miles to finally get it running acceptably.

That noise you refer to sounds a bit like the noise my T3 Guzzi made at just over 3000 rpm with the
engine hardly pulling at all. As soon as I gave it some work to do, the noise would go away, but on very
little load, and at that kind of engine speed, it rattled as if there was a stone in the exhaust. It turned
out to be piston slap - the chrome plating had worn right through, and one of the compression rings
was broken when I took the barrels off. It turned out just about everyone I knew wjho had a big block
Guzzi had a similar noise at that engine speed, and they all told me "they all do that, don;t worry
about it". They were wrong: when I fitted good barrels & pistone it was perfectly quiet. It just happens
that Guzzis will carry on quite happily when thoroughly knackered!

If you had rebored barrels etc, it seems very unlikely it could be piston slap, but thought I'd let you
know, as it does sound similar.

I once had some guides knurled for an A10 head. That was after someone suggested it, as oversize
guides weren't available. I had a job persuading the engineer to do it - he told me it wasn't a proper fix
and was unlikely to work well. He was right, and I just made the worn guide housings worse...
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Wally
Senior Member
Formula Extreme
Main Motorcycle: '97 T595i
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Wylie, TX, USA
Posts: 565

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
I would expect detonation to be more prevalent with a full load since load drives combustion
temps. But I have to admit, I 've never experienced detonation in an engine. I've always
thought it was related to carbon buildup.

But today after letting it idle a bit while I tinkered with idle adjustments, it did run on a bit
when I shut it down. That is normally a sign of elevated temps.

I definitely have an oil burning problem in the left jug.

Regards,
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Posts: 565
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Extra Motorcycle: 2012 Bonnie
T100

Rob

Right as my Boyer was going south it actually pinged at idle intermittently. Detonation can be created
with timing alone, it doesn't need carbon chunks or sharp edges in the chamber although they do
attribute to it.

I'd still go back through the carb tuning and sync. I'm not sure if you saw my previous comment, but I
induced oil burning in one cylinder when I intentionally got them completely out of whack. Seems the
guides will only tolerate a certain level of vacuum before the lack of stem seals reveals itself.

W
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Snakeoil
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Main Motorcycle: The one
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Thanks for the input guys. 

John, I had an Ambassador that was a former LAPD bike. It has piston slap which was corrected with a
rebore and new pistons. LAPD bikes came with cast iron cylinders per spec as they required that the
engines be rebuildable.

Wally, I thought about a poorly running cylinder acting more like a pump and sucking oil thru the
guides. I will double check, but I spent quite a bit of time on synching the carbs.

The pop is not a ping. That's for sure. It is a noise I've never heard before in a motorcycle. I would
have bet serious money it was the chain hitting the chain guard but it's not. Unless it is hitting
somewhere I cannot see. But it has plenty of clearance all around. Only possibility that just popped into
my mind are the nuts holding the stop light switch screws in place. I'm sure I checked for proper
clearance during assembly. But probably need to peer up there again.

I'm headed to a bike boneyard that is having an estate sale today. Hopefully will find a few treasures
before somebody else does.

regards,
Rob
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Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph

Oversize guides are available all day long, and you'll still need to re-lap after replacement. Once you pull
knurled guides out of a head, it'll be even more worn and will need to be CAREFULLY resized, then the
appropriate guides installed.

ONLY oversize the bores that need it, unless all 4 guides were knurled.
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Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

You noise trouble could be trouble.

Remove your alternator rotor and clamp it in a vice between two washers on each face of the hub;
clamp it tightly. Take a large pair of "channel lock" (water pump) pliers and see whether you can turn
the rotor around it's hub at all. Even a very slight amount of looseness here can translate into disaster
down the road.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album

Last edited by GrandPaulZ; 11-16-2013 at 10:20 AM.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by GrandPaulZ 
Oversize guides are available all day long, and you'll still need to re-lap after replacement.
Once you pull knurled guides out of a head, it'll be even more worn and will need to be
CAREFULLY resized, then the appropriate guides installed.

ONLY oversize the bores that need it, unless all 4 guides were knurled.

I'm a little confused now (what's new?). I was under the impression he had the guide ID knurled to
raise the surface and reduce clearance (to make undersized guides). But your suggestion is towards
oversized guides and how to prep the head for them. So, the question is, did Rob have the ID or OD of
the guide knurled?

I made the mistake of letting a shop do the OD once. Several months later the guide and the valve
met Mr. Piston Crown on an interstate on-ramp. Ugly. Finding or even fabricating oversized guides is
the only way for me now.
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph

My original reply referenced the ID, but after re-reading Rob's last post, it sounded more like the OD;
so, I corrected my reply. I guess we need clarification.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
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I was thinking it was OD. That's what I had done and regretted. That was in 1979, and I can assure
you, Paul, there were not plenty of oversize A10 guides available back then - none I could find anyway!
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Join Date: Feb 2009
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Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Okay, I thought everyone was familiar with knurling guides. So, to bring everyone up to speed, the
point of knurling is to avoid having to replace guides that are worn. So, the process involves running a
tool into the ID of the GUIDE, which is similar to a thread forming (not cutting) tool. This upsets the
metal on the ID, which makes the ID smaller. You then run a reamer or swage the ID to the proper
size and the ID of the guide is returned to spec. You cannot do this on extremely worn guides as here
is not enough material to upset and the bore may be worn out of round.

So, I'm sure my guides are still in place. But one was probably a bit too big to have been knurled. Could
be others were too, but are not as bad.

Paul, I had inspected the alt rotor during the rebuild process, but will revisit it. I cannot see why it
would be a part load thing since the rear wheel speed pretty much determines the engine speed for a
given gear and interial forces would be the same for a given RPM, regardless of the type of load on the
engine. 

I did not do anything with the bike today. When to a bike junkyard estate sale and saw more NOS Brit
parts for sale than I wanted to. If I had the room and the inclination to sort thru it all (including two
4x4x4 crates of engine cases, heads and jugs from BSA, Triumph and Norton I would have taken it all.
Guy told me I could have it all for $2500. It was a steal. I saw new rods in boxes, new pistons, more
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points and condensers than more dealers carry on the shelf, sprockets, clutch hubs, baskets and on
and on. It was painful to walk away from it all. What amazed me was the vintage Brit dealer down the
road had not been there yet. I would have thought he would have taken it all. My guess is vintage Brit
business is not so hot for him.

regards,
Rob
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JohnA
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: Triumph
T140 & TR7
 
Join Date: Feb 2012
Location: Norwich, England
Posts: 1,851
Other Motorcycle: Guzzi T3
Extra Motorcycle: Another
Guzzi T3

I think I'd have taken it all at that rpice, space for it or not!

Thanks for the knurling info, I hadn't heard if it done on the ID until now - a lot less cruel than to the
OD...
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
...the vintage Brit dealer down the road had not been there yet. I would have thought he
would have taken it all. My guess is vintage Brit business is not so hot for him.

Let me put it this way: If I had a mortgage, and/or car /truck payment(s), I would not be able to
survive on the income from this business. I do it because it's what I love to do.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

I hear you Paul. I don't know of any guys out there that got rich restoring motorcycles or selling
vintage parts. When you go to the big swap meets, there is a portion of them that look homeless.
Maybe it's just a lifestyle.
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Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Only guys I know making real money are those buying up NOS vintage parts and reselling them. That
said, based on some of the prices I've seen lately for vintage Japenese parts, I'd say that they are
trying to make the big bucks off a diminishing business. Maybe the guys that do Broughs are raking in
the dough because the owners are well healed and write blank checks for restorations. Same folks that
drop 6 figures on a bike at a Vegas auction. But the world is not crawling with Jay Lenos so it's kinda
like good guitar players in that one or two make it big like Clapton while the rest eek out a living
working  their butts off.

regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

No smoking please!

Decided to pull the head on the engine. I peered thru the spark plug holes the other day and the left
intake valve was oily. Today I looked at the right thru the plug hole and not as bad, but still a bit oily.

I had no way to determine mixture due to the oil burning. So I was living in fear of a lean mixture and
eating my pistons  during the last 80 or so miles. With the head off, that concern has been relieved.
Top of the pistons are perfect.

Here's are pics of what I found.

Exhaust side.

Report this image

Intake side. Note the cruddy valve pockets.
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With the valves still in place, there was no doubt that the left cylinder  was burning oil. Here's a pic of
the head with the valves still in place, intake is forward so left is left here.

Report this image

No doubt that the left intake is oily and that the combustion cap is full of oily carbon.

Here's a pic of the right intake valve. That's not a shadow. Thats carbon stuck to the valve.

Report this image

With the valves out, I could look down into the ports at the guides. Here is the left intake guide .
Those shiny beads of light around the guide is a moat full of oil. Looks like the guide to head may be
the source of the leak.
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Here is the right intake guide looking up thru the valve seat. No moat!

Report this image

The intake valve for the right jug was oily on the backside of the head, just not as bad as the left side.
I think that is probably from the knurling.

Here are the exhaust guides. Not much to see but carbon.

Report this image

Report this image
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I also noticed that the guides are Rowe guides, a good, solid name. They are all 0.002" oversize. 

Wiggling the valves gave the impression that they were pretty good. But, they felt pretty good before
the knurling process. I'm wondering if the knurling somehow upset the left guide. Maybe it was
reamed oversize or the bore did not clean up with 0.002 oversize reamer. 

Tomorrow I will measure all the springs, seats, and valve to guide clearances. I did notice that the
spring seats looked a little worn. Probably time for new. Maybe I'll just bite the bullet and renew the
whole lot. Odo said 25K miles when I got the bike.

Will also clean the head and bead blast the ports so the guides will do no further damage coming out.

Stay tuned...

regards,
Rob
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

This is the next, expensive job on my list, Rob. I look forward to seeing  how you get on. If you look
at Hydes website he has a nice sturdy looking tool for drawing the guides in concentric to the seats.
Should be an easy project to knock up in the lathe?

Rod
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Ooooh.... that's a superb tip, Rod. Guess I'll be visiting his site after I send this reply.

I do have another fine machine shop right around the corner from my home and know the guy pretty
well. He's been at it for years and actually had a NAPA store as well and had to give up the NAPA store
because it was preventing him from doing machine work, which is what he loves.

Thanks. I'm off to Hyde's.

regards,
Rob
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

You are on the right track.

I'm not positive, but I believe Rowe may no longer be in business...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Taking the top end off is not a big deal. So, if I still have an issue after the head is taken out of the
equation, then it's not a lot of work to pull the head and jugs and re-ring the engine  with possibly a
coarser hone. Although my gut is and the compression readings are telling me that going that far will
probably and hopefully not be necessary.

Guides came out last night. There is some scoring in the bores of the head. No debris on the guides so
have to believe the scoring was there before I pulled them. 

In my zeal to get the guides out, I managed to not keep track of which guide went where. I can reduce
it to a 50/50 chance since the port shape patters are different between exhaust and intake. 

I could not find a Rowe company website, but there are still a number of companies  selling their
products. If they were as big as it appears they were, I can see there being lots of NOS stuff out there
on dealers shelves. KPMI has a Rowe cross-reference on their website.

I went to my local shop and talked to Dave about doing guides. He does not do a lot of motorcycles so I
wanted to make sure he had all the tools. He had all the right answers and in some cases, gave me the
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Extra Motorcycle: Yes right answers before I asked the questions. Dave has no employees and I prefer that. Although the
shop that knurled my guides has a great reputation, there was a younger guy working there when my
head was done and I suspect he did the head. I was not impresses with what I found when I took it
apart. Springs still had ancient crud on them, the seat contact was very iffy. One valve actually has a
dashed contact line all around. Might been a badly ground valve, but I would have expected them to
notice this. I'm going to talk to Kevin next time I get out that way.

I also talked to Dave about knurling. He's also a fan. Said that the process work hardens the material
so it holds up very well. I told him that our engines do not have valve seals. He looked at me and said,
"Oh." as in, I see your point. 

So today I'm going to measure the head guide bores to see what we have and then bring the head to
Dave to clean up those bores, get a good measurement and order the new guides and valves.

Here's some pics I snapped last night.
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regards,
Rob
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Notice another interesting detail last night that I forgot to mention. The exhaust valves both have two
small "caps" or stem extensions that are either welded or brazed to the stem. I was thinking that it
might be from the stems being ground down many times to remove the dimple on the tip. But then
again, it might be a feature of one maker's valves, having a hardened tip to reduce the dimpling. Here's
a pic of what I'm talking about.
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Report this image

Measured my springs. Here's what I found.

.............................Length...............................Coil Count
Spring............. Spec.........As-found.............Spec........As-found
External...........1.500......1.520-1.555.........5-3/4........5-1/4
Internal............1.531......1.462-1.505.........7-1/4.........7

(Making a table here is a PITA.)

As you can see, the externals are a tad long let short on coil count and internals are a tad short and
also short on coil count.

Here are the measured spring rates using a digital scale.

Internal - 65-66.5 lbs
External - 117-118 lbs.

I'm going to post this on the general forum and ask for expert opinions.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 11-21-2013 at 04:34 PM.
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Rob,

You wrote, "I also talked to Dave about knurling. He's also a fan. Said that the process work hardens
the material so it holds up very well. I told him that our engines do not have valve seals. He looked at
me and said, "Oh." as in, I see your point."

Surely our engines have valve seats. No? 
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Posts: 2,081
Thanks,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Time for new glasses, Henry. 

SEALS, not seats.

Now go eat your carrots.

regards,
Rob
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henryanthony
Senior Member
World SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 1970
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Dearborn, Michigan
Posts: 2,081

Rob, it was a sanity check - my own! I was sure my bike had valve seats but your comment made me
wonder. Riding downhill over the hump sure is fun!

I'll have that carrot now as soon as I remember where I left my walker.

Thanks,
Henry
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner

While I'm cooling my heels waiting for my guide bores to be done, I pulled the primary cover to make
sure my poping noise is not coming from there. All looked fine inside, just as it was left when I installed
the cover last time. I did not pull the alt rotor yet to check per GPZ's advice. But I did check clearance
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

and rotated the engine and my tight spot, which is about 12 mils does not move indicating the rotor is
running true. But it still might be moving on the hub so should probaby check rather than curse my
lazy arse for not doing it when it lets go in the spring.

I did have an oil leak and thought it was oil getting thru the stator wire. As I checked up under the
engine in the sprocket cave, I noticed that the wire was lying right on top of the chain. Looks like the
warmth of the engine and road vibes put the wire where it wanted to be. I had run the wiring in piece
of Tygon plastic tubing, so it was protected. I disconnected it, put it on the other side of the breather
hose and zip-tied the two to the bottom frame tube. Dodged a bullet with that one. I must say, the
exit point of that wire is just plain pitiful design work. It would have made so much more sense to
come out higher and run across the top of the cases like the later models did. 

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Yep, I often scratch my head when I run across weird design aspects of these old British engines; then
I remember that the only engine I ever designed is still just an AutoCAD drawing and likely will never
see the light of day.

Those old dudes did pretty good, considering what they had to work with at the time, eh?
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Ayup, for sure, Paul. It's always easy to criticize after the fact. 

Just think about the Harley and Davidson making engines in that shed or the other pioneers of piston
engines and cars when everyone used horses and wagons.

A friend of my Dad's now long since gone, was a serious sprint car racer in his youth. This was in the
days when names like Offenhauser ruled dirt tracks as well as Indy. I was helping him clean out a
storage building he had when I was a teenager and he was in his late 60's. There were magnesium
disc wheels in there and when I asked, he said they were from his racing days. Then we dug deeper
and buried was one of his engines. It was all aluminum and was his design. I wish I had asked him for
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it, rather than help him load it up for a trip to the scrap yard. It was a SOHC 4 cylinder. And this was a
man with hardly any education. Probably one of the best natural engineers I ever met.

regards,
Rob
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This stuff didn't used to be "rocket science", just common sense once you understood the combustion
engine principles and basic electricity.

Now, take a modern formula 1 engine...
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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More follow-up details - ignition timing

With winter here and my desire to button up outstand items on the Triumph before I move to the
Knucklehead, I'm doing small checks while I await my head guide bores to be honed.

Today, I rechecked the timing since the head is off. I put the bike on TDC using the piston domes and
confirmed TDC mark on my homemade timing indicator plate. I wanted to confirm my 38 deg BTDC mark
as well. I came up with a quick and dirty way to put a degree wheel on the crank that turned out to be a
good way to do this in general. So, for the need of something to occupy my time, I took a few pics of the
set-up and thought I'd post them here.

Degree wheel is a simple download from a website, in this case machinerycleanery.com. I printed out the
wheel, glued it to a piece of cardboard, covered the face with clear plastic tape, put a hole in the middle and
called it done. 

The rotor nut on the crank does not thread onto the crank the full length of the nut, so this leaves about a
1/4 inch of threads to which you can mount a degree wheel. I had an old, ugly and rusty bottom engine
mounting stud in my box of Triumph parts. That is the same thread as the rotor nut. So, a little bead
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blasting and it fit like a champ. I used the mating engine mounting nut as a jam nut to hold it tight. The
degree wheel simply slides onto the stud and is held with friction. It's actually pretty snug.

The pointer is just a bent piece of mechanic's wire that snaps over the top stator stud and gets held with
another nut. Finger tight is good enough.

Here is the set-up on my engine.
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Here's the pointer.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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Here's the butt-ugly mounting stud and nut ready to screw into the rotor nut. You can see my homemade
timing plate and the mating mark on the rotor for dynamic timing the bike with a light.
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Here's the backside of the timing wheel. As mentioned, it just a piece of cardboard. This piece was cut from
an old tablet back.
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My TDC and 38 BTDC marks were spot on. So, I confirmed that my ignition timing is correct.

I hope this helps someone who is about to set up a degree wheel for the first time.

regards,
Rob 
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DAVE M CD's are your friend.
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bike

they make good backing.

Mind you, i picked up a plastic Timing disc for around £5 at an auto jumble and it's not worth the effort
making one at that price
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Super Moderator
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Commentator
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Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
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Well done.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Note, this same post was also posted in the general forum in my valve spring thread. I wanted to post it
here as well to maintain the continuity of this resto thread.

Finally got back to my valve springs. Set them up so I could see any distortion or variance from spring to
spring and for the most part, the meaurements were born out by what I observed today.

Here are the outer and inner springs linked up together. You can see a faint line of light between the 12
inch scale and the top of the springs. They are not distorted at all.
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So, I then took them down into the basement and put them on my drill press with a bathroom scale to
measure the seated load in the valve closed position. I used the free length of the outer spring, since it
was the longest and calculated the correct amount of compression to achieve the valve closed seated
length. I compressed the spring to that point and read the scale.

The two exhaust spring pairs measured 49 lbs. 
The two intake spring pairs measured 40 lbs. 

I looked at my manual again and compared it to my T140 manual. The T140 uses the same color coded
springs and as Mr. Pete mentioned here, the length given for the outer at 1-1/2 inch free length is wrong.
I suspect that the length given is actually for the red dot outer spring. My manual is good up to 1970 and
says Green dot. So they changed the color but forgot to change the length. This would explain why all my
outers measured a bit long compared to 1-1/2" spec when they are alll actually a bit short compared to the
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correct 1-5/8 inch spec. So both my inners and outers are short wrt free length. And unless I did
something wrong, they are also weaker than spec. The spec for seated closed condition in my manual is 75
lbs intake and 87 lbs exhaust. That's a bit lower than Mr. Pete's recommendation. But mine are all
significantly lower than his numbers of 65/75 lbs as well. 

Looks I'll be getting new springs. I think I'll go thru this exercise with the new ones just for comparison
purposes.

I also noticed that in my T140V manual, they only give free length when new and offer up no other seated
length or pressures in closed or open conditions. Could be they found many seated pressures were way
under spec in engines with miles on them, yet the motor still ran well. My guess is they eliminated the
spec to avoid issues.

regards,
Rob 
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Quote:

Originally Posted by Snakeoil 
Looks I'll be getting new springs. I think I'll go thru this exercise with the new ones just for
comparison purposes.

Good idea.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

Gaiter Clamps

Decided to bite the bullet and install the gaiter clamps on the bike. I understand that I am not the only
person with a bit of anxiety over installing these since you only get one shot to do it right. 

Here are the business  ends of two clamps. Note that they are mirror images of each other. They did not
come this way. I unhooked the strap from one of the "buckles" and turned it around so the bitter end of
the hooked strap would be under the strap when each clamp was installed. 
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Report this image

I looked at several photos of restored and original bikes and there does not seem to be any particular
pattern to how the buckle should be installed forward or aft. The common point is the hex head points up
for the top ones and down for the bottom ones. But I've seen the buckle facing forward and aft on various
bikes, some with it both ways on the same bike. I chose to go with buckles facing aft in all 4 positions.

The anxiety I believe comes from how long to trim the end of the strap that enters the slotted screw in the
buckle. Here are the dimensions I used and you should use these as a reference. I would think they will
work for the forks and gaiters common to '66 T120R bikes and similar. If you have a different config, then
I would think they would be useful in determining how much longer than the OD of your installed gaiters
you should cut your straps.

First, with a piece of string, measure the circumference of your gaiters where the clamp will be installed. All
four of mine measured 7-1/2 inches. 
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Now for the clamp, measure from the end of the clamp buckle, which would be outside the hex headed
slotted shaft and measure 9 inches. That is where you will cut the strap. You have to make sure you hold
the strap so the folded hook is tight on the buckle. Another way to measure this is from the hooked end of
the strap, at the bend. This dimension is a half inch shorter than the above dimension, assuming all the
buckles are the same length. I've included a sketch below to make what I'm saying clear.

This image has been resized. Click this bar to view the full image.
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With the strap cut, take a pair of pliers and make a 90 degree bend in the end of the strap. The direction
the bend is towards the outside of the strap. It should be about 1/4 inch from the end as the diameter of
the slotted shaft is about 1/4 inch.
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Wrap the strap around the gaiter with the shaft slot positioned at 90 deg to the strap. Hook the bent end
into the back of the slotted shaft and wind the shaft using the hex so that the strap runs behind the
screw. Hold it tight for the first turn so it winds tightly around the shaft. Then just tighten while
maintaining correct position for the strap until it is tight. I used a nut driver to turn the hex.

When you are done, they should look like this.
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.

Hope this helps the next guy.

regards,
Rob 
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Head work

Stopped to see Dave, my machinist, today. He's made some headway on the guide  bores. Looks like
intakes will clean up and take the next oversize guides. Exhausts however were pretty tapered and
might have to jump to the 0.015 over guides. I need to contact KPMI to see if they offer a guide
between 0.008 and 0.015 over.

regards,
Rob
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GrandPaulZ
Super Moderator
Site Supporter
Commentator
Main Motorcycle: '67 Triumph
Bonneville
 
Join Date: Aug 2005
Location: Laredo, Texas
Posts: 9,456
Other Motorcycle: British Iron
Extra Motorcycle: Dreer
Norton Prototype

Sounds better than the prior prognosis.

You can look on the British Only website  and see what's readily available. For the price difference you
MIGHT find (cheaper), at least you'll know the availability and price range.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Snakeoil
Senior Member

Valve guide holes are once again round and parallel. Dave had to hone them quite a bit. Ended up with
requiring 0.006" over intake guides and 0.015" over exhausts. 
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Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Just placed the order for new KPMI guides, springs and valves. Original spring seats, retainers and
keepers are fine. KPMI only sells thru dealers and I was going to call my buddy Lance, but he's a 2 hour
drive away for me in the winter. I did a quick search and noticed that Summit Racing has a
powersports division. Free shipping on orders over $100. Parts are special order, but I tend to believe
that this means that a parts picker in their warehouse won't grab the wrong parts. They will be special
ordered from KPMI. 

There was also a significant savings over KPMI list price on their site. I saved approximately $90 over
list. 

Parts are promised for first week in Feb. Was minus 1F today when I took my van  for inspection. Not
the kind of weather you want to be out in the garage. I figure by the time I got it up to a reasonable
temperature inside, it would be tomorrow.

regards,
Rob
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tealetm
Senior Member
SuperBike
Main Motorcycle: 2012 Speed
Triple R
 

 
Join Date: Jun 2005
Location: Upstate New York
Posts: 1,604
Extra Motorcycle: 1995 Speed
Triple

Rob- I've been following and understand the guide and spring issue you've been having. Why did you
end up ordering new valves? 

Don't you love the cold? I choose a great time to take a three day weekend  and head up into the
Adirondacks... brrrr.
__________________
Travis
Albany, NY
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one

I was not crazy about how the keeper grooves had been hand ground. Since the seats will have to be
ground with the installation of new guides, I wanted to start out with new valves. If you want my old
valves, they are yours for the asking. 
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Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Regards,
Rob

  
 

 01-29-2014, 05:47 PM   #438 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Christmas redux

KPMI treasure box was waiting on the porch when I got home today. Guess I'm headed over to Dave's
shop tomorrow.

Measured the guide OD and valve stem OD and checked against the KPMI specs on their website. Here
are the results

Guides
Spec for +0.015 OS - 0.516
As measured - 0.5161 and 0.5162

Spec for +0.006 OS - 0.507
As measured - 0.5072 and 0.5070

Intake Valves
Stem spec - 0.3105
As measured - both 0.3106

Exhaust Valves
Stem spec - 0.310
As measured - both 0.3102

Regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 01-29-2014 at 07:35 PM.
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Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

Dropped my valve parts off with Davy. Asked him if he'd ever seen the o-ring on top of the top spring
collar trick that Mr. Pete has suggested her to keep excess oil from running down the guides. He said
yes and this is what Chevy used for years before they went to regular valve seals.

regards,
Rob

  
 

 02-01-2014, 03:48 PM   #440 (permalink)

Snakeoil
Senior Member
Team Owner
Main Motorcycle: The one
between my legs
 

 
Join Date: Feb 2009
Location: Upstate NY
Posts: 5,225
Other Motorcycle: A few
Extra Motorcycle: Yes

I was cleaning up the valve spring seats and collars to bring over to Davy and noticed that one bottom
seat was a bit chewed up at the inner spring seat area. Looked like the spring had say partially outside
the seat and moved the metal down into the bore of the inner seat area. I grabbed one of my old
springs and tried to insert it and it would not go in without me winding it in to twist and compress the
OD of the spring coil a bit. 

So, I chucked it up in the lathe and made gradual skim cuts until the upset metal was gone. Spring fit
perfectly after that.

This made me a bit concerned that the new KPMI springs might not fit properly in the seats, even
though they say they will work with '66 and up OEM hardware . I checked them all when I got to
Davy's and one was extremely tight WRT the fit of the inner spring to the lower seat. I measured it
and it was 0.015 smaller ID than the other seats. So, I brought it back home and skim cut 0.015 off
the ID and the spring is a nice snug fit now.

I wonder if the seats were within OEM drawing tolerance, or outside the spec aftermarket parts. Guess
I'll never know because they are not marked in any way. Non-issue really. Fixed now. 

But something to check if you are doing a rebuild on your head.
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Redmoggy
Senior Member
Powerbike
Main Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
TR6
 
Join Date: Jul 2012
Location: NZ
Posts: 370
Other Motorcycle: 66 Triumph
T120R

Cheers for that, Rob. Something else I will need to check. Just finishing a couple of jobs to fund my
head re build. 

Can you think of an easy way to measure the guide  bores at home, or do you think it best left to a
shop?

Regards
Rod
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Not sure the Queen's English uses the same term, but there are measuring tools called telescope
gauges. Another slang term for them is snap gauges. They are the standard tool used to measure
bores. The preferred tool is a device called an "Intra-mic" which is a three anvil bore device that is the
most accurate , even in the hand of a chimp. But if you know how to use a telescope gauge, you can
get a good and accurate measurement. Google 3 point micrometer if you want to see what an Intramic
looks like. Decent set it about$1500.

Google telescope gauge and you'll find  pictures and probably there are YouTube vids on how to use
them. If not, let me know and I'll walk you thru the process. Here's one of many sets I found on-line.
http://www.summitracing.com/parts/pr...FaE7OgodAikA9A

I would kill to have a good set of Intra-mics, but they are mucho expensive and hard to justify when
you only use them for hobby purposes. Only top notch machine shops have them. When I was an
apprentice machinist, we had them in the apprentice shop, which spoiled me at an early age. Even
when I worked in the Atomic Power Lab, we did not have them. We used telescope gauges.

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 02-01-2014 at 05:53 PM.
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Thanks, Rob. I had thought of a Tele gauge, although i have only ever used one, many years ago as an
Apprentice. I didnt think they came small enough for the guide bores, Googled the local engineering
shop and can get one for $70. If you can spare the time i would appreciate the lesson. I'll get the head
stripped and tooled up before i hassle you though.

Also looked at Insta-mic. Not sure i can justify the cost. I can see why you felt spoiled!

Many thanks, Rob.

Rod
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A decent inside caliper and small micrometer will do the job nicely.
__________________
GrandPaulZ
Author of "Old Bikes"
Born Again Bikes
My Photo album
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Sorry for the delay in responding Rod. I have sent an email to you with the how-to along with a
diagram.

Your concern about finding  a telescope gauge small enough for the guide bores is not without merit.
I was not sure how small they will go to so I had to look them up to see what is available.

Here is a set that goes down to 5/16".
http://www.rotagriponline.com/compon...5d95dc4770.gif

Note the price. They are probably Chinese, but I've seen these tools  and they are up to the task of a
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Note the price. They are probably Chinese, but I've seen these tools  and they are up to the task of a
home hobbyist. Would probably not hold up to daily use in a machine shop. But for you they are fine.

When you get to smaller bores, they have a similar tool  called a small bore gauge. It is similar in
function, but instead of telescoping anvils, it is more like a split sphere with a wedge that draws up
between the two halves, causing them to separate and expand to fit a bore. Since they are round, they
self-center. You just need to practice to get a good feel for the fit and measure them the same way
with an outside mic.

Here they are from the same outfit that will measure bores down to 1/8".
http://www.rotagriponline.com/compon...4d1681d0e2.jpg

Paul is correct that a caliper, inside dividers and similar can be used with an outside mic to measure a
bore. But the chance of obtaining good and repeatable accuracy is less than if you use the two types of
tools I have mentioned here. And if you are machining metal, I would not rely on  those types of
techniques to remove metal from a part on a machine tool. 

regards,
Rob

Last edited by Snakeoil; 02-09-2014 at 04:15 PM. Reason: Add more info.
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Hi Rob, 

Nice discussion 

One thing that no one has mentioned is why not use a go/no go gauge. 
They're easy to use  and very accurate (Maybe too accurate for our old bikes!) Ok, you don't get an
actual measure but it would tell you if the guide is within tolerance.
I can't remember the valve guide tolerances or specs but maybe these might work if they are available
in the correct diameter. http://www.newmantools.com/meyer/gonogo.htm#inch

All the best

Webby
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First, we are talking about the guide bore size in the head, not the guide bore where the valve stem
fits. There are multiple oversize guides so you would need a set of go-no go for each oversize.

But more importantly, go-no go are intended for high production work and for things like rifle chambers
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where if the no go fits, it indicates and unsafe condition.

One would never use go-no go gauges for determining if a component needs to be machined and by
how much. They are used for inspection purposes once the machining is done, in order to determine if
a part is within tolerance. 

A go-no go set for a bore would be a pair of simple plug gauges, ground to the correct size for a given
bore tolerance. You would probably need 4 gauges actually for a guide bore check. One of the minimum
size (go), one of the maximum size (go) and one no go for the min size and one no go for the max size.
Just does not make sense. 

And one of the concerns here is taper. A go-no go tells you nothing about taper. You'd get an
indication, but that's is it.

Lastly, they are precision ground plug, ring or specific shape gauges. That means they are expensive
and you would never get your money's worth from them unless you were in a very busy shop
situation.

I suspect that you are familiar with these from the aircraft maintenance viewpoint. That is an
inspection process. It puts the intelligence into the tool and not the inspector. If the go fits and the no
go does not, the part is okay. If the no go fits, the part gets replaced. It's not a machining process.

I'll repeat my friend's old mantra again. "To measure is to know". That's a rule/philosophy I would
encourage everyone here to embrace as their own.

regards,
Rob
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Next time I'll read the entire thread before posting a reply 
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